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Abstract 
As the scale of VLSI becomes larger and larger, the time delay and speed 
performance of the circuit are increasingly determined by the interconnect between 
devices in the chip. Consequently, the transient simulation of the interconnects plays a 
more and more important role in the circuit design. Lossy transmission line is a 
suitable model for analyzing the interconnect which has distributed parameters. It has 
been shown that the method of characteristics combined with waveform relaxation 
analysis is the best means to implement the simulation. To improve the computational 
efficiency, we developed a new approach to simulate the wave propagation function 
in time domain. The proposed algorithm is based on the wavelet transform and 
multiresolution decomposition to substitute the FFT method. In comparison to the 
conventional FFT method, the fast wavelet-based convolution algorithm can speed up 
the computation time by around two to six times. Dynamic accuracy can also be 
achieved by setting an error tolerance. There is a trade-off between the speed and 
accuracy of the simulation. However, due to the variation of parameters in the 
fabrication processing，the error controlled by the prescribed tolerance can satisfy the 
requirement in practical cases. In our project, a SPICE-like simulator was written in C 
language for simulation of linear circuit with lossy transmission lines. We employ this 
software to verify the fast wavelet-based convolution algorithm in the circuit 
simulation. 
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1 Introduction 
The theories of wavelet transform have been studied by pure and applied 
mathematicians for more than a decade. The families of functions h a b (x) 
hah{x) = \a[ xnh{^-) a,b G (1.1) 
CL 
generated from one single function h by the operation of dilation and translations have 
turned out to be a useful tool in various fields of engineering, such as the signal 
processing[l]，image and speech compression[2][3], and multidimensional filter 
bank[4][5], etc. Among these application cases, multiresolution analysis based on 
orthonormal wavelet transform is the most attractive one and has been under study for 
a few years[6]. The multiresolution property of wavelet transforms enables it to be a 
practical method for analyzing the signal with fine resolutions to any degree and good 
time-frequency localization. On the other hand, the algorithm for the solutions of 
partial differential equations (PDEs) and integral equations with wavelet based 
functions are of particular interest[7]-[12]. In this thesis, we employ the wavelet 
transform in the fast convolution algorithm instead of the conventional FFT method 
and apply this new approach in the simulation of distributed network, that is, the lossy 
transmission lines of the VLSI circuits. 
In the field of VLSI circuit simulation, more and more attention will be 
focused on the time delay and speed performance of the VLSI digital systems 
determined by interconnections rather than by lumped-device dimensions alone. These 
interconnects can be modeled as lossy transmission lines that have distributed 
parameters. Therefore, suitable modeling and efficient numerical tools for the 
transient simulation of those lossy transmission lines in the chip are urgently needed. 
To fulfill this requirement, many efforts have been made by many researchers. The 
Waveform Relaxation (WR) analysis of lossy transmission lines with characteristic 
model is well developed by F.Y.Chang[13][14] for the transient simulation of the 
above problem, In[13][14], Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used in the simulation 
of the exponential wave propagation function of the lossy transmission line in 
frequency domain. However; because of the aliasing effect of FFT, the transform from 
time domain to frequency domain requires zero-padditig operation at the end of the 
transient waveforms. This augmentation of zeros actually doubles the required 
memory and computational time in the FFT. Furthermore, the propagation function in 
time domain for a practical lossy line is usually a single pulse followed by a smooth 
exponential decay function. Consequently, applications of wavelet transform in the 
data compression gave us a useful inspiration to decompose the propagation function 
into wavelet domain and convolve it with the waveforms that propagate along the 
transmission lines obtained from each iterative simulation. In the new developed fast 
wavelet-based convolution algorithm，the length-4 Daubechies bi-orthonormal 
wavelet based function is employed for the decomposition of waveforms and 
convolution. The basic idea of the method is to decompose the two involved 
waveforms in time-domain, i.e.，the wave propagation function and the waveforms 
transmitted along the transmission line, to a series of resolution levels, and then 
convolve them in those corresponding levels individually. Because of the special 
property of the wave propagation function described above, the memory required to 
store the waveform is much less than the conventional method in FFT. Results of 
convolution in different resolution levels vanish because of the orthonormal property 
of the selected wavelet base. With fewer elements to represent the propagation 
function, the computation time for the convolution between the propagated waveform 
and the propagation function is far decreased by several times, but the accuracy of the 
computation is remained as requested. The fast wavelet-based convolution algorithm 
can also achieve dynamic accuracy, which provides a trade-off of the computation 
speed of the simulation. 
The organization of this thesis is outlined as follows. In section 2，the basic 
wavelet theories and the applied algorithms are reviewed briefly. We emphasize on the 
length-4 Daubechies' wavelet base and the matrix-form decomposition and 
reconstruction scheme[ 15]. Multiresolution and fast wavelet transform are introduced 
as the fundamental of the wavelet-based convolution, Finally, we compare the time-
frequency localization properties of the wavelet transform with the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) and their usage in the signal processing and representation. Section 
3 is the introduction of the waveform relaxation analysis method for the distributed 
network. We focus on the transient simulation of lossy transmission line by using the 
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method of characteristics, Pade approximation of the characteristic impedance and 
waveform relaxation analysis[13]. FFT is used in the simulation of the wave 
propagation function of the lossy transmission line. In section 4, we present the 
application of FFT and exploit the special waveform of the wave propagation function 
in time domain for the use of wavelet-based convolution. In section 5，details of the 
wavelet-based convolution are given. It is shown that by down-sampling the wavelet 
transform of one waveform and convolving it with the other non-downsampled one 
within the same resolution level, we can achieve the perfect reconstruction (PR) of the 
convolution results. The computational efficiency is highly enhanced and the required 
memory is drastically reduced by using the sparse storage scheme to store the 
transformed high-frequency level signals. Dynamic accuracy can also be obtained by 
setting prescribed criteria as an error tolerance factor. Although the wavelet-based 
convolution has many advantages over the FFT-based convolution, we must indicate 
that the limitation of the new algorithm and explain the reason for applying it in the 
simulation of lossy transmission line. For illustration, we developed a C program to 
conduct the simulation with FFT. This program was written in SPICE-liked format 
input and simulates the transient response of the linear circuit with Modified Nodal 
Approach (MNA) and trapezoidal rules for the linear Partial Differential Equations 
(PDEs). Replacing the FFT routine by Wavelet-based Convolution, the CPU time for 
the convolution is reduced by two to six times and the memory requirement is saved 
by four times. The difference between the results simulated by FFT and Wavelet-
based Convolution is sufficiently small that satisfies the error criteria in practical 
simulation of VLSI circuit. Although the fraction of computation efforts of wave 
propagation function is around 20% of the overall computation time，it is still a 
promising improvement to use Wavelet-based Convolution as an alternative of FFT to 
simulate the propagation fiinction because it is hopeful to do the wavelet transform in 
real time and no waveform relaxation iterations are needed any more. Even with state-
of-the-art technology, parallel computers are practically used in the relaxation 
simulations of VLSI [16], thus, the iteration time will be much saved if we can reduce 
the convolution time between two waveforms of the lossy transmission line. Section 6 
contains the computation of FFT and wavelet-based convolution algorithms applied in 
the transmission line simulation experiments. The comparison results from a 
3 
traditional circuit. Through the illustrations of the waveforms and listing of the CPU 
time, we can conclude the advantages of wavelet-based convolution algorithm as well 
as its limitations. Section 7 gives conclusion and some prospective studies on this 
field. In order to have a more accurate waveform，smaller time step is required in the 
simulation. However, it will certainly increase the computation time. Wavelet-based 
convolution algorithm can provide a potential solution for this problem by using the 
downsampling and interpolation method. This is an attractive research topic. As 
mentioned above, real time wavelet transform is available and the possibility of using 
it in the propagation function will be an interesting topic in the near future. If the 
research succeeds，the computation time of the waveform relaxation will be definitely 
reduced by several orders. Finally, the program lists make up the Appendix. 
::.:::,‘.... .....,:. ,.:.
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2 Wavelet Theory 
2.1 Basic Wavelet Theories 
In this subsection; we review the definition of wavelet transform and the 
decomposition and reconstruction of signal in view of multiresolution analysis. We 
also show how the Daubechies' wavelet bases are constructed with examples. For 
more detail, please refer to [15]. 
From the point of view of continuous wavelet transform，the function h is 
called the mother function of a certain wavelet family while continuously varying the 
parameter a, which is usually defined as dilation coefficient, and b, the translation 
step: . ::、. ； . .: * •,. ,:、. • "：： _ 
hab(x) = \a\- y2h{^~) a,b e%a^0 (2.1) 
' a 
Using this function h, one can represent funct ion/by the transformed fiinction i f f 
(Uf)(a,b) = ( h a „ f ) = \ c ^ m j h i ~ ^ f ( x ) d x . (2.2) 
where x designates the complex conjugate of x. We notice that (2.2) is quite similar 
to the Fourier transform. However, in our research project, computations are all 
operated in numerical manner. Consequently, we restrict ourselves in the study of 
discrete wavelet transform (DWT). > 
As to discrete wavelet transform, we choose to restrict the values of the 
parameters a and Z? in (2.2) to a discrete sublattice. A usual choice corresponds to 
practical usage is 
a = 2 m h = nl m 
where n and m are integer number respectively. Note that the dilation scale a is 
enlarged as the m increases, and the function h becomes 'flat' and smooth in octonary 
:
5
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manner. Simultaneously, the translation step b is adapted automatically to the dilation 
coefficient a On the contrary, as the m becomes smaller，the function h is 
concentrated and rough and the small translation step b are necessary to cover the 
whole range. 
Based on the discrete wavelet function, one can map function / to sequences 
indexed by integer sets， 
I ( ^ ) 贈 = 〈 1 , / 〉 = | 2 厂 / 2 > ( 2 、 - 埘 ⑷ 办 ( 2 . 3 ) 
In this case, the integer number m represents the scale of resolution, say, the larger the 
integer number m is, the coarser the mapped function ( /¾ is approximation of the 
original function f . This property of projection of function with different resolution 
level leads to the mutliresolution analysis. A more detailed example is given below to 
illustrate this concept explicitly. 
6 • 
2.2 Example of Haar Wavelet base 
Being a simplest instance, we start with a scale function (j) which support is in 
the interval [0，1{, as shown in fig. 2-1(a), 
fl, 0 < JC < 1 … 、 
0 (x )= ' , . (2.4) 
[0, otherwise 
Apply the similar rules as defined above, we can construct the family of this scale 
function in different resolution levels and translation step, 
•m n=2-
m /、(2-”'X—n) (2.5) 
n ； ； ： 11 n ！ u ! | 
1 [ ：- j rrt=0in=O ； j 1 r t \ m=G"irv=1 ； j 
• : 由 











| 彳 丨 卜 i K 1 ' 5 M ' I I . : : 
1 [……i ！- i m^1in=0 t j 1 r i ：• "“i rrr=-1in=1 ！ j 
0 1 2 . 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2-1: a) Function (j)0Q = 0(x) with m = 0,n = 0 
b) Function (f)0] = (f)(x-1) with m = 0，" = 1 
1 
c) Function (f) 1 0 = —j= (f)(x/2) with m = 1, /7 = 0 
d) Function (/) n = jc / 2 — 1) with w = i , " = 1 
. . .
7
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• Fig.2-1 (a)-(d) shows the functions with various .w and n, and they also explain 
the relationship between resolution level and number m as mentioned in the previous 
subsection. 
Depending on the orthonormal characteristic of function (j) 














c 歸 = 二 ？ ( 2 . 8 ) 
In Fig. 2-2, we apply function / ( x ) - e~ x/3 and decompose it into two 
resolution levels, i.e., m=0 and 1. Here, in general case, we again find Pm+lf is the 
averaged version of Pmf and the difference between these two successive 
approximations o f / i s given by 
from 
and 




 j f(x)=ex|b{-x/3) 0 .
8
 ‘.’. . : Pmf(mj=0) 
: 06 .….……r-....I…….:….•.…..... 06 . … • … . . : : ’ . j • … … . . . ： - ' . :. 
。.4 ：….…j^^T；-] 。 . 4 ……： ……….…―… ’ 
0.2 I ： … … ^ 〜 义 . " 0 . 2 … … … ： 卜:…-…：：………二:“fc^j 





o 2 4 6 0 2 4 6 
(a) (b) 
！ I I 0 5 1 ^ ： ! I 
0 8
 … “ 、 ： ： Pmf ( m H ) 1 I Q 1 f = R 0 f - P 1 f 
0 . . . 2 . 4 6 0 2 4 6 
(c) (d) 
Figure 2-2: a) Function f (X) = e~ x/3 ； b) Approximation o f / b y Pmf with m^O 
c) Approximation o f / b y Pmf with m二 1 
d) Difference between P0f a n d P x f , Q J - P0f - Pxf 
Define a new function y/as 
： ^ 1 
1, 0 < x < -
2 
\l/(x) = 0 ( 2 x ) - 0(2x - l) = < -1 ? - <x < \ (2.12) 
0， otherwise 
‘ 、 
Then we obtain 
¥nt+u = 2-(w+!> /2 v/(2"Cw,+,) x - n) = ^ m 2 n - (2.13) 
and 
Q-f = PJ -Pm+\f — ( 2 . 1 4 ) 
n 
9 . . . • 
where 
去 〜 制 （ / ) ) ( 2 1 5 ) 
We also notice that the ^funct ion constitutes an orthonormal base like the (j) one. 
( w w ) = 8 (2.16) mn^ mpj u np n ^ p 
Actually, y/ is Haar function as shown in fig.2-3，and we call y/ a wavelet base 
function. Now, we reach a conclusion that the fonction f can be represented by a 
series of successive projections onto the wavelet base fiinctions in sequential 
resolution levels, from fine to coarse, say，m from one to positive large integer, in 
addition to the smoothed version approximation o f / 
P J = Pof 一 P J + P J 一 尸 2 / . . . + 4 / ( 2 1 7 ) 
which is the idea of multiresolution analysis. 
1.5 | ！ ] [：~； [ 1 1.5 ！ ！ y" r j 
1 1 b a s e
J
: ; i m = 0 n 4 o j 1 ' H a a r r . - h = 0 - n ^ ) 
。 推 _ 。 . 士 ： 雲 
-0.5 | 十 卜了……！ t………. -0. 5 …“…1 - … 一 — 
- M — | - . . . t i … I — I — . -
1
 ] ] T " H " 
•I 5 I ! ‘ ' 1 -1.5 
• -0 5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 , -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
(a) (b) 





Tr=j6" 1 …'’--一十一-‘-卞 Haari'-^ln^ 
• 0.5 …：…-一+一…—………十 j - 0.5 - …-.1 一 : - 一 - 一 ’…一“广-:-——* 
0 ^ ……"i:-•…十丨 0 …-…"…1 i ; ~ 
-0.5 •.----……j,-…一一----j…--j—"f-"'-- . -0.5 , 十'”•””t-—-.—.…！…-―-f — • 








 1 1 
-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
(C) (d) 
10 
Figure 2-3: a) Base function 0O O = witli w 二 0，" == 0 
b) Haar function y/ 0 0 = \f/(x) with m = 0,/7 = 0 
c) Base function 少 1 0 二 + 诊(太 / 2) with 二 I, " = 0 
I ' . : , • 、 — . 
d) Haar function y/w = -j= \f/(x/2) with m = 1,n = 0 
11 
2 3 W a v e l e t Decomposition and Reconstruction with Multiresolution Analysis 
In the previous subsection, we have introduced the concept of multiresolution 
analysis (MA). Taking advantage of the attractive features of MA, we construct the 
decomposition and reconstruction algorithms in view of wavelet transform. These 
algorithms will contribute to the fast wavelet transform and the main topic of this 
thesis，the fast wavelet-based convolution. 
Let us start from the previous example, the Haar wavelet function. We notice 
that the coarse versions of scaling fiinction and wavelet function are all able to be 
represented by the former finer version scaling function, see (2.10) and (2.13). In 
general case, we have 
<l>m+io and h d g 丄 I t ( 2 . 1 8 ) 
k k 
where 
K = {^jmk〉= 2-巧彬^ # ( 2 - x - x) (2.19) 
&二〈^ + 1 。，^〉= 2 - ^ 2 - 〜 > ( 2 - 、 - _ ( 2 - 、 ) (2.20) 
which are using the orthonormal properties of the scaling function base and wavelet 
function base (2.6)，(2.16). They are not necessarily the Haar functions again. Now, 
let us start from a function /which is constructed by 
/ ⑶ 二 ( 2 . 2 1 ) 
n 
from the resolution level of m. Applying the multiresolution analysis，we can 
decompose / i n t o components of Qm+lf and Pm+lf 








^m+\p ~ ^ m+Xpyfj 
“ (2 23) 
n . 
= 1 > 则 咖 - 2 / ? ) 
n 
p  =〈0m+lp,/〉 












It shows that the expressions for the coefficients of lower resolution level (m+J) are 
functions of the coefficients of the previous higher resolution level m, cmn. More 
precisely, cnMp and dm+Xp are downsampled elements of the correlation of cmn with 
h(n) and g(n), respectively. Here, downsampling means extracting elements from 
every two original entries of the array. By the use of multiresolution analysis (2.15), 
we can obtain the decomposition coefficients corresponding to a series of resolution 
levels consequently exempt from taking the inner product again. This algorithm leads 
to the fast wavelet decomposition scheme which will be summarized in the following. 
Now, we give the example of d case(2.23) and a more explicit expression in matrix 
forms, suppose h(n) and g(n) are nonzero for only n=0,1,2,3: 
dm+u =^,2^(0) + ^ 3 ^ ( 1 ) • • • 
“d0 1 \g(0) g(\) g(2) ^(3) 0 0 0 0 … 0 J c 0 ~ 
dx 0 0 g(0) g(l) g(2) g(3) 0 0 … 0 c, 
d2 = 0 0 0 0 g(0) g ( l ) g(2) g(3)… 0 c 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. 争 . • • • • • • • * 
• • • 
肪 - 丄 + 丨 U ( 2 ) 名 ⑶ 0 0 … … … … 柳 , ⑴ J k _ 丨 i 
(2.25) 
13 . . . • 
and similarly 
(、 c w + 1 0 = 〜 力 ( 0 ) + 〜 # 1 ) + ^ / 7 ( 2 ) + . . . . 
’、:: ？ , = cm2m + cm3h(l) + cm4h(2) + ：.. 
： 「c0 1 [/^(0) Ml) h(2) //(3) 0 0 0 0 … 0 J c0 “ 
Cl 0 0 h(0) h(l) h(2) h(3) 0 0 … 0 c, 
c 二 0 0 0 0 //(0) /2(1) h{2) h(3) ••• 0 c 2 
i ! i i 丨 \ ... • • • . . . 丨 
丄 + 1 L " ( 2 ) " ( 3 ) ° ° ^ ( ° ) 办 ⑴ 丄 〜 - 丄 
己—= 
(2.26) 
Notice that at the beginning of the last row of matrix H and G, there are two 
extra elements h(2) and h(3) andg(2) and g⑶.They lead the matrices to be circulant-
matrices that satisfied the perfect-reconstruction conditions as described later. This 
requirement also causes the edge effect of the wavelet transform when signals have 
finite lengths. 
Similarly, we can achieve the reconstruction algorithm very easily. Suppose 
we know the lower resolution coefficients cniMp and d n M p of func t ion / then the next 
higher resolution representation o f / i s 
PJ =》rJ> 細= pm+J + Qm+J 
“ '(2.27) 
=^ Cm+\p (l )m+\p m+\p 
V P 
hence 
= (^mn， Pm+\f) +〈L，Qm+J) 
V P ’ 
^ ^ ^ ( n - l p ) + ^dm+lpg(n- 2p) 
p p 
where h(n-2p) and g(n-2p) are identical to the ones in (2.24), but the computation 
here is the convolution of the upsampled coefficients c and d with h and g’ 
s 14 , 
respectively. The upsampling means padding zeros between every two original entries. 
For example, let and suppose h(m) and g(m) are nonzero only for ^=0,7 ,2 ,5 : 
功 = + ‘ " / < 1 ) ( 2 2 9 ) 
= + 0 X /2(2) + 6 ^ , , ^ ( 1 ) + 0 x h(0) 
and n=4: 
X cm+]pKn - 2p) = cm+uh{2) + cm+nh{0) 3 0 ) 
w+12 V / 
In matrix format: 
f : : 卩 ( 0 ) 0 0 … " ( 2 ) 1 [ ^ ( 0 ) 0 0 … g ( 2 ) 
h(l) 0 0 ... h(3) g( l ) 0 0 … g ( 3 ) 
//(2) h(0) 0 ••• 0 「 g(2) g(0) o ••• 0 『 “ 1 
Co h(3) h(l) 0 … 0 : g ⑶ g ( l ) 0 . . . 0 J 
一 0 //(2) h(0) ••• : + 0 g(2) g(0) ： J 
= o 办⑶ Ki) ： / 2 + 0 容⑶ 乂 1 ) ••• : 2 
“ ； 0 h(2) •«• ： “ ： 0 g ( 2 ) •••： “ 
L 〜 - 丄 ： 0 h(3) • • . ： … 勝 丄 + 1 ： 0 g ( 3 ) . . . ： L 胺 一 」 針 1 
； ； 0 … h ( 0 ) .I- ： 0 …g(0) 
0 0 0 … " ( 1 ) 」 [ 0 0 0 … g ( l ) j 
(2.31) 
Here, there is an interesting feature of matrix H and G: 
H*=H T andG、G T and + = / (2.32) 
where 1 is identity matrix. We notice that the reconstruction matrices H* and G* are 
just the transpose of the decomposition matrices H and G. A perfect reconstruction 
condition will be given in the following subsection. 
Up to now， we have obtained the hierarchical decomposition and 
reconstruction scheme. As mentioned above, the decomposition is to downsample the 
result of the correlation of input array c0 with the filter coefficients h(n) and g(n), 
15 • 
respectively. As a result, for an input array with a finite length •，the length of the 
first decomposition level is N/2 for array c； and N/2 for array d h As the 
j decomposition procedure continues on the array c, the length of the successive array 
d decreases by octave order, i .e . ,斤 /2 + JV/4 + W / 8 + . . . ^ N / 2 m . Combining 
with the array with length of N / 2 m , the number of total elements for representing 
I the input array c0 is still equal to N. This feature is independent of the decomposition 
level number m. Fig. 2-4 and 2-5 show the schemes from the point of view of filter 
bank, where h(n),g(n) are called the filter coefficients. 
co (AO r _ n c, {NH) C2.{NIA) p — , & ( N / S ) 
7 - j - ft - — — ~ H -f-y^ H p 
G 一 G 一 “ G 一 
—
1 di ( N / 2 ) d2 ( N / 4 ) • ( N / S ) 
Figure 2-4 Octave filter bank structure for the fast wavelet decomposition. Input Co and output 
d \ , d 2 , c h and c 3 . Number in the parentheses is the size of array. 
c 3 (A^/8) _ _ c 2 (A^/4) r — — ^ 乙 ( N / 2 ) ~ ^ ~ C o 
/ _ h * —1 —f—^ 扩 - ] H* h p 
• G * - J g * 」 — ‘G* 
d3 ( N / S ) d2 ( N / 4 ) ( N / 2 ) 
Figure 2-5 Octave filter bank structure for the fast wavelet reconstruction. Input d \ , d i , d 3 a n d C3 
and output Co . Number in the parentheses is the size of array. 
.、::. 16 . • 
2.4 Conditions for the Effective Filter Bank and the Constructions of the Filter 
Coefficients 
In the prior subsection, we gave the fast wavelet decomposition and 
reconstruction scheme with octave filter bank structure. The / / and G are filter 
operators. In order to guarantee this scheme work, we impose four conditions on the 
filter coefficients corresponding the algorithm and construct the Daubechies，first 
order wavelet base as an example. Refers to [15] for detailed discussion. 
First of all, we require the bounded conditions on H and G which are 
expressed as: 
^ \ h ( n ) \ <oo and (2.33) 
n n 
The second condition is identical to the perfect reconstruction condition as 
introduced in the previous subsection: • 
H*H + G*G = I 
or in terms of h(n) and g(n) 
Y,[Km - 2k)h{n - 2k) ^g(m - 2k)g(n - 2k)] = 8mn (2.34) 
k ‘ . 
In order to make the correlation between decomposed signals o f / / and G as 
less as possible，we employ the orthogonal property as the third condition: 
HG* = 0 
or in terms of h(n) dnd g(n)\ 
^h(n-2k)g(n-21) = 0 (2 35) 
n 
Our final condition is to let the H filter correspond to a low pass filter and G 
filter correspond to a band pass filter and this implies that: 
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= ^ 2 and ^g(n)=0.\ (2.36) 
n ： » 
As a simple example, we choose the following setting 
/2(0) = 2 -
, / 2
V ( V - 1 ) / ( V
2
+ 1 ) g ( 0 ) = 2-
1 / 2
v(v + l ) / ( v
2
+ l ) 
/2 ⑴ = 2 - 1 / 2 (1 - v) / (v2 +1) g( l ) = - 2 - 1 / 2 (v +1) / 
^ (2 ) = 2 7 ^ ^ + 1 ) / ^ + 1 ) ^(2) = 2 -
, / 2
( l - v ) / ( v
2
+ l ) 
/,(3) = 2-
, / 2
v(v + 1 ) / ( v
2
+ 1 ) g ( 3 ) = - 2 -
1 / 2
v ( v - l ) / ( v
2
+ l ) 
as the filter coefficients. All h(n) and g(n) other than n=0，J，2,3 are zero. We also 
notice that 
丨 g(n) = (-iyh(3-n) (2-38) 
Let v = - l / V 3 , we obtain the first order Daubechies' wavelet base 
coefficients as follows: 
: /7(0):=(7^ + 1 ) / 4 ^ = 0.4829629131445341 = - g(3) 
h(\) = (V3 4- 3 ) /4V2 = 0.8365163037378079 = g(2) 口 对） 
/7(2) = (3— = 0.2241438680420134 = -
力(3) = (1 - = -0.1294095225512604 = g(0) 
One can easily check that the above filter coefficients satisfy the conditions (2.33)-
(2.36). We will apply these filter H and G to our fast wavelet-based convolution 
algorithm It is quite interesting that we have ignored the base scaling function (j) and 
the wavelet function y/for a long time； In fact, the importance of these two functions 
becomes less after we introduce the corresponding filter coefficients h(n) and g(n). 
The decomposition and reconstruction scheme are achieved by using filter H and G 
instead of inner product of original function with scaling function and wavelet 
function, respectively^ But for the sake of giving a full view on the scaling function 中 
and the wavelet function y/’ we apply the recursive definition of the • and y/ to 
investigate the features of Daubechies，wavelet: 
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[1 M / 2 < x < l / 2 \ 0 4 m 
n ⑷ = ] ( 2 . 4 0 ) 
0
 lo otherwise 
^ = ^ (2.41) 
n 
¢ 0 ) = 1111171,0:) (2.42) 
卵 ) 二 樣 2 x _ 的 ( 2 4 3 ) 
n 
These scaling function 0 and wavelet function y/ constitute the orthonormal basis of 
compactly supported wavelets corresponding to the above h(n) and g(n). Figure 2-6 
illustrates the waveforms of these two functions of first order Daubechies，wavelet 
base. 
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Figure 2-6 First order Daubechies' wavelet base, a) Scaling function 中 b) Wavelet function y/ 
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2.5 Comparison between Wavelet Analysis and Fourier Analysis 
After giving a brief review on the wavelet transform and multiresolution 
analysis, we intend to present a deep insight into the wavelet analysis from the point 
of view of time-frequency analysis by comparing it to Fourier transform. The time-
frequency plane is employed to introduce the concept of time/frequency localization, 
which is one of the most attractive features of wavelet analysis. This advantage also 
plays an important role in the Fast Wavelet-based Convolution algorithm. 
First of all, let us begin from the definition of Fourier Transform, which is 
conventionally used in the time-frequency analysis and other applications of signal 
processing. Suppose we have a function f(t) in time domain, then 
F(co)^(f,e J(at) = j^e- j(Mf(t)dt (2.44) 
is called the Fourier transform of/ft). Here, F(co)\s the corresponding spectrum of/ft) 
in frequency domain. From equation (2.44), we can see the similarity of Fourier 
transform and wavelet transform (2.2)，i.e., both of them are transformed by inner 
product with a certain characteristic function except the normalization factor \a\  12 
and two changeable variables a and 力 in the wavelet transform while only one co in the 
Fourier transform. On the other hand, there exists a difference between the 
characteristic functions of two transforms. In Fourier transform, the exponential 
function e~ jM is continuous and periodic in the whole range of t. It means that we 
must carry out the integration in the whole range of t to get a certain value of fiinction 
F(co) independent of the frequency co. No matter how low frequency or high 
frequency components distribute in the time-domain f u n c t i o n w e must take care 
of all information in time domain from minus infinitive to plus infinitive in the same 
scale and resolution. However, high frequency components in time domain appear as 
‘rough, and fast changing waveforms, such as impulse signal, sharp edge of step 
function or oscillation function. In most of the cases, these waveforms last only for a 
short time slot and the time position of these waveforms may be the most important 
information for the signal analysis. For example, the reflected radar signal carries the 
information of the encountered object by a series of pulses within continuous 
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background noise； In order to extract these pulses and compute the distance from the 
reflection time delay, we must localize these pulses exactly. If we analyze the signal 
with Fourier transform, we can observe the frequency response and know there are 
reflected pulse, but we can not tell the time positions of the pulses explicitly from the 
spectrum, though we still have these information in the phase spectrum o^F( (o ) .To 
solve this problem, Gabor introduced a time-localization "window function" g(t-b)，in 
his 1946 paper, to the Fourier transform for extracting local information from the time 
domain signal, where b is used to translate the window in order to cover the whole 
time-domain. It is called Gabor transform or "short-time Fourier transform，，（STFT). 
( 0 0 ( 0 ) ) = £ > , / ( 劝 劝 - 的 论 “ （ 2 . 4 3 ) 
where g(t-b) can be any Gaussian function, such as 
^ ( 0 = - 4 = ^ (2.44) 
which a is the width of the window. By the use of the window function, we find the 
frequency resolution cannot be infinitely fine as the conventional Fourier transform. 
The product of the frequency width and the time window width has a lower limit, 
which is restricted by the Uncertainty Principle. Reader can refer to [17] for a more 
detailed study. 
At Ag )>1 / 2 ( 2 . 4 5 ) 
where At and A(d are the widths of time and frequency window, respectively. Figure 
2-7 shows the time-frequency plane and the corresponding window for the time and 
frequency localization. From this figure, we can understand why the STFT can 
provide local information of time and frequency simultaneously. 
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I Figure 2-7 Time-frequency plane and window 
From above contents, we have seen that in analyzing signal with STFT，the 
time-frequency window is rigid，in the sense that its width is unchanged in observing 
any frequency band at any time. However, we usually need a narrow window in time 
width to locate high-frequency waveform and a wide window in time width to study 
the low-frequency components in the signal. Hence, STFT is not suitable for analysis 
of signals with both very high and very low frequency components. On the contrary, 
the wavelet transform provides a flexible time-frequency window which automatically 
narrows when considering about high-frequency components and widens when 
handling with low-frequency components. 
Let us review the definition of the wavelet transform. Except for the 
normalization factor in the integral, (2.2) looks like the STFT (2.43) providing the 
function h(t) is an oscillating window function. In some situations, function h(t) is not 
exactly a window function, say, a compact support function, but it must be decay very 
fast when out of a bounded range. Thus，the integral out of this boundary can be 
ignored. 
Instead of the exponential function of complex frequency in the Fourier 
transform and STFT, the base characteristic fiinction in the wavelet transform is 
，where b is called the translation factor which stands for the shift of h(t) 
V 
along the time axis. The time local information can be obtained by changing this 
factor. The denominator a is called the scaling factor whose role is somehow similar 
to the frequency variable co in the Fourier transform. As the scaling factor a becomes 
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small, the function/2^) appears as a more rapid changing waveform which represents 
a high-frequency base function. At the same time, the width of the time window 
becomes narrow. This phenomenon can give a good localization of time when 
studying the high frequency. On the contrary, when a becomes large, the frequency 
becomes low and the window covers a wider range, therefore, we have more 
information to investigate the low frequency behavior of the signal. Figure 2-8 gives 
an example of typical wavelet function (2.46) and the its dilation depending on the 
scaling factor a. 
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Figure 2-8 Dilation and translation of a typical wavelet base function. 
a) Original flmction h(t) b) Translated fimction h ( t - l ) 
c) Dilated function/7(If/2； d) Dilated ftinction h(2t) 
Figure 2-9 illustrates the time-frequency plane divided by wavelet windows. Limited 
by the Uncertainty Principle as mentioned above, the time width narrows with the 
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increase of the frequency width, the resolution of time becomes high but the one of 
frequency becomes low, and vice versa. 
; 圓 
Figure 2-9 Time-frequency window of wavelet transform 
We choose the scaling factor as the power of two and apply the fast wavelet 
transform with multiresolution analysis. No redundancy happens in this scheme and 
perfect reconstruction can be achieved. We apply the length-4 Daubechies，base 
wavelet in the fast wavelet-based convolution algorithm because it is a compactly 
supported orthonormal wavelet base. The decomposition and reconstruction 
computation are the simplest scheme when compared with other bases. 
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3 Waveform Relaxation Analysis of Distributed Network 
3.1 Introduct ion 
As the fast development of fabrication technologies for the VLSI digital 
circuits, the requirements for higher frequency preformance become achievable. 
However, it also leads to the demand of the circuit simulator which can handle the 
time delay and the high speed behavior that primarily determined by interconnections 
in the chips rather than by device dimensions as before. With the rapid increase of the 
needs of high frequency signal processing and the decrease of the lengths of the 
interconnect, the electrical length of the interconnects becomes significant fraction of 
the signal wavelength. Consequently, the VLSI circuit designer must consider the 
effects of crosstalk, attenuation，dispersion and reflections of the signals caused by 
those interconnects. In the cases of coupled transmission lines, high speed signal in 
excited lines can generate transients via coupling to neighboring lines and these 
transients may trigger other logic gates or devices which will finally result in 
corrupted data transmission. Even for the normal cases of single lossy transmission 
line, the attenuation and time delay of the transmitted signal must be taken account 
also. Therefore, the traditional lumped-circuit modelling simulator is no longer 
adequate. A distributed network modelling circuit simulator must be applied. 
Much effort has been made in this field in the past several decades, such as the 
works on the method of characteristics，waveform relaxation, recursive convolution 
and Pade approximation, etc. In this project, we exploit most of these technologies to 
implement the transient analysis of distributed network. Before we introduce the fast 
wavelet-based convolution algorithm for the project, we will give a brief review on 
the iterative waveform relaxation analysis incorporating with the method of 
characteristic for the transient simulation of lossy transmission line. As to the 
synthesis of the wave propagation function, we apply the Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) to compute the transmitted waveform of the voltage generator. We also apply 
the ladder network to synthesize the lossy characteristic impedance of the 
transmission line which is optimum in the sense of Pade approximation. Although FFT 
is the most efficient and accurate method for the simulation of the wave propagation 
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function, we can still take advantage of the impulse response of the lossy transmission 
line in time domain to exploit the fast wavelet based convolution in the simulation of 
the wave propagation function. It is shown that the CPU time for the FFT routine 
consume only a few precentage of the total CPU time for the waveform relaxation 
analysis, but it still has great potential to improve the efficience of simulation of the 
wave propagation function because it is practical to carry the iterative waveform 
relaxation computation in parallel computer. In that case, the subcircuits partitioned 
by transmission lines can be simulated by different processors at the same time and the 
waveform data of various voltage generators are integrated with the wave 
propagation function and transmitted to the corresponding voltage generators. The 
overhead for the data integral and transmission, therefore, becomes essential for the 
overall preformance of the simulation. 
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3.2 Method of Characteristics for the Simulation of Transmission Lines 
Since introduced by Branin[18] in 1967, the method of characteristic has been 
extensively used for the computer simulation of electromagnetic wave propagation in 
coupled transmission lines. Many attempts are also made to extend the method to the 
solution of lossy transmission lines with constant RLCG parameters. However, before 
Chang's works[13] on the waveform relaxation cooperating with the method of 
characteristics and fast Fourier transform, the classical method of characteristics for 
simulating a lossy line as a distributed-network is unattractive in the sense of CPU 
time and computer memory requirement. In this subsection, we firstly review the 
method of characteristics. 
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Figure 3-1 An RLCG transmission line and the near-end and far-end voltages and currents. 
Let us start from the telegrapher equations for an RLCG-line as shown in 
figure 3-1: 
^ = ( 3 . 1 ) 
dx y dt j 
I I = _ F C ^ + G V L ( 3 . 2 ) 
dx dt j 
where R，L,C and G are the resistance, inductance, shunt capacitance and conductance 
per-unit-length (PUL) of the line, respectively. In order to solve the equations (3.1)-
(3.2)，we can take Laplace transforms on them. Thus we get 
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- = - ( ^ + /^)/ (3.3) 
— = - (5C + G)F (3.4) 
dx 
or 
==(.《+J^Cs’C + G)厂 (3.5) 
dx" 
^ - L = {sL + R){SC^-G)I (3.6) 
dx 
where Fand I denote V(x,s) and I(x’s), the Laplace transformations o^v(xyt) and i(x,t)7 
respectively. Since we usually only concern about the voltage and current values of 
the terminals of the lines, so we employ the boundary conditions of equations (3.5) 
and (3.6): 
V(Ofs)=V! and V(l,s) 二 V2 (3.7) 
l(0,s)=h and I(l,s)=I2 ( 3 . 8 ) 
where 0 and I designate the near-end and far-end coordinates of the transmission line 
along the x-direction, respectively. We can obtain the solutions for (3.5) and (3.6) by 
the chain-matrix formulation: 
「丨 1 一 (" c o s h 0 Zo s i n h 6 ' V 2 _ ( 3 9 ) 
I � = (1 /Z o ) s inh0 cosh0 J[/J 
where Z 0 denotes the characteristic impedance and 9 the propagation constant which 
are given by the expressions: 
Z0(s)=^{R^sL)/(G + sC) ( 3 1 0 ) 
e(s) = yl(R + sL)(G + sC) I . 
Equation (3.9) can be converted into the following equivalent form: 
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V^ZJx=[^V{-e)\V2-Z0I2) (3.11a) 
6 + Z G / 2 = [ e X p ( - 0 ) ] K + Z 。 / i ) (3.11b) 
With the help of the characteristic model for a uniform RLCG transmission line as 
shown in figure 3-2, we can define the auxiliary voltage generators Wj and W2 and 
rewrite the formulations as follows: 
V] =Z0I,+W] • (3.12a) 
V2 =-Z0I2^W2 (3.12b) 
where 
Wx = [exp(-e)](2F 2 - W2) (3.13a) 
W2 二 [exp(-0)](2 厂 丨 - W , ) P .13b) 
are the waveform representing the delay and attenuation of signals propagating on the 
RLCG line. For instance, the near-end waveform W, is the signal transmitted from the 
far-end (2V2-W2) with a time delay and attenuation designated by the exponential 
function of propagation constant 0, exp(-Q). Thus the discrete-time simulation of an 
lossy transmission line can be carried out by using the two-port network in figure 3-2 
in conjunction with (3.13), the equivalent circuits for Z0 and the FFT simulation of 
exp(-6), which will be decribed in the following subsections. Therefore, the classical 
lumped-circuit simulator can be upgraded to preform the analysis of the lossy 
transmission line with only minor modification. 
Vi ( ¾ ) (^b) V2 
Figure 3-2： Characteristics Model of RLCG Line. 
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3.3 Waveform Relaxation Algorithm 
As the density of the integrated-circuit (IC) becomes higher and higher, it is 
impossible to implement the circuit simulation as a whole system. This is the case 
especially for the transient analysis of the circuit. In order to investigate the dynamic 
behavior of electronic circuits, it needs to solve the differential equations with 
specified initial states and inputs. Here, backward Euler or trapezodial integration 
formula should be used to deal with the stiff differential equations corresponding to 
the linear circuits. If the circuit consists of nonlinear components, it is necessary to 
solve the nonlinear algebraic equations at each time point by the Newton-Raphson 
method or by relaxation methods. In one word, the transient analysis is one of the 
most time-consuming design phases. 
To enhance the computation efficiency, save the required memory as well as 
take advantage of the parallel computers, a relaxation algorithm applied to the 
differential equations level, called waveform relaxation, was developed in past several 
years[19]. The main feature of the waveform relaxation method is to decompose the 
whole circuit into a series of decoupled subcircuits, and in each iteration, each 
subcircuit is independently analyzed through the overall simulation time interval. The 
interconnection between different subcircuits is achieved by using waveform 
generators connecting with their original physical port[16]. The scale of each 
subcircuit is reduce by a large order compared with the whole system and it becomes 
much more efficient to carry out by parallel computation. For practical use of 
waveform relaxation algorithms, it is most important to guarantee the numerical 
convergence of the computation which depends heavily on the partitioning of the 
circuit. In our project, we decompose the whole circuit by the interconnects of 
components or subcircuits. The convergence can be satisfied for the reflection 
coefFicience being less than unit. In other words, the transmission line is passive 
component. 
By modelling the interconnects with the disjoint two-port network in the sense 
of method of characteristics, the circuit partitioning process can be easily 
accomplished with the natural boundary of these networks. The idea of simulating the 
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transmission line by iterative waveform relaxation method originates from the 
observation that the voltage or current wavefrom at each transmission line terminal is 
composed of an infinite sequence of incident and reflected waves except the case of 
the lossless transmission line and terminated with characteristic impedance. The prove 
of the convergence theorem of waveform relaxation algorithm is given in[13][14]. 
Referring to the figure 3-2, the iteration algorithm for computing the terminal 
waveforms is described as follows. Combining the method of characteristics and 
waveform relaxation, the transient analysis of circuits that consist of lossy 
transmission lines can be implemented by the modified classical circuit simulator，such 
as SPICE. A experimental C program is developed to accomplish the simulation with 
proposed algorithms. 
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Fig.3-3 The transmission-line model for iterative waveform relaxation analysis( Gauss-Seidel type). 
Top-left: Equivalent circuit of port-1 network which can be simulated by classical simulator. 
Bottom-left: Wave propagation filter to simulate the time delay and attenuation of the wave 
transmitted along the line from port-1 to port-2 and generate the port-2 voltage generator waveform. 
Top-right: Equivalent circuit of port-2 network which can be simulated by classical simulator. 
Bottom-right: Wave propagation filter to simulate the time delay and attenuation of the wave 
transmitted along the line form port-2 to port-1 and generate the port-1 voltage generator waveform. 
Let us give the waveform relaxation algorithm in Gauss-Seidel type step by 
step as follows[13]: 
Step 0: Initialize the iteration index (k=J) and the voltage generator 
W/ 0)(t)=EuO), where E is the initial condition of the line obtained by dc analysis and 
u(t) is a unit-step function. 
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Step 1: Conduct the simulation of the subcircuit connecting the voltage 
generator W/^ft), characteristic impedance Z0I and the elements in port-1 for the 
entire time interval. In terms of the updated terminal voltage waveform {V^f t )} and 
the old voltage generator waveform {W /^ f t ) }，we create the new waveform {W 2 ( )(t)} 
by simulating the exponential wave propagation function exp(-02) with the filter. In 
Chang's work, fast Fourier transform (FFT) is applied for this filter simulation. After 
the above computation, we store both updated waveforms {Vi^ft)} and {W2 (t)}, 
0<t<T. 
Step 2: With the new waveform }obtained in Step 1, we carry out the 
simulation of subcircuit port-2 for the entire time interval. In terms of the updated 
terminal voltage waveform { F 2 ^ } a n d the new'vol tage generator waveform 
[W2 (1{)(t)}, the voltage generator waveform {W^ft)} is obtained through the 
simulation of the exponential propagation function exp(_e丨)with the filter. Then, we 
store the new waveforms { V 2 ( k )( t ) U n d {W2 (k)(t}}, 0<i<T for the next interation. 
Step 3: Stop the iteration if the difference between the new and the old 
terminal voltage waveforms { V ^ f t ) - V产 1}(t)、, {V2 (k)(t)- Vj k- 1}(t))^ sufficient small. 
Otherwise, set k=k+J, and repeat the iteration process from Step 1. 
An alternate type of waveform relaxation algorithm is the Gauss-Jacobi 
iteration. However, the Gauss-Jacobi iteration converges twice as slow as the Gauss-
Seidel iteration by serial process although they are guaranteed to converge to the 
identical waveforms. 
As a conclusion, after using -the method of characteristics and waveform 
relaxation, we can implement the transient analysis of circuit with lossy transmission 
line with a minor modification of the classical circuit simulator. In comparison to the 
lumped-element equivalent circuit method, the most advantage of the above algorithm 
is the reduction of CPU time and saving of the computer memory. In the following 
section, we will introduce the role of FFT in the simulation of the wave propagation 
filter in details and give the reason for our choosing wavelet-based fast wavelet 
convolution to replace the FFT. 
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3.4 Pade Synthesis of Lossy Characteristic Impedance Z0 = + sL)/(G + sC) 
Before we investigate the application of wavelet-based convolution for the 
simulation of wave propagation function, we construct the ladder network to 
approximate the characteristic impedance Z0 of an RLCG transmission line. By using 
an infinite number of symmetrical T-network sections with series and parallel 
impedances {ZS,ZP} connected in tandem as shown in figure 3-4，we can synthesize 
the characteristic impedance Z0 by the driving-point impedance of the ladder network. 
In practical case, we use finite k sections for the lumped approximation of Z0. The 
truncation error of the ladder network terminating with impedance Zs with 4 sections 
of T-network can reach the practical requirement of normal simulation(within 0.01% 
magnitude error and 0.01° phase shift). The exact expression of the truncation error is 
given in[13]. This structure is optimum in the sense of Pade approximation which is 
appropriate in the view of its accuracy and the explicit form. Other methods require 
data fitting and time consuming procedure of network synthesis that may lead to 
circuit including nonphysical elements such as negative resistors. Nonphysical 
elements in circuit models may cause severe instability in the transient simulation. 
r 
〇 i i 
I. • 
^ ( ^ 1 ) Symmetrical T-networks ^ ( 1 ) ^(°) 
Figure 3-4 A periodic ladder network constructed with symmetrical T-networks. 
First of all, we derive the expression of the driving-point impedance 7 r
)
 in 
terms of the series and shunt impedances Zs and Zp. Starting from the chain matrix of 
the symmetrical T-network as shown in figure 3-4, we obtain: 
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r ^ i \A b j v j ^ - ' 
1
 = ( 3 . 1 4 ) , ^ S 乙 S + 
I、 C D L r 1 y - J 
_ 丨」 L— 」L -J 一 
r i V, Z p V2 
where is the chain matrix of the T-network 一 
[C Z)J — 
which can be expressed as: 
1,. [ A B~\ \ \ ^ Z S Y P ( Y P Z S + 2 ) Z S 1 
C D _ Y p 1 + ZSYP J ( 3 1 5 ) 
！ r 1 1 J \ + Z S Y P + H 0 i n H I Y P 1 • 
= 2 ^ , / / / - Y P ! H \ _ 0 \ + Z S Y p - H \ [ I - H / Y P _ 
with 
H = ^ Z S Y P ( 2 + Z 5 7 p ) = ^(1 ； f - 1 
Y P = \ / Z P 
The overall chain matrix for 射h section of the ladder network is as follows in terms of 
the terminal characterization: 
Bl\\Vk‘ 
一 1 「 1 1 ] \ { ^ Z s Y P ^ H ) k 0 | l H / Y p J V k ~ 
J C2 ko(Vk+HIk/YP)^0- k(Vk-HIjYP)‘ 
_ ti J 
( 3 . 1 6 ) 
where 
H + z Y 
a = 1 + z s Y P + / / = (1 + zsYP - H)- [ = H _ z y ^ 
Notice that T^V! / h and the ladder network is terminated with 7 f 0 )= Z s , then 
substitute V k / I k = ¾ into (3.16)，we get 
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7 ( k ) = K = Go (1 + m z s ) H- CV (1 - HIYpZs)\ 
"7： " y;[q k0(i + H/Ypzs) - (1 - h i y p z s ) \ ( 3 l 7 ) 




2 k + l
 +1 
V ， 1 J 
where 
Z 0 = H/YP = p s ( Z s + 2 Z P ) 
We also notice that the absolute value of O0 is larger than one, so as the number k j 
approaches to infinite，妒)approximates to Z 0 which is expected to be the 
characteristic impedance. Therefore, we let 
Z 0 = H/YP =^Zs(Zsi-2ZP) =^(R + sL)/(G + sC) (3.18) | 
I 
and use this equation to derive the series and shunt impedance Zs and ZP. Notice that 
the ladder network degenerates to a single resistor: Zs ^yjL/C for the trivial cases 
of lossless line ( R二0，G=0 ) or distortionless line ( RC/GL=1 ). The fact that the 
reactive component of Z0 is capacitive for the case OGL/R and inductive for 
L〉RC/G leads to two symmetrical T-network structures as shown in figure 3-5. 
- V ^ V V 1 v / ^ V - - n / ^ V j j s / W V — 




Figiire3-5: The symmetrical T-network components for synthesis of a lossy characteristic 
impedance Z0 = + sL、/(G + sC) (a) Case 1: capacitive Z0. (b) Case 2: inductive Z 0 
For the case of capacitive impedance: 
ZS=RS 
z -
 1 ( 3 1 9 ) 
sCP + Gp 
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R . 
Substitute (3.19) into (3.18)，we have: 
I ' . . . . . . 
一 sR 2sCP + R 2sGp + 2RS . ( 3 2 0 ) 
sCP + G’P 
sL + R 
=sC + G 
L e t R 2 U ^ + = ^ , we have 
s C，CP C ’ CP CPRS L 
G 2 \C R 丨 
——+——J— = — = > • 
C C P \ L L 




u " c J n ( 3 . 2 1 ) 
2 (C 
^ 打 . 
\LG J 
=a C 
G p = oc G 
2 
where oc = N ,——• 
[LG JVC 
For the case of inductive impedance: 
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where y = 、 ^ and p = — — , • 丁 h e conclusions of the element 
v LG J 
parameters are tabulated in Table I. 
Components Case 1: Capacitive Z 0 Case 2: Inductive Z 0 
( p = RC/LG > 1 ) ( p 二 R C / L G < 1 ) 
Z s = Rs Rs=^LfC Rs = '^R/G 
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Components Case 1: Capacitive Z 0 Case 2: Inductive Z0 
( p = RC/LG > 1) ( p = R C / L G < l ) 
— * “ 
Z P GP = a G , C P = a C GP = P G , L d L 
parameter a = 2/[{p-l)G4L/c] /3 = 2p/[( l - ] 
Table I : Circuit element parameters of the symmetrical T-networks 
I 
The proof for the is the Pade approximation to the Z0(s) is given in [13]. 
In our project, we take k二4 and the truncation errors in magnitude and phase angle 
are within 0.01% and 0.01°, respectively. 
This approximation for the characteristic impedance is proven to be the most 
efficient and accurate method so that we apply it in our project. 
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4 Application of FFT on the Transient Simulation of Distributed 
Network 
4.1 Simulation of Wave Propagat ion in the Lossy Transmission Line with FFT 
‘ 
I I I 
As mentioned in the previous section, the efficiency of the transient simulation 
of lossy transmission line is highly improved by using the method of characteristics 
and iterative waveform relaxation algorithm. In the scheme，transmission lines are 
modeled as disjointed two-port networks which decompose the whole circuit into 
various small subcircuits. The performance of these subcircuits can be simulated by 
conventional lumped-element circuit simulator individually. For each iteration, the 
simulations are performed for the overall time interval and the waveform data are 
stored with computer memory. The remain problem lies on how to convert these 
saved waveform data according to the wave propagation function, i.e., the 
exponential function of the wave propagation constant, exp(-O). Various methods 
have been proposed in the past, such as synthesis with lattice-networks consists of 
lumped-elements in the sense of Lambert's continued fraction expansion or Mittag-
Leffler expansion[13]，or Pade approximation[20], or Gauss-Marquard's optimum 
synthesis[14] and inverse Laplace transform[21]. The common feature of all above 
methods is that they approximate the wave propagation function in frequency domain 
and synthesize the equivalent network with normal discreted lumped-elements, such 
as resistors, inductors or capacitors. Then the discrete-time transient simulation can be 
carried out by the classical circuit simulator without using the waveform relaxation 
algorithm. However, as the scale of the circuit becomes larger and larger, simulating 
the whole system in one matrix appears to be impractical and not efficient. As a result, 
the above methods are not practicable from the point of view of computation 
efficiency. Therefore，waveform relaxation algorithm was proposed to meet the 
requirement of the fast development of integrated circuits. In waveform relaxation 
approach, waveform propagated along the transmission line is simulated by the 
characteristic model and convolution between the waveform that needed transmitted 
and the wave propagation function. One of the choices is recursive convolution 
integration with Laguerre's polynomial impulse response functions[21], which 
convolve the wave propagation function with the waveform of the voltage generator. 
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There is an approximation in expanding the function with Laguerre's polynomial 
impulse response function. Nevertheless, the recursive convolution is based on the 
piecewise-linear approximation of the exponential wave propagation functions. Thus I 
the accuracy of this method is dependent on the order of the Laguerre's polynomial. 
The computation time increases with the increase of the order. As a matter of fact, 
transmission lines are often characterized in the frequency domain in terms of 
scattering parameters, insertion loss, open-circuit impedance，short-circuit admittance 
parameters, and frequency-dependent parameters, for example, skin-effects and other 
frequency-dependent parameters. Therefore, we naturally hope to conduct the 
propagated waveform transformation by using filter network exactly in the frequency 
domain. FFT is the best choice for this task in the sense of accuracy and efficiency 
comparing to the other methods[13]. Although the numerical inverse Laplace 
transform method has the same advantages as FFT, we prefer FFT for the simple 
reason that it accepts experimental data in the form of tabulated data obtained from 
frequency-domain measurement. On the other hand, unless a very high-order rational 
function is used for the approximation of the exponential function e
z
 for the Pade 
numerical Laplace transform inversion，the frequency-domain to time-domain 
transformation is inaccurate. But this surely increases the computation time compared 
to FFT. Accordingly, we choose FFT for the waveform converting scheme. 
W2
(k)
 (/) = F-丨{exp(-02 ( / ) - 丨)(/)]} (4.1) 
fv^(0 = F" 1 {exp(-0, )F[2Vi k) (/) - W^ (/)]}. (4.2) 
where {F,F'} designate the Fourier and the inverse Fourier transforms. Other 
symbols depend on the figure 3-3. Using in the waveform relaxation algorithm, FFT 
routine is not required to perform the filter operation at every time point. The 
algorithm calls for the FFT routine after each completion of iterative simulation on the 
related subcircuit and it saves the overall computer time. Thus，combining the 
waveform relaxation analysis with the FFT provides a highly efficient method for the 
transient simulation of VLSI interconnected with lossy transmission lines. 
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From the point of view of computation in time-domain, the FFT scheme above 
is actually the convolution of the impulse response of the wave propagation filter with 
the input waveform that required transformation. 
(0 = J； E2 (t - T p v r (T) - ( 4 3 ) 
wr ( 0 = £ ( / 一 (T) - H f ) ⑴ ] ^ ( 4 4 ) 
= 尽 * ( 2 d ⑷ ） 
where Et(t) and E2(t) are the impulse response corresponding to the wave propagation 
functions exp(-Bi) and exp(-02) in time domain, respectively, which can be obtained 
from the functions expf-Oj) and exp(-d2) by the inverse Fourier transform. 
五 丨 2 ( / ) =厂丨[exp(-0丨’』 （4.5) 
The operator * denotes the convolution integration. Since we conduct the simulation 
in discrete-time manner, we must also apply the Fourier transform in discrete form. 
Fortunately, FFT is a discrete numerical algorithm that can be attached to the circuit 
simulator as a subroutine very easily. 
Because the FFT treats original signal with finite length in time domain as a 
periodic signal with its length being the period, there is an aliasing effect when using 
FFT convolution algorithm. It is also called cycle-convolution. In order to avoid this 
effect, we usually pad zero-amplitude values at the end of the original signal and 
double its length in time domain simultaneously. Two examples are given below to 
explain the computation. 
Example 1: Suppose we have two discrete signals x(n) and y(n) with length of 
N (0<n< N). Then the result of the convolution between them is given as follows: 
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T x{n-m)y{m) 0<n< N • 
z{n) = V-. ( 4 . 6) 
\y{n-m)x{m) N <n<2N — \ 
、冷;==w 一/V+l 
where z(n) 0 < w < 27V - 1 is 2N-1 of length. If we apply the FFT convolution scheme, 
we must first pad zeros at the end of each signal to double their lengths 
[x{ri) 0<n<N 、 \y{n) 0<n<N 
^  = 1 0 N<n<2N 汹 = i 0 NW1N 
and then do the FFT to them 
X = F(x{n)) (4.7) 
Y = F{yijn)) . (4.8) 
We obtain the transformed signals X and Y 'm frequency-domain. The dot product o^X 
and Y is the Fourier transform of the convolution of x(n) and y(n). Here dot product 
means the element-by-element product of two array signals. 
Z(n) = X(n)Y{n) (4.9) 
Z = F - \ Z ) ( 4 . 1 0 ) 
where the final result z is the inverse FFT of Z. The z is 2N of length and its last 
element must be zero. Thus the FFT convolution result is identical to the direct one 
except for the extra zero element at the end. 
Example 2: Suppose we have one signal x(n) with length of N in time domain 
and the other signal is given as spectrum function Y in frequency-domain. In order to 
carry out the modification of signal x(n) with the filter function Y, we pad zeros 
behind the original signal x(n) and double its length. Actually, the length represents 
the time duration of the signal, therefore the time interval is doubled while the 
sampling rate remains the same. Notice that the FFT spectrum is in fact the folding of 
the single side spectrum due to the same periodic property as in the time domain, we 
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can only compute the first half entries of the spectrum and take their complex 
conjugation and fold them to the second half spectrum. The highest frequency in the 
spectrum is half as much as the sampling rate of the signal x(n). 
阶 ) 二 j r ( / ” ） = 八 必 / ” 八 告 ) O W " ( 4 . 1 1 ) 
Y{2N - r i ) N <n<2N 
where T is the time interval of the original signal x(n) before padding zeros，x 
denotes the complex conjugation ofjc. The highest frequency of the spectrum is N/2T, 
while N/T\s the sampling rate in time-domain. The following computation is the same 
as the above example, which consists of dot product of Y and X, and the inverse 
Fourier transform of Z. 
This example is especially similar to the case of the simulation of the wave 
propagation function described in the forward section. Before we do the iterative 
computation, we can first build up the wave propagation filter function exp(-O) and 
then do the transformation to each waveform after each stage of iteration and obtain 
the waveform for the voltage generator. 
The FFT method combined with the waveform relaxation was proved to be 
the most efficient and accurate scheme for the simulation of lossy transmission line. 
Nevertheless, there is still some properties of the wave propagation function of which 
we have not taken advantage. Based on these properties, we can improve the 
computation efficiency of the convolution integration. Although the computation time 
for waveform convolution is only a small fraction (less than 20%) of the overall 
simulation time in which iterative circuit simulations are performed in sequence, it is 
still very essential for improving the efficiency of the simulation with parallel 
processing. In parallel computation, different subcircuit simulations can be carried out 
in different processor simultaneously, but the waveforms of different voltage 
generators must be created only after the corresponding iterative simulation for the 
whole time duration has been completed and before the next iteration begins. 
Therefore, the speed of creating the voltage generator waveform becomes very 
significant for the entire simulation. 
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4.2 Some Special Properties of the Wave Propagation Function of Lossy 
Transmission Lines 
For an ideal lossless transmission line, both the series resistance R and 
dielectric leakage conductance G are zeros. Then the characteristic impedance Z0 and 
the propagation constant 6 are given by(3.10) as follows: 
Z。(s) 二指 (4.12) I 
e(s) = sVic/ 
The characteristic impedance becomes an equivalent resistance and the wave 
propagation function is an exponential function in Laplace transformation domain, 
exp(-Sy/LC/), which corresponds to the time-delay impulse function in time domain. 
The delay time is 4LC.I. 
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Figure 4.1 Illustration of the waveform transformation of ideal delay line in time domain 
Top: Original waveform Middle: Wave propagation function in time domain 
Bottom: Transformed waveform with the wave propagation. 
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As a result; the waveform converted by the wave propagation function 
exp(-sVLC/) is only a translation along the time axis with a delay of VLC7 but 
without any changes on the original waveform. Figure 4.1 gives a good illustration on 
this process. 
From the waveform of the wave propagation function in time domain, we can 
notice that at most of the time the values of the function are equal to zero. Only one 
pulse is equal to one. Moreover, the convolution of the two waveforms is absolutely 
not necessary for the simple wave propagation function. Only translation of the 
original waveform is sufficient. Therefore, in Chang's works, ideal delay line can be 
simulated in a very simple scheme[22] without using the waveform relaxation method. 
However, what we are concerning about is the lossy transmission line in the 
VLSI circuit. The ideal case is not available now. In addition, as the demand of more 
accurate and efficient analysis on the interconnects of the VLSI, the lossy transmission 
line problem cannot be neglected any more. Many effects have to be taken into 
account, such as substrate leakage, skin effect, cross-talk and dispersion. Thus the 
waveform relaxation associated with the simulation of wave propagation function 
with the help of filter network is the best method for the analysis of lossy transmission 
line. This method can also be extended to the cases of. distributed network and other 
system applications. Intuitively, we can imagine that the propagation function is much 
more complicated than the ideal case after we consider the conductor loss R and the 
dielectric leak G of the lossy line. Also, the characteristic impedance is no longer a 
simple resistance element, but a complex network with attenuation effect that must be 
approximated with some other synthesis networks composed of lumped elements. 
Since we have used the synthesis network to simulate the characteristic impedance， 
we will just emphasize on the simulation of wave propagation function, that is the 
problem of waveform transform and convolution algorithm. 
If we take full consideration into the propagation function in Frequency 
domain, the complex propagation constant does not give the delay time and the 
waveform properties explicitly; 
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exp(-0) = Q x p ( - * L + R)(sC + G)!) (4.13) 
In [21], Chang applied the numerical inverse Laplace transform in Laguerre's 
polynomial function to simulate the characteristic impedance and exponential 
propagation functions of lossy transmission line where r e c u r s i v e convolution 
algorithm was used in time domain. From the expanded Laguerre's polynomial of the 
propagation function, we notice that the function is exponentially decayed polynomial 
ftinctions with time-delay of 4LCI : 
"‘ f \ y , \
M
~] _flzl) 
r 丨 [ Z 叫 = / ^ ( 卜 力 + “。+“i + … + 〜 + 
J V M J V a J 
(4.14) I 
whereT = yf lCl is the delay time and other coefficients are referred to[21]. If we 
convert the exponential propagation function from frequency domain to time domain 
with inverse Fourier Transform, we see that the waveform is quite similar to the ideal 
case providing the R and G are in the practical range. Figure 4-2 shows an example 
with relative small and G. 
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From figure 4-2, we notice that the waveform consists of an impulse response , 
followed by a quasi-exponential decayed ‘tail，. The peak value of the pulse is less than 
one and decreases with the increase of the or G, as comparison of figure 4-2a and 
figure 4-2b. The convolution of this wave propagation function and the transmitted 
waveform is not simply translation again. Efficient and accurate convolution algorithm 
is needed in this case. Obviously, the direct discrete convolution algorithm (4.6) is not 
practical for its low efficiency. It is also the impetus for the development of FFT based 
convolution to substitute the traditional algorithm. Nevertheless, due to the periodic 
feature of the FFT, there must be aliasing effect in the FFT based convolution 
algorithm, which is c a l l e d cycle convolution. Hence，we must append zero values at 
the end of the waveform and thus enlarge the length of the signal and need more 
computation time. Assume that the length of the signal \s N, then the direct 
convolution needs multiply operations on the order of 0(N 2), while the FFT one needs 
only 0(NlogN). Consequently, the improvement of the computation efficiency by 
using FFT will be enhanced with the increase of N. In most applications, such as 
signal processing，speech analysis, etc., FFT is the best algorithm for the convolution 
operation. But as illustrated in figure 4-2, the waveform of propagation function in 
time domain is quite 'simple': only one pulse peak with an exponential decayed curve 
f o l l ow ing it. The pulse consists of the high frequency component while the decayed 
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curve represents the low frequency parts； As described in Section 2，this waveform is 
well suitable for the wavelet transform because the time-frequency localization 
features of the wavelet transform can easily provide an excellent separation of the 
frequency and time information of the signal in the most efficient way. Taking 
advantage of the multiresolution decomposition of the wavelet transform, we can 
localize the high frequency components and extract the low frequency contents with 
much fewer elements than the original signal needs. Setting a prescribe error tolerance 
criterion in the wavelet transform, we can trade dynamic accuracy for the 
computation speed. In the next section, fast wavelet-based convolution algorithm will 
be presented. Experimental results of a typical circuit simulation with the wavelet-
based convolution show the good performance of the proposed algorithm. 
Comparison will be given between the FFT based convolution and fast wavelet-based 
convolution. • 
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5 Wavelet-based Convolution 
5.1 Introduction 
According to the definition of convolution, we can rewrite formula (4.6) in 
matrix form: 
Suppose we have two one-dimension arrays x(n) and y(n) expressed in terms 
of column vectors: 
= [x(0) x(l) x(2)…x(n-l)] 
y T =[y(0) y(\) y{2) K ^ i ) ] 
The convolution of these two arrays is 
“x(0) 0 0 … 0 "j 「 y ( 0 ) _ 
x(l) x(0) 0 … 0 少 ⑴ 
x(2) x(l) x(0)… 0 y(2) 
• • - ： : 
: : : * . • * —• j 
X 少二 x(n -1) x(n-2) x(n-3)…x(0) ; (5.1) 
0 x(n-\) x{n-2) . . . x(l) ： 
； ； ••. ••• ： y(n-2) 
_ 0 o … 0 * - U 如 
=Xy 
where X is a circulant matrix corresponding to vector x , while the roles of x and 
j } a r e interchangable. By using the wavelet decomposition and reconstruction 
algorithm, we can reconstruct the convolution scheme in wavelet based. 
The decomposition of wavelet transform is given as (2.24) with matrix format: 
「 c(0) 1 [//(0) h{\) /7(2) h(3) . • 1 f" x ( ° ) _ 
c(l) 0 0 _ h(l) //(2) //(3) . x(l) 
c{2) = 0 0 0 0 /7(0) h(l) . x(2) 
_ • • • • 
• • • • • * 1 ： . . . . • • • , • • • * . • 
_c(n/2-\)\lyA \h(2) h(T} 0 0 , • "(0)力⑴乜丄卓_1)_L 
2 2 
^ c = H x (5.2) 
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and 
；：、 r d(0) 1 Tg(0) g(l) g(2) g(3) : . . • 1 T “ 
d(\) 0 0 g(0) g(l) g(2) g ⑶ . ^ 0 ) 
> d ( 2 ) = 0 0 0 0 g(0) g(l) 攻 2) 
.. . . ....... . : 
: • •. . • • • . * • • , 
J ( / 7 / 2 - 1 ) J » x 1 U ( 2 ) g ( 3 ) 0 0 . • g(0) 一 i X L i 
2^ 2 
d = Gx , (5.3) 
On the other hand, the corresponding reconstruction of the wavelet transform 
is as follows: 
_ h(0) 0 0 … / 2 ( 2 ) 一 
/?(1) 0 0 …h(3) 
r n /7(2) /7(0) 0 ； 0 「 , n 、 T 
P
( 0 ) 妳 “ ⑴ 。 ； 。 : 
X ( 1 )
 0 h(2) /7(0) ： ； n 、 
拟 = ° 0 / , ( 3 ) / , ( 1 ) ..‘ ： C ( : 2 ) 
: ； 0 //(2) ... 0 • 
x(n -1) . n . n - C{P 7 2"  1}-
L v ： 0 / 2 ( 3 ) 0 2 
； ： o ••• m 
0 0 0 . . . /?(1)J « 
L
 2 
'g(0) 0 0 …g(2) 
g(\) 0 o …g(3) 
g ⑶ g(o) 0 r 0 f ： 
g(3) g(D 0 ： 0 ) 
+ ° 拟 ） 射 0 ) ； ； m 
o g ( 3 ) 议 1) •••: ： 
丨 0 容 ⑵ • • • 0 咖 / 2 一 D 、 
！ 0 g(3) . . . 0 L J2X 1 
: ； G . . , g(0). 
0 0 0 -“ g(l)jM X« 
• 2 
x = H Tc+G Td (5.4) 
Therefore，referring to the perfect reconstruction (PR) property of the wavelet 
transform as given in (2.30) 
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H TH + G tG = I (5.5) 
we can insert the identity matrix I into the convolution formula (5.1) and extend it 
with (5.5)，it yields 
x^y = Xy 
= X l y 
= X(H TH^G TG)y  ( 5 6 ) 
=XH Tcy + XG Tdy 
where c and dy are the wavelet decomposition coefficient arrays with half size of the 
original array 歹 . A s to the XH T and XG r, we investigate them in matrix from in 
details. 
XH T:{HX Tf 
！ J j"/?(0) h(l) /?(2) //(3) 0 0 … 0 “ 
0 0 /7(0) / 2 ( 1 ) / 7 ( 2 ) h(3)… 0 
= 0 0 0 0 /7(0) h ( l ) . . . . : 
：• . . J V, . ,. % _ . V" •• 
争 . • • • • 




'x(0) x(l) x{2)…x(n-V} 0 … 0 
0 x(0) x(l) .•‘ x{n-2) x{n-\)… 0 
x 0 0 x(0)…x(n-3) x(n-2)… 0 
. . : . . i .: . . . : ••• . . . . . ： . 
_ o 0 0 “‘ X(0) X ( l ) … — … 
"a(0) a(l) a(2) a(3)….a(n-l) a{n) ... a{ln-\)Y 
0 0 a(0) a( l ) ••• a(n-3) a(n-2) ••• a(2n-3) 
= o 0 0 0 a(n-S) a(n-4) a(2n-5) 
. . . i .‘、•. . ： : ••• . ’ ； . . : ： •+.•. : 
a0 a[  a' n …  a2n-\ 」fx(2„-i) 
L•‘ 2 
= 乂 ， 
(5.7) 
where array {a(0) a(l) a(2) ... a(2n-l)} is the convolution of {h(0) h(l) h(2) h(3)} 
md {x(0) x(l) .:. x(n-J)}.ThQ last row of matrix consists of irregular elements due 
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to the edge effect. However, in our computation as described later, this row can be 
negligible. Notice that this is not the case in the wavelet decomposition algorithm 
where correlation between h(n) and x(n) and downsampling are computed as (5.2). 
Here is convolution. The other distinct property is that array a(n) is not the 
downsampled result but the exact fbll convolution. Depending on these two features, 
we rewrite the array a(n) as • 
_ « ( 0 ) 一 
a ⑴ 
a 二 a(2) 
_a(2n -1) J ( 2m_1 ) k I : 
^ ( 0 ) 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 1 [ ^(0) _ 
h{\) /7(0) 0 0 0 
/7(2) h{\) h(0) 0 0 x(2) 
_ hi}) / 7 ( 2 ) / 7 ( 1 ) / 7 ( 0 ) 0 ； ； 
=
0 / 7 ( 3 ) h{2) / 7 ( 1 ) / 2 ( 0 ) ： — 1) 
: : •• •. 0 
争 • • • • • 
0 … h(3) / 7 ( 2 ) / / ( 1 ) / 7 ( 0 ) ； 
_ 0 … 办 ⑶ “ ⑶ “ ⑴ 树 0 ) 丄 … ) 一 丄 0 J (2H_1)X1 
• ( 5 . 8 ) 
In similar manner, we can define matrix B and array b(n) as (5.7) and (5.8) 
XG T=B (5.9) 
丁 一 • 
Now, let us return to (5.6) and express the productsXH cy and XG dy in 
details: 
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XH Tcy = A^y^ 
T 厂( 0) 1 r a(0) 0 o . . . < 1 \ 
P ⑴ “ ⑴ 。 。 … < ？ 
P⑶ a ( 2 ) a(0) 0 ••• ；  ； 
a(3) a(\) 0 ... 
— _ ： . •• ： . 
P= , 一 • • —— • ； ： 
： a{n -1) a(n - 3) a(n-5) ••• a^ * 
a{n) a{n-2) a ( n - 4 ) … a f n 
( n \ ； , : . .. •  D 
P - - 1 a{2n-2) a(2n-A) a{2n~6)…<-J(2m_1)x^ J m 
. V 2 J K , • 2 L / J 2 x I 
2
 (5.10) 
If we extract the even-indexed elements and odd-indexed elements from the ^rmy p(n) 
and constitute the even array pE and odd array p0’ respectively，we can obtain 
r : : . ' : . : • ‘ . : 人 . ^ 。 ’ . 、 . . 「 • 
“ p ( 0 ) 1 r a(0) o 0 … < 〜⑴ 
p(2) a(2) a(0) 0 …a2' 
p(4) a(4) a(2) a(0) ., • < : 
PE= "(6) =  ； 、 ••• ； ； 
； a(n) aip-2) a ( w - 4 ) … < c f - - 2 l 
- 4 ) ； : •、 ： ^ \ 
L 、 仏 X 1 L • 2 . J V2 
2 
( 5 . 1 1 ) 
、、 V 「 “ 
‘ p ( \ ) 1 r 口 ⑴ ° ° … < Cy(i) 
p ( 3 ) a(3) a(l) 0 … c ： ⑵ 
p(5) a(5) a(3) a ( l ) . … a 5 ' ‘: 
Po = P( 7) =  5 : ••  : : 
i a{n-\) a(n-3) -- a“ 
p{2n-5) I ； 丨 ••• y [ 
_p(2/7-3)J ( n_ i ) x l [a(2n-3) a{2n-S) a ( 2 " - 7 ) <_」 (〜 )《c ^ 
L 、...‘/ J-xi 
2 
( 5 . 1 2 ) 
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Referring to (5 11) and (5 .12)，if we set the last element of cy to be zero or ignore the 
edge effect, we can see that array pE(n) and p0(n) are convolutions oicy(n) and array 
aE(n) and a0(n), respectively. Here，we designate the array constituted with even-
indexed elements with subscript E and odd-indexed with O. Rewind to the definition 
of array a(n) ’ we have 
「 , 1 r  x ( ° y ‘ 
a(2) \h(0) 0 0 0 0 0 … 0 1 x(l) 
a(4) h(2) //(1) K0) 0 0 0 … 0 x(2) 
aE = a(6) = 0 /7(3) h(2) h(l) h(0) 0 … *： ； 
： ： ： ... ... 0 x(n -1) 
a(2n-4) [  0 0 … … " ( 3 ) 办 ⑴ 扒 0 ) ! ^ — )  0 
a ( 2 n — 2 ) , L • 」 ( 2 ” 一 i ) x i 
(5.13) 
：： f a(l) 1 [“ ^ ( ° ) _ 
a (3 ) [/7(1) h(0) 0 0 0 0 … 0 " | x(\) 
a(5) h(3) //(2) h(\) h(0) 0 0 …0 x(2) 
a0= a ( 7 ) = 0 0 k(3) h(2) h{\) / 2 ( 0 ) … ； ； 
: ： ： … \ ••• 0 x{n-\) 
a(2/7-5) [ 0 0 ••• h(3) h(2) h(l) h(0) o j ^ ^ ^ 0 
—3)J(”_i)xl : , 、 t / B J(2W-i)x 
(5.14) 
The formula (5.13) and (5.14) look like the decomposition of wavelet 
transform which both correlation and downsampling procedures are included in one 
matrix, except for the coefficients {h(n)} being the flip of the original one in (5.2). Or 
in other words, instead of setting up another coefficient array as the flip of the、h( n)、, 
we can assign the procedure to be a convolution o^ {h(n)} and the original array as 
described in Section 2 
As a conclusion, by using the above results, we can propose the definition of 
the wavelet-based convolution as below; 
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XH Tcy + XG Tdy 
= 知 � 知 ( 5 1 5 ) 
= a E * c y edQ^cy + b E ^ d y ® b Q ^ d y 
where q and b are the corresponding parts of p and a dependent on the matrices H 
and G, respectively‘ The operator � is designated to be the interlacement of the 
corresponding operand arrays. In our formula, it means the reconstruction of the even 
array and odd array by interlacing their elements one by one. The final equation holds 
when the last row of matrix A r and B T，i.e., {a\ }and {b \ }，are ignored. As the 
result of the length of the array are reduced by twice, the overall multiple operation 
number of (5.15) by direct convolution is 4(N/2) 2=N 2 when we neglect the operation 
of the wavelet transform. It seems that there is no advantage at all using this 
algorithm. Even we use FFT to do the convolution, the improvement on the 
computation efficience is not satisfied. The order of the computation time is 
proportional to 40(N/2logN/2) =0(2NlogN/2) which is worse than the FFT based 
algorithm 0(NlogN). Nevertheless, we still can take advantage of the special 
waveforms of the involve signals to enhance the computation efficience and save the 
required memory by using sparse storage scheme and wavelet-based convolution 
algorithm. 
Since the wavelet-based convolution (5.15) is decomposed into four normal 
convolution, we can continue to repeat this process in the sense of the multiresolution 
decomposition. The decomposition ofy(n) is trivial and can be implemented by the 
fast wavelet transform scheme as described in Section 2. In that scheme, is . 
decompose into a sequence of coefficient arrays c/^ corresponding to a suceesive 
resolution levels (i) and the lowest level of cyn, e.g. ?{^/ dy2 . • . dyn cy„}. The remain 
problem is how to deal with the coefficient arrays a(n) and b(n). Althought we 
separate the arrays into even- and odd- sampled arrays aE ’ bE and a0 , b0 in the 
former explaination, it is not necessary to do so in our computation. We just keep on 
doing the convolution on the array axio the same level as the arrays少 decomposition 
does and then get the series of decomposed signals {bxl bx2 . : bxn axn). The 
difference between these two series is that all arrays of {Z>.v/ hx2 . . • bxn axn) have the 
same length as the original one of array ay but the total length of arrays of {d y l dy2 ... 
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dyncyn) is the same as the original array In the next subsection, we will give the 
details of the fast wavelet-based convolution algorithm and introduce the sparse 
storage scheme‘ 




I—IGH-^  p i 
Figure 5-1 Scheme of Wavelet-Based Convolution in one level, H' and G' are the matrix 
with flipped coefficients o f / / a n d G, respectively. Operator ® denotes the normal convolution. 
With the help of multiresolution decomposition of wavelet transform，we 
decompose signal y(n) into a series of resolution levels {dj , d2 , . •• , dn , cn} as 
introduced in Section 2. The length of the coefficient arrays reduces in octave manner, 
i e N/2->N/4->N/8->... which high frequency components store in the former 
high resolution levels with more elements, while low frequency components are 
represented by low resolution levels with fewer elements. As seen in Section 4, the 
exponential propagation function waveform in time domain is a pulse followed by an 
exponentially decayed curve. Therefore, the high frequency part is highly localized 
and needs only a few elements to record it. It is more important to store the location 
information of the pulse in time domain. As to the low frequency components, the 
exponentially decayed curve can be represented by fewer elements in low resolution 
levels without taking care of the long duration of the waveform. Obviously, wavelet 
transform is appropriate to achieve this task. Applying multiresolution decomposition, 
we can represent high frequency components by high resolution levels and low 
frequency components by low resolution levels. The high resolution levels have more 
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elements to localize the time position information and the low resolution levels have 
fewer elements to store the average value of the low frequency components. 
Up to now, we have shown the potential application of wavelet-based 
convolution in the wave transform of the propagation function. We will introduce the 
usage of this algorithm and the experiment results in the following subsection. A 
typical circuit simulation example is given to illustrated the improvement of 
computation efFicience after using the wavelet-based convolution in the waveform 
relaxation simulation. 
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5.2 Application of Wavelet-based Convolution on the Simulation of Wave 
Propagat ion Funct ion and Waveform Transformat ion 
In our research project, we compare the performance of the wavelet-based 
convolution with the FFT convolution in the simulation of wave propagation function 
of lossy transmission line. On the other hand，the characteristic impedance is still 
evaluated with the synthesis of lumped-element ladder-network for the convenience of 
using the classical circuit simulator. As described in Subsection 3.4，the accuracy of 
this method is optimum in the sense of Pade approximation that can satisfy the 
practical requirement. Thereafter, we can focus our attention on the simulation of 
wave propagation function. 
In the previous subsection, we have given the algorithm of the wavelet-based 
convolution and its use in the simulation of lossy transmission line. In order to obtain 
perfect reconstruction of the convolution result, we must execute the standard 
wavelet transform on one input signal and the normal convolution on the other 
one (x(n)), see figure 5-1. In the standard wavelet transform, the filter blocks (H and 
G) have downsampling operation on the output signals (cy and dy). Therefore, the size 
of each output signal is reduced by half as compared with the input signal y(n). The 
overall required memory for the transformed signal remain unchanged and this holds 
even we conduct the multiresolution decomposition on 购 . H o w e v e r ， f o r the normal 
convolution of the other signal each output signal (a and b) has the same length 
as the input signal x(n). So, the requirement of the memory to store the transformed 
signal is twice as large as the input signal x(n). This trend continues as we do the 
multiresolution decomposition. Even we just decompose the output signal o f / T ， L e . ， 
a,, as we do in the standard wavelet multiresolution decomposition (see figure 2-4), 
the memory requirement still increases in proportion to the levels to which we execute 
the decomposition. Furthermore, this operation needs more computation time. 
As mentioned before； there is no advantage at all if we simply apply the 
wavelet-based convolution to replace the conventional algorithm. In comparison to 
the standard direct convolution, wavelet-based convolution needs more computation 
time to do the wavelet transform. The more filter coefficients (h(rt) and g(n)) we use, 
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the more computation time for the transformation we need. Hence, we must take 
good advantage of the features of the involved waveforms and the time-frequency 
localization properties of the wavelet transform to reduce the memory requirement 
and computation time for the wavelet-based convolution. 
First of all, we make use of the time-frequency localization properties of the 
wavelet transform to optimize the storage of the signals. Usually, most of the signals 
we deal with are composed of low frequency contents spattering with a few high-
frequency fluctuations. For example, the periodic rectangular pulse signal is 
constituted by flat constant values with long time duration with a series of fluctuations 
at the edge. Obviously, the high-frequency components last for a short time interval 
that needs only few elements to record them, but their time location information is the 
most essential factor for the signal representation. On the contrary, the low frequency 
contents last for a long time interval but their values change only a little, so we do not 
need to record them with many elements and their location information becomes less 
important, their values are the most essential features we care. So to say, the wavelet 
transform possesses the best potential to fulfill the above requirements. By setting up 
a prescribed criterion of error constraint, we can neglect the elements whose absolute 
values are less than this limit (e.g., 0.1% of the maximum value in the signal) in the 
transformed signal representing the high-frequency components. In the wavelet 
transform, the high-frequency component signal is given from the filter G. In practical 
cases, most of the elements of this signal (d or b) are small or even zeros. Only a few 
elements are representing the high-frequency fluctuation in the signal They are 
sparse. Therefore, we can store them in the same manner as storing sparse matrix, that 
is, we save the values and indexes of the selected elements in two different arrays with 
the same sequence. Then we can identify the non-zero elements without taking care of 
the zero elements. As an example, we conduct the standard wavelet transform on the 
wave propagation function with 1024 points in time domain, the number of elements 
whose values are larger than 0.1% of the maximum value of the signal is only 2a the 
other 510 elements can be neglected to be zeros. This sparse storage scheme saves the 
memory intensely. Details will be shown in the following example. 
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By means of the sparse storage scheme, we store the values a m i indexes o f the 
selected elements in high-frequency representation. The low-frequency signal is still 
stored in a full length array. Suppose we decompose the wave propagation function 
for three levels starting with 1024 points, then the lowest level (c (3J) needs 
1024/2 3【128 elements and the high-frequency levels { cf) d 2) d 2) } need only { 2, 3, 
3 }elements with the limitation of 0.1%，respectively. Including the arrays for saving 
the indexes, there are overall 144 elements we need. The gain of saving memory is 
1024/144=7.1. The direct convolution within each high-frequency level can be 
achieved very easily even if it is conducted in sparse storage scheme. Because we 
currently deal with the lossy transmission line with time-independent parameters in 
our simulation, we can implement the simulation of wave propagation functions of all 
transmission lines before we conduct the iterative computation of the circuit. It will be 
a great advantage to store the waveform of the wave propagation function by using 
above sparse storage scheme when the memory requirement is restricted. But the 
disadvantage is that the memory for saving the waveform to be transformed is larger 
even we use the sparse storage scheme. In addition, the computation time for the 
wavelet transforms increases for the full convolution ofH，and G ’. 
Thereafter, if we want to enhance the computational efficiency much more, we 
have an alternative scheme to achieve the simulation of wave propagation transform 
by wavelet-based convolution. The scheme is to interchange the roles of the wave 
propagation function and the waveform needed to be transformed. We conduct the 
full convolution o f / / ' and G ' on the wave propagation function and store it with a 
little more memory. The waveforms to be converted are decomposed with standard 
wavelet transform. The required memory and the computation time for the 
transformation of the propagated waveform are both-highly reduced. Although the 
high-frequency fluctuations may be more than the wave propagation function (which 
only has one pulse), the sparse storage scheme is still suitable for storing the high-
frequency level signals. This scheme is appropriated to the situation that needs a faster 
computation speed but has no strict limitation on memory. 
Secondly, after completing the wavelet transform, we continue to implement 
the convolution of each level, i.e., and and 必 for i=l’2”.”n, respectively) 
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and then combine the results of all levds together. In comparison to the wavelet 
transform, the convolution is the main part of the computation. Since the low-
frequency level signal does not use the sparse storage scheme, the convolution of this 
level is the most time-consuming. The high-frequency levels apply sparse storage 
scheme and their convolutions take much less time. Here, we have two choices for the 
convolution of the lowest levels: one is the standard direct convolution, the other is 
the FFT based convolution. Because one of the involved signals is under 
multiresolution decomposition, the signal is downsampled and its length is extremely 
reduced. Thus, both convolution methods need some modifications. For example, 
suppose we simulate the transmission line with 1024 points and take multiresolution 
decomposition for 3 levels. Then, one of the low-frequency level signals (c3) has only 
128 elements and the other one (d3) still has 1024 elements. Then there exists 
difference between using standard direct convolution algorithm and the FFT based 
one. For the standard direct convolution, we upsample signal c3 with eight times, i.e.， 
padding seven zeros after every element. After that, we convolve it with signal a3 and 
obtain the result of this level 3. The number of long operation (including the 
multiplication and addition operation) of real number for this convolution is about 
no. of long operation = N" 2" P . i … 
With N二1024 and "二3, (5.16) is 1024x128, where we employ direct 
convolution algorithm without taking care of the zeros in upsampled For the case 
of FFT based convolution, we can duplicate the spectrum of for eight times and get 
the dot product of the two transformed signals which is the Fourier transform of the 
convolution result. Suppose the signal a3 with full length N has previously computed, 
we need the FFT on the downsampled only. The number of long operation of real 
number is about 
no. of long operation = 4 ^ 1 o g 2 — + 6 M + 4 M l o g 2 M ( 5 1 ? ) 
=斤 [ 2 3 -” (1 - " ) + 20 + 8(1 + 2—”）10¾ 斤] 
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where M=2N, for the zero padding at ahe end of the signals. One # points FFT 
operation needs 4Nlog2N real number long operations. As a result, the number of 
(5.17) for N二1024 and n=3 is 1024x108. It is a little less t h a n the standard direct 
convolution as above (5.16) 1024x128. F o r > 7 ^ (5.17) becomes 1024x103.5 while 
(5.16) is 1024x64. Therefore, when the level number n is larger than a lower limit, the 
wavelet-based convolution with direct convolution in the lowest level has advantage 
over the FFT convolution. For instance, when N二 1024, n is required to be 4 or larger. 
— W h e n N becomes large，the lower limit increases. For N二2048’ n is required to be 5 
or larger. In other word, we prefer standard direct convolution for the lowest level 
instead of FFT when we decompose the signal to higher levels. Of course, the above 
discussion is merely based on the number of long operations. Experimental results tell 
us the direct convolution is better even for the low decomposition level cases. 
According to the above contents，we can construct three schemes to 
implement the wavelet based convolution for the simulation of wave propagation 
function in lossy transmission line. The differences of the these three schemes are 
based on which signal passes the wavelet block H and G and what convolution 
algorithm is used. We list them as follows: 
Scheme 1: The wave propagation function e(t) passes and G , and the waveform 
W ( t ) that needs transform passes H and G. The convolution of the lowest levels is 
standard direct convolution. This scheme is suitable for the case that needs higher 
computation efficiency and no strict memory limitation. When we decompose the 
waveform w(t) to higher level, the computation time speeds up much more. 
Scheme 2: The wave propagation function e(t) passes H' and and the waveform 
W(t) that needs transform passes H and G. The convolution of the lowest levels is 
implemented with FFT based convolution. This scheme is suitable for the case of 
which the simulation deals with large number of points and low level decomposition is 
done. 
Scheme 3: The w a v e propagation function eft) passes 丑 and G and the waveform w(t) 
that needs transform passes H，and G\ The convolution of the lowest levels applies 
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the standard direct convolution algorithm. This scheme can save memory for storing 
the transformed waveform of eft) but it takes much more time to conduct the 
convolution ofwftj when passing H，and G\ The other performances of this scheme 
are similar to that of scheme 1. 
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6 Experimental Results of using Wavelet based Convolution on the 
Transient Simulation of Lossy Transmission Lines 
We developed a C program to implement the transient simulation of linear 
circuits with lossy transmission lines. The program formulates the circuit equations 
automatically by using the Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) method and stores the 
equation elements in sparse matrix format. The solution of the system of the partial 
differential equations (PDE) is approximated by the numerical solution of finite 
difference equations with Trapezoidal rule. It also, employs the sparse matrix 
techniques to enhance the overall computational speed and save the computer 
memory. In order to take advantage of the waveform relaxation algorithm, the circuit 
is partitioned into various subcircuits by using the disjoint 2-ports model of the 
transmission line as boundary. After analyzing each subcircuit over the whole time 
interval by the classical method as mentioned above, we conduct the iterative 
waveform relaxation technique to simulate the lossy transmission lines which connect 
the corresponding subcircuits. The characteristic impedance is approximated by the 
Pade synthesis ladder network with four sections o f T-networks. This approach is 
proved to be one of the most efficient methods for the transient analysis of circuits 
with lossy transmission lines. The program also exploits the input format which is 
quite similar to the one using by SPICE. It works in UNIX environment in 
DECsystem 5000/150 workstation. Comparison is performed between FFT based 
convolution and Wavelet based convolution algorithm by using the following example 
and three schemes described in the former subsection. 
Example 1: Shown in figure 6- la is a nonsymmetric lossy transmission line 
constructed by cascading two uniform RLCG transmission lines. Figure 6- lb 
illustrates the decomposition of this circuit，which consists of three subcircuits and 
two disjoint 2-ports models for two lossy transmission lines. Figure 6-2 shows the 
synthesized ladder network for the approximation of characteristic impedances Z0i 
and Z 0 2 . The voltage response waveforms of the near end and the far end are plotted 
in figure 6-3 and the simulated performances are given in Table 6-1. 
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/ / l p \ R,=25aL,=0.1|aH R2=25/8Q L 2=0.^H < 
- / I G,=1/200Q C ^ O p F G 2 - l / 2 0 0 n C 2=40pF S 
0.2ns (a) 
L J L line 2 ^ 
5Q
 1
 I j j 
Z01 + ——L^l^X^ + ^ C r i ^ l J ~ 1 4 -
( z near end ( ^ J ^ ^ far end ^ 5000 
Subcircuit 1 Subcircuit 2 Subcircuit 3 
(b) 
Figure 6-1 (a) The nonsymmeteric lossy transmission line and its equivalent cascading two uniform 
RLCG transmission lines, (b) Decomposed circuit model. 
Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs 
^ C P == I g p C p = = I g p Cp = = I G p C p == I G p 
Z01 R s = 50Q Gp= 1/25Q Cp 二 320pF 
R s Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs Rs 
p^lfe M h , a n Lp ^  rp r 
I Z02 R S = 2 5 Q G P = 1/37.5QLp = 0.3IIH 
Figure 6-2: Synthesis ladder network to approximate the characteristic impedance Z01 and Z02. 
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Figure 6-3 Iterative waveform simulation of the cascaded RLCG lines. Left Near end terminal 
v o ] t a g e waveforms. Right Far end terminal voltage waveforms. Wavelet based convolution approach 
(XXX) versus FFT b a s e d convolution approach ( ). 
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t 1 1 一 4 : 2 1 0 7 3 2 0 2 0 3 7 9 " 1 7 . 6 8 2 4 4 1 2 5 0 — — 1 4 . 1 0 2 0 6 3 3 4 5 2 3 . 2 1 2 5 2 8 1 5 9 
t 1 1
_
4 : 3 1 0 . 8 3 2 0 2 9 1 6 7 " 1 8 . 4 4 2 1 8 1 5 0 1 — 1 2 . 9 3 2 0 3 8 9 3 2 2 3 . 2 1 2 5 2 8 1 5 9 
t u V l 6.54 1940306 18.54 2233256 — 13.24 2117052 23.21 2528159 
t 1 r 5 : 2 6.21 1964718 18.69 2251809 一 12.53 2111193 23.21 2528159 
t 1 1 : 5 : 3 17,03 2511558 — 11.41 2028191 23.21 2528159 
- H ^ T T ^ 3 5 4 4 5 5 1 ^ ^ : 2 1 . ^ 4 6 2 4 7 0 4 “ 3 0 . 1 0 5 1 1 0 0 2 5 2 6 . 3 1 5 2 3 0 1 3 4 
t 1 2 : 3 : 2 3 2 . 2 1 5 2 7 2 1 2 4 " 1 5 . 1 8 6 2 9 8 4 2 5 " “ 2 9 . 9 3 5 0 6 3 1 5 3 2 6 . 3 1 5 2 3 0 1 3 4 
t 1 2 " 3 : 3 2 9 . 9 7 5 0 8 5 6 1 2 ； ' _ _ 1 9 . 8 1 ~ 4 9 8 8 9 3 9 _ 2 8 . 0 7 2 7 7 2 2 6 . 3 1 5 2 3 0 1 3 4 
t 1 2 ^ 4 J 18,44 4342436 21.32 4566114 25.64 4782897 26.31 5230134 
t 1 2 : 4 : 2 18.03 4332731^ 20.40 4638375 21,70 —4523148 26.31 5230134 
t 1 2 一 4 一3 1 0 2 4328825 20,75 “ 4518266 20.76—4820981 26.31 5230134 
t 1 2 ~ 5
_
1 1 0 6 1 3 9 7 4 3 5 5 2 0 . 7 0 4 6 3 7 3 9 9 " “ 1 5 . 5 3 4 1 9 9 9 2 7 2 6 . 3 1 5 2 3 0 1 3 4 
t 1 2 一 5一2 ^ 2 6 1 4 0 5 8 3 3 4 " 2 0 . 1 5 4 6 0 8 1 0 4 _ 1 5 . 7 7 4 1 9 8 9 5 0 2 6 . 3 1 5 2 3 0 1 3 4 
t 12一5一3丨丨 1 2 . 0 5 1 4 0 5 9 3 1 1 1 1 2 0 . 1 0 1 4 5 1 3 3 8 3 丨 丨 1 4 . 7 4 丨 4 1 5 3 0 5 5 丨 丨 2 6 . 3 1 丨 5 2 3 0 1 3 4 
Table 6-2: Percentage of convolution time (conv%) out of the entire simulation time (cpu). 
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The time interval we investigate is from 0 to 10.23ns, where we apply 0.01ns 
as the time step. Therefore, we carry out the simulation in 1024 time points. The 
waveform of the exciting voltage source Ej is a unit step with 1.2ns delay and 0,2ns 
raise time. The lengths of both lines are 0.5 unit length and the time delay for one line 
is Ins. From the waveforms of figure 6-3，we can see that the waveforms converge to 
the exact results step by step when we conduct the iteration one by one. It seems that 
the signals are oscillating between two end terminals and being absorbed by the load 
and the series and leakage resistance of the lossy transmission lines. 
In order to have a more extensive inspection of the wavelet-based convolution 
on the application of transmission line simulation, we classify the three schemes as 
mentioned in the former section into 27 conditions individually and compare their 
performance to FFT algorithm. Firstly, we apply 3 different number of time points， 
1024, 2048 and 4096，respectively. Secondly, in these subsets, we divide each into 3 
groups corresponding to 3 different wavelet decomposition levels, 3，4 and 5, 
respectively. It means that we implement the multiresolution decomposition to level 3, 
4 and 5. Finally, we assign the error tolerance factor to be 3 different values, 0.1，0.01 
and 0.001, respectively. To represent these setting, we use tm n j ) as a symbol to 
identify the experiment results. For instance, UO—3—2 means that the simulation time 
interval consists of 2 W 二 1024 points，the wavelet multiresolution decomposition is 
performed to level 3, the high resolution level elements whose values are less than 
10
- 2
 = 0.01 times the maximum value of the corresponding low level elements are set 
to be zeros. This is also the case we use to get the results shown in figure 6-3. 
By observing Table 6-1 and 6-2，we can make some remarks as follows on the 
performances of three computation schemes of the fast wavelet based convolution. 
Remark 1\ In scheme 1 and scheme 3, with a fixed time point number and an 
identical error tolerance factor, the convolution time reduces greatly as we increase 
the wavelet decomposition level. For example, in scheme 1 with 1024 time points and 
error tolerance factor 0.01, the gain increases from 2.71 to 6.34 with the level from 3 
to 5. Because the size of the lowest resolution level is highly reduced after 
multiresolution decomposition, the computation speeds up very much even we still 
use direct convolution on this level. 
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Remark 2: Comparing scheme 1 and scheme 3, we find the gains of scheme 3 
are usually less than the ones of scheme 1, although they have the same feature as 
mentioned in Remark l\ It is easy to understand this because the transformations on 
the waveform w(t) are full, convolutions of filter blocks H' and G，，respectively. Thus, 
they are more time-consuming. 
Remark 3: For all of the schemes, within any subset with fixed time point 
number and decomposition level, the gains do not change too much with the varying 
error tolerance factors. It implies that the time for taking convolution on those high 
resolution levels which using sparse storage technique is trivial comparing to the 
convolution on the lowest level, not matter what algorithm, FFT or wavelet based，is 
applied. Actually, in scheme 1 and scheme 2, the wave propagation function is fully 
convolved with H，and G\ but the numbers of elements in different high resolution 
levels are still very small. Table 6-3 lists the numbers which hold for 3 different time-
point number cases. 
E.T.F. Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
0.1 4 7 17 32 64 
0 . 0 1 4 10 22 40 84 
0.001 4 10 22 46 90 
T a b l e 6-3 Number of elements in high resolution levels with different error tolerance factors (ETF). 
From Table 6-3，we also notice that the saving of memory for storing the high 
frequency level signals. For example, when the time point number is J024, applying 
0.01 to be the error tolerance factor, the total number of elements of five high 
frequency levels is 4+10+22+40+84二 160. Including the index array, the number of 
elements is totally 320. It saves the memory about four times. 
Remark 4\ For scheme 1 and scheme 3 with fixed decomposition level and 
e r r o r tolerance factor, the gains reduce with the increase of the number of time point. 
For instance, in scheme 1，the gains reduce from 6.34 to 2.81 as the time point 
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numbers increase from 1024 to 4096 {tl0_5_3 vers t J 2 _ 5 J ) . The increase of number 
of time points and the cost of direct convolution is the reason for this observation. 
Remark 5: On the contrary, the gains of scheme 2 almost remain unchanged 
even we use different time point number, decomposition level or error tolerance 
factor. Although in most of the cases, scheme 2 does not prevail over scheme 1 and 
scheme 3, the gains of scheme 2 with 4096 time points and 3 decomposition level are 
larger than the ones of scheme 1 and scheme 3. This can be explained by the 
advantage of FFT convolution over the direct convolution for the signals with larger 
length. In other words, when we conduct a larger size convolution with less 
decomposition level，we prefer the FFT convolution rather than the direct convolution 
for the lowest level computation, Le.，the scheme 2. 
Remark 6: As the Best—gain column lists, scheme 1 almost prevails over 
scheme 2 and scheme 3 for all conditions we are considering. Scheme 2 wins only in 
the tl2 3 j ) (p二 1’2’3) cases. Consequently, we only need to construct the scheme 1 
and scheme 2 for the simulation of the lossy transmission line in our project and 
choose the suitable scheme according to the number of time points and decomposition 
levels we use. 
Remark 7: Besides the enhancement of computational efficiency, we must also 
concern about the accuracy of the results. Thus, we express the error with the root-
mean-square (rms) value of the difference of the computed waveforms and the exact 
results 
[ a ^ I 7 
3 = ( 6 1 ) 
\ N 
where v{n) and v{n) are the computed and exact waveforms, respectively. Since the 
error is mainly induced by the cutting of high frequency level elements according to 
the tolerance factor, obviously, when we apply larger error tolerance factor, such as 
0 1 the rms error is larger. For the same reason，the errors of scheme 1 and scheme 2 
are identical for all conditions. This is because the difference between scheme 1 and 
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scheme 2 is the convolution algorithm for the lowest levels only，that is, we apply 
direct convolution in scheme 1, while FFT convolution in scheme 2. 
Remark 8: As to scheme 1 and scheme 2, the rms errors for a fixed time point 
number and error tolerance factor increase with the increase of number of 
decomposition levels. For instance, with time point number being 1024, error 
tolerance factor being 0.01, the rms errors increase from 5.58x10' 3 to 6.04x10' 3 with 
the decomposition level from 3 to 5. Therefore, there is a trade off between the 
computational speed and the error. However, as mentioned in remark 3, for a certain 
subset with identical time point number and decomposition level，the gains of 
computational speed are almost the same independent of the error tolerance factor. 
Thus, in order to have a more accurate result, we prefer a smaller error tolerance 
factor. For example, the gains of "0—5—2 and t l O J J are both equal to 6.341, but 
the rms errors are 0.00604 for t l O J J and 0.00524 for t l O J J . 
In summary, we can conclude that the fast wavelet convolution is a suitable 
alternative algorithm to replace the FFT convolution in the simulation of lossy 
transmission line. The improvement of the computational efficiency is adjustable by 
changing the error tolerance requirement. 
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7 Conclusions and Prospective Studies 
In this thesis, we develop a new convolution algorithm based on the wavelet 
transform to simulate the wave propagation function of the lossy transmission line. In 
the past, characteristics method and waveform relaxation were combined to model the 
lossy transmission line in the circuit simulation. It was shown that the FFT 
convolution is the most efficient and accurate method to simulate the wave 
propagation function. However, the wave propagation function in time domain is a 
special waveform which consists of a single pulse followed by an exponentially 
decayed curve. Although FFT method is one of the best ways to convert the 
waveform that needs modification and transmitting along the transmission line, it does 
not take full advantage of the specialty of the wave propagation function. Since the 
waveform is mixed with high frequency pulse and low frequency decayed curve, we 
can employ the wavelet transform to decompose the waveform into different 
resolution levels and to save the memory and computational time by using sparse 
storage scheme. In comparison to the conventional FFT method, the gain of 
computation time for the convolution part is around from 2 to 6 by using the fast 
wavelet-based convolution. In spite of the fact that the gain is achieved by trading 
with the accuracy, the fast wavelet-based convolution is still practicable for the VLSI 
circuit simulation. It is usual that the circuit parameters, such as the device dimensions 
and the doping density of different elements, have about 20% deviation from its 
designed value due to the uncontrollable factors in the chip processing. Therefore, it is 
not necessary to simulate the circuit performance with a high accuracy. What we have 
to emphasize is to speed up the computation time within the same accuracy as 
achieved by the fabrication. The fast wavelet-based convolution is exactly appropriate 
for this requirement. Due to this advantage, fast wavelet-based convolution has a 
great potential to replace the FFT convolution in the simulation of lossy transmission 
line. In our research project, a C program simulator was written to implement the 
transient analysis of linear circuit with lossy transmission lines. Although the fraction 
of computation time for convolution is only about 20% of the overall all simulation 
time, it is still promising to improve the convolution efficiency because the waveform 
relaxation algorithm can be achieved by parallel computation. If the iteration is 
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computed in a parallel computer, the waveform transformation with the propagation 
function becomes substantial for the enhancement of the computation efficiency . 
As to the prospective studies, we focus on two points that might be interesting 
topics for future researches. Firstly, the FFT algorithm has Gibbs' phenomenon when 
the high frequency sample of the discrete spectrum is insufficient. For example, when 
the delay time is not exactly the multiple of sampled time step, the transform 
waveform of the wave propagation function in time domain will have exponential 
decayed oscillation around the expected impulse response with a certain time delay. 
The transformation with this signal will lead to unexpected fluctuation in the 
transformed waveform, no matter how we conduct the convolution in time domain or 
in frequency domain. The result of this transform is incorrect. In order to overcome 
this drawback, we must reduce the simulation time step, and increase the sampling rate 
to get higher frequency samples. In other words, we attempt to match the time step 
with the delay time. What we expect is to locate the delay time point exactly on one 
of the simulation time point. However, this will certainly increase the number of time 
point and slow down the whole simulation. For the sake of accomplishment of high 
efficient computation, we can keep on using a small number of simulation time point 
for each iterative simulation of subcircuits. However, we investigate the wave 
propagation function with more sample points and conduct the wavelet transform 
level by level as we used in the past. On the other hand, the waveform that needs 
transform can be lengthened by interpolation to the same length of the wave 
propagation sample. Then we do the wavelet transform to the waveform until the 
same level as we do to the wave propagation function. Convolution and interlacing 
the results of different levels are identical to the method we have introduced. The final 
result is downsampled again to the length of the original signal. This may enhance the 
performance of the simulation of the wave propagation. The other problem is to take 
use of real time decomposition of wavelet transform to implement the waveform 
convolution[23]. If it succeeded, the waveform relaxation method would be improved 
for the saving of time and memory for the simulation of lossy transmission line. It 
might be a prospective study for the application of wavelet transform in the circuit 
simulation. 
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Appendix Program Lists 
We developed a software to implement the simulation of linear circuits with 
lossy transmission lines. It works in UNIX environment of DEC system 5100/150 
workstation. The software consists of nine C program files whose functions are listed 
as follows: 
1. lspice.c : Main program of the software to implement the iterative simulation of 
each subcircuit. page: 77-78 
2. lspice.h : The header file of the software to define the functions and macro 
definition. page： 79-81 
3. datinp.c : File contains the functions related to the data input operations. 
page: 82-90 
4. datout.c : File contains the functions related to the data output operations. 
. page: 91-91 
5. mtxinp.c: File contains the functions related to the computation matrix 
construction according to the input data. page: 9 2 截 
6. mtxcpu.c: File contains the functions related to the matrix computations， 
including LU decomposition, solution of linear equation systems and 
other operations. page: 96-100 
7 losstraw.c : File contains the functions related to the construction of Pade synthesis 
network for characteristic impedance and the model of wave 
propagation function and the wavelet decomposition, page: 101-104 
8. ff t .c : File contains the functions ofFFT. page: 105-106 
9 complex.c : File contains the functions related to the arithmetic computations of 
complex numbers. page: 107-108 
10 cirl .dat : The data input file for the example circuit of Section 6. 
page: 109-109 
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/********** Master Thesis project ( CAD for Circuit Analysis ) *********/ 
/* SPICE-like program for transient analysis of R , L C , G c i rcui ts*/ 
/* Sparse matrix technic,Trapezoidal, Markowitz algorithm and Waveform*/ 
/* relaxation and Wavelet convolution are applied. */ 
/* Copyright 1995 Leung Wai Hung EE CUHK */ 
/ _ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 女 * * * / 
#include "Ispice.h" /* 1spice.h is the header f i le for the lspice.c */ 
#include “datinp.c" /* datinp.c , datout.c mtxinp.c mtxcpu.c , */ 
#include
 11
 datout.c" /* lossbraw.c and f f t . c are six supporting */ 
#incrud6 "mtxinp.c" /* C programs for the data input and output ； */ 
ttinclude "mtxcpu.c" /* matrices construction and computation ； */ 
#include “losstraw.c" /* characteristic model simulation for lossy */ 
#include""fft.c" /* transmission lines and FFT routine. */ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
void data•一input ()； 
void file—name (int argc, char *argv [ ]) 
void trpz_comp(int .index) ? 
raain(int argc (char *argv[]) { 
/**************** input f i le name and output f i le name? ******************/ 
in t i , k , iter一no ； 
file一name (. argc , argv ); 
"………********* Data Input and Matrix build up … … … * * … … * / 
data—input ()； 
/*************** Main computationa with Trapezoidal rule ****************/ 
iter_.no = (int) ( tranytime|3] + 0. 01 ) t 
for ( k = 0 ； k < iter一no ； k++ ){ 
for ( i .= 0 ； i <•= sub„data [0 ] , element_nvim ； i + + ) { 
trpz—comp( i ) ？ ‘ 
} • 
output—value ()j } 
f close (outf)；- ,. 
fclose ( inp)； 
} 
void file一name(int argc, char *argv[]) 
/**************** input f i le name arid output f i le name? ******************/ 
"…**** usage: myspice2.x input—file_name output—file一name ***********/ 
char iname[Char_Word_MaXl. oname[Char一Word一Max]； 
switch ( argc ){ 
case 1 ： prints (" Please input your input f i l e name：“); 
gets (: iname ) ; 
prints (*' Please input your output f i le name : " ) ; 
gets ( oname ) ; 
break ; 
case 2 ： prints (" Please input your output f i le name；"); 
gets ( oname ) t 
strcpy( iname , a r gv ( 1 ] ) ; 
break ; 
case 3: strcpy ( iname , argv[ l ] ) 
strcpy( oname , argv[2】）：； 
break ； , 
} 
inp = f open (iname r " r") 
outf = fopen(oname,) ？ 
} • 
void data—input (•) 
( . . . . L 1 'Uin'T/'l 1T»-1 * * ** * -k * **-k ********* if ***** / 
*^****-k****-k*** Data input ana matrix t>ui丄ci up. / 
/***** T h e f i r s t line of the input f i le is the t i t l e of the circuit . ****/ 
char t[Char_Line_Max] , title[Char_Line_Max]; 
fgets( t i t l e , qhar_Line_Max , inp ) ; 
while (fgets (t,Char_Line_Max,inp) ！=NULL && line_index < Line—Max ) 
data_count[line_index++] = deline(t'string[line—index])； 
subckt一search (); 
assign_save_vector () ; 
} 
void trpz_comp( int index ) ' 
…******************** Declaration of the varible. **………*…*******…*…/ 
struct spas_matx old , avi , old_je , je , vi ; 
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double tm , time一step ； •、 
int i f size , riss , nsn ； 
^****it****i(-k-k******ie******** Initializing the variblss " / 
size = net—order【index] ; • ... 
sp_mx_alloc ( &old , size , size ) |： init_matx ( &old ) ？ 
sp-mx一al-.loc ( &avi ,, size , size ) ； ini.t_matx ( &avi )‘ 
sp!mx_alloc ( &old_je , size , size ) ； init_matx( &old_〕'e ) ; 
splmxlalloc( &je , size , size ) ； i n i t „ m a t x ( ) ; . 
sp二mx一alio(5( &vi , size , size ) ； init一matx( &vi )； 
time—step = tran_time[0]; 
size = (int.) ( tran_time [2] + 0.01 )；; 
********* iterating the solution of the transient response. ****************/ 
for ( i = 0 , tm = 0» ； i < size ； tm .time一st.ep t i++ ) { 
tran_matx( &je t &old_je ) j 
insert一source一vector【&je , tm , i , index ) ; 
matx_add( Lje , &avi , &old ) ； /* lua*vi = a*vi + je + old_]e 
* / 
matx_add( &old , &old—je , &vi ) r /* lua ^ cc + g “ 
le_oper( &lua[index] , &vi ) ； ca = cc - g 
*/ 
save一value ( &vi f i、，iiidex )； 
save_tran_source( &vi , i , index ) r 
mat5£_mulp ( &ca[ index] , &vi , &avi ) t 
} 
update_w( index , size ) ; 
} 
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/* i t i s a header f i l e containing the declaration for */ 
/* the s t ruc t and subroutine of the lspice program */ 
/ * I t s name i s s ' l s p i c e . h ' */ 
/* Copyright 1994 Leung Wai Hung EE CUHK */ 
/ • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
# inc lude < s t d i o . h> 
# i nc l ude < s t d l i b . h > 
# i nc l ude <ctype .h> 
#include <string.h> 
^ inc l ude <malloc.h> 
ftinclude <math.h> 
# i nc l ude <t ime.h> 
# inc l ude “complex.c" 
#de f i n e Char_Word_Max 13 . 
/****** char一Word_Max - 1 = maxmium number of c h a r a c t e r s i n one word. I 
ftdefine Word_Max 18 . 
/****** Word 一 Max = maxmium number of words in one l i n e . / 
# d e f i n e Char一Line一Max Word_Max * (Char一Word—Max + 2) . , * * * 砂 " 
/****** char—Line一 Max = maxmium number of c h a r a c t e r s i n one line‘ *** / 
#define Line:Max 100 £ . 
Line一Max s maxmium number of l i n e s of inpu t f i l e , / 
#de f i n e Mesg_Max 81 * … … 
/**•*** Mesg_Max = maxmium number of c h a r a c t e r s of e r r o r message.*** / 
#de f i n e Port—Max 4 , , . 
Port_Max = maxmium number of e x t e r n a l nodes of a sudckc. / 
#de f i n e Value_M& 12 . … … / 
/**•*•*** Value_Max - maxmium number of va lue s m a element 丄 m e - / 
#de f i n e ERROR - 1 
# d e f i n e PASS 0 
/****** source types ******/ 
#de f i n e PULSE 1 
#de f i ne High—Max 500 
#de f i n e OD 4 
typedef s t r u c t { 
一 d o u b l e vu[High_Max] ； int id[High_Max] • size; 
} h igh_ f eq ; 
/****** D e f i n a t i o n of s t r u c t u r e . *******/ 
s t r u c t node—table{ 
char orig：一name [Char_Word_MaK]； 
i n t count ; 
} * *node_tab ； 
s t r u c t data一 table{ 
char element•一name [Char_Word_Max]; 
i n t . node[Port一 Max] ？. 
double value[Value_Max] r 
} **da ta_ tab ； 
s t r u c t element—number{ 
i n t 1; 
i n t c ; 
int s ； 
i n t v; 
i n t j 
i n t sor； /* Source number */ 
i n t t ; /* Transmiss ion l i n e number */ 
i n t x; 、 
} *elem_num ; 
s t r u c t source_para{ 
i n t rowl 
i n t row2 ； . 
i n t sub_num i 
i n t l i n e ； 
> **source ； 
struct spas matx{ /*,Row-wise (Column-wise) storage of sparse matrix • 
* p . /* p [ i j i s p o i n t of the 1 s t element of each row x. */ 
double *value ； , £ “ i • * / 
int ； /* id[ j ] is the column/row number of the element 3 - / 
int . *cnum • /* cnum[k] i s the number of e lements i n column k. */ 
i n t o rde r ; 
} * lua , *ca , c , g ? " = = = = = = = s = = = = = = ； 二 二 * / 
s t ruct tran_line_source{ 〈：⑶ z0 zO [S] */ 
i n t no[6] ； ,*[。] r i [3二 
double *ec; H Wb*/ 
h igh_ feq *ed; .
 ；
l [ l L _ _ _ _ = = _ = J J l l i 
} *trari一source'; /*；=======«==== - -1 ; - - / 
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s t r u c t • sub一data—table{ 
char name[Char_Word_Max]； 
c h a r p o r t [ P o r t _ M a x ] [ C h a r _ W o r d L M a x ] ; 
in t port一num ; 
in t start—line 
i n t end 一 l i n e ； 
in t element一num t 
i n t node—mim j 
in t order ； 
} *sub一data; 
s t r u c t tran_zO{ 
double r , 1 , g , c ; 
} zO ； 
/•k*************** Global var iables declarat ion. ****************/ 
i n t whole—order = 0, whole一source一num = 0, whole一trail一num = 0' whole_elem_num = 0? 
in t tl_model = 0 , netckt_sum - 0 , subckt—sum = 0 , subnet—sum = 0 ； 
i n t element.一count , element—bottom , Wave_Level ？ 
in t . *net_order , *net 一 source 一 n u m , *net_tran_num , * net—el em—num ； ^ 
in t **secq , **serq , /* secq & serq point from or iginal to transf©red col & row,*/ 
**secp , **serp ；/* seep & seep point from transfered to original col & row.*/ 
/* e . g « secq[i】 i s the new column no. of the i ' th column of or ig ina l matrix.*/ 
/* serpEj] i s the or ig inal row no. of the j
1
t h row of t ransfered matr ix .*/ 
/* I f we compare the original row and column no- to person, the row 
and column of the transfered matrix to address, then secq i s the 
the address d i rec tory for person, seep i s the ros te r of the res iden t s . 
secq[person] = address, serpladdress] a person */ 
i n t *sub—sec, sub—level=0, bottom—right, up_lef t , mid—sec, zero_row, old_up_left； 
double *tranytime • **wa , **wb , **save_vector , Factor ；. 
char string[Line_Max][Word_Max][Char_Word_Max] , errmg[Mesg_Max] = "\nError: ； 
i n t line—index , data_count [Line_14ax]' , node_print [Word一Max]；. 
/* "Tine一index*1 = the index of the input l ine, - _ 
"datalcount[ i j" = the number of words in the i . t h input l i ne . 
node_print[0] m number of nodes to p r i n t . 
tran_time [2] = s t a r t of the simulation time, 
trail一time [0] = t ime s t e p , 
tran一time [1] = end of the simulation t i m e . " 
F I L E * i n p , * o u t f ； 
Declaration of functions in datinp.c * … … … * … * … … / 
in t del ine( char t[Char_Line_Max], char s[Word_Max][Char_Word_Max] ) ； /*!*/ 
void subckt_search() ； /*y*/ 
in t scan—o( in t s i ) ； ”#丨 
i n t net—make () j 
int reag—node( int s i , in t l ine ) ； . ^ r j , 
in t insert—node_table( in t s i ,. char node[Char_Word_Max] ) ； 1 b J 
d o u b l e d e c " E — v a l u e ( c h a r v a l u e [ C h a r — W o r d — M a x ] ) ？ / * 8 * / 
i n t node一recheck() ； /*g*/ 
in t element—2(int s i , in t line) ； /*±o*/ 
i n t command (int i) ； . 
int control—source(int si , int line) ； W 
int source一2 (int si , int line) ,- W / 
int subekt—anot(int si , int line) i , 
void rescan一data_tab( in t num ) ； 
in t sub—name—check ( char name [Char一Word—Max] ) j , ‘ / A s * / 
in t sub_sec_check() ； . /* i l* / 
void assign_save_vector() ； /*±8*/ 
X 二 * 二 二 丄 “ 二 二 ， … “ " • * … … … … … … … … … … … " … … … / . —、 
. . c £ t. j - „ „ J _ ^ _ . . ( - 广 ********* * * -k * * * * * * * * * * / 
^***-k************ Declaration of functions m aatouc. c . / 
void p r i n t s ( char *s ) ； ^ , , . v 丨丨^ 
void fput f ( FILE *out , char •pelim , in t prec , double f , char *delim) r / 2 / 
void sputf ( char *pelim , in t prec , double f , char_*delim) ； / ^ / 
void save_value( s t ruc t spas_matx *vi , in t count , m t mdex ) r 
) 二 二 ? 二 U … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … * … … … / 
/******************** Declaration of functions in mtxinp.c . ******************/ 
in t make_matrix ( in t net一no , in t index ) ； (二〈 
void sub—make一matrix ( in t num , in t index ) ； , 
in t inser t_inductor( in t nol ( in t no2 , in t current_row ) ； / 3 / 
in t insert_element2( in t nol, in t no2, double value, s t ruc t spas_matx *m ; /M*/ 
in t insert!sourcG2( in t nol, in t no2, in t sub_num, int l ine , m t index )； /*S*/ 
i n t i n s e r t l t r a n ( i n t current:—row , int element_count , in t index ); /*6*/ 
double source一value ( in t index , in t num , double t) ; 1 J J 
void update一wT in t index , in t length ) ； . ， ^ , - 一 . — • 二 / 二 / 
void insert_source_VGCtor(struct spas_matx double tm,mt count , in t index);/*9*/ 
void s a v e t ran source ( struct.spas_matx *vi , int count , in t index ) ； " 10* / 
了 ? 二 二 • … • … … … * … … … * … / 
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/******************* Declaration of functions in mtxcpu.c . *******************/ 
void lu( s t r u c t spas_matx *a( s t ruc t spas_matx *lu , i n t index ) ； Z二〈 
void le_oper ( s t r u c t spas一matx *lu, s t r uc t spas_matx *b ) ； 
void swap_col ( s t r uc t spas—matx *a, i n t co l l , in t col2 ( in t index )； 丨】J 
void—swap 一 row j s t r u c t spas—matx *a, in t rowl, in t row2 , in t index ) ； J , 
void reaglspmx( s t r uc t spas_matx *a , s t ruc t spas_matx *b , in t index )； 
void matx_add( s t r u c t spas_matx *a, s t ruc t spas一matx s t ruc t spas一matx c )；/ ° / 
void matx一minus ( s t r uc t spas一matx *a , s t ruc t spas一matx *b, s t r uc t spas—matx ； 1 , 1 
void matx_mulp( s t r u c t spas^matx *a, s t ruc t spas一matx *b, s t r uc t spas一matx c }; / « / 
void matx_dot ( s t r uc t spasjnatx *a, double c, s t ruc t spas—matx *s ) ； 1 二1 
i n t insert一spmatx( in t row, in t col, double value, s t ruc t spas—matx *m); / ^ 1 0 / 
. vo id init_matx( struct.spas—matx *a ) ； 〈*〒$*( 
void tran_matx( s t r uc t spas—matx , s t ruc t spas_matx *t )； 丨 1 
void swapT int *a ( int *b ) ； 
void sp mx a l loc ( s t ruc t spas_matx *a, in t order, in t size) ； ^ ' A l J , 
/****************** Declaration of functions in loss t raw.c . ******************/ 
i n t model_zO( double *rs, double *gp, double *lcp, char *lc);
 1 二 J 
i n t build_z0 ( i n t s i , i n t i ) ？ 
i n t model一eO( in t count , i n t s i ) ； 1 1 
i n t d4( double *clata , in t length , high_feq *w—high ) ; / 
i n t dd4( double *data , in t tran—count , in t length )i
 1 ， J 
void conv ww( double *a , in t tran—count , in t length )； / 6 : / 
Declaration of functions in f f t . c . … … … … * … * … : y 
void f f t ( complex input [ J , complex output [J , in t n ) r 〈二〈 
void i f f t ( complex input [} , complex output [ ] , in t n ) ； 
void f f t i n i t ( complex omega!] , in t n ) ; /* n = size of vector */ / J / 
i n t . l og2 ( i n t n ) ； : /*5*/ 
六 = 丄 “ 上 “ * * … … … … … … 一 … • * * ” * … … … … / 
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/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
/* This is a lab f i le containing the subroutines for */ 
/* the lspice program to read the input f i le data. */ 
/* The filename is : ' datinp. c' */ 
/* Copyright 1995 LEUNG Wai-hung EE CUHK */ 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
i n t d e l i n e ( c h a r t [ C h a r 一 L i n e _ M a x ] , c h a r s[Word一Max][Char—Word_Max]) 
/*!• Decomposite a line into words according to the delimitors between the words 
»i» returns the number of data. All characters are changed into lower-case / 
{ • 
int i =： 0 
char ( ) , ; = \ t \ n " , *temp ; 
strcpy( s[i++] • strtok( t , c ) ) r 
while ( temp = strtok( NULL , c ) ) strcpy( s[i+ + ] , temp ) ; 
return ( i ) ; 
} 
void subckt_search () * , 
/*2： Search一the sub-circuit and sub-network declarations and count the number. / 
i n t i , j , main_elem_num = 0 , sub_nura = 1 • sub_.net sf 0 ; 
count the sub-circuit and sub-network numbers. *************** I 
f o r ( i = 0 ； : i < line一index t i++ ){ 
if ( »strcmp( s t r ing[ i ] [0] / « . s ubck t“) ) ( 
sub_num++ ； i++ i 
while ( strcmp( string[i] [0] ( ".ends" ) ){ 
i f ( i >= line_index ) err ( 1 ‘ ““ ) ； ( r ” r n i 、 




else if ( 1strcmp( string[i] [0] , ".subnet" ) ) { 
sub_net-++ ； i++ ； 
while ( strcmp ( string [i] [0] ‘
 J
' .endn" ) ){ 
i f ( i >= l i n e _ i n d e x ) e r r ( 3 , “ " ) ; 
if ( string[i]To][0] == ) err( 4 , string[i] [ 0 ] )； 
i++; 
} 
i l s e i f ( ！strcmp( string[i]10] , ".tlmodel" ) ) { 
tl一model++ i ， 
} 
else if ( string[i] [0] [0] -= 'o' ){ 
main_elero__num++ ； 
ilse if ( stringli] [0] [0] ！= '•' ) err ( 22 ( " ) ; 
} 
i f ( main_e 1 era_nura == 0 ) err:( 5 , : "“)； 
subckt sum = sub num ^ n u m b e r o f s u b _ c i r c u i t s including the main circuit.*/ 
subnet—sum = "sub_net ； /* sub_net i s the number of sub-networks xn cxrcu i t .V 
notr-lct- sum = sub num + sub一net + tl_moclel ； , 
nSde tlb^Tstruct-node table -)malloc (sizeof (struct node_table * ^ ^ . s u m ; 
data tab- s t ruct data—table **)malloc(sizeof(struct data—table *) *netckt_sum) 
sub!£a= (struct sub_iata_table *)malloc (sizeof (struct sub_dataxable) ^netckt_sum)； 
elem_num=(struct element.number *)malloc(sizeof(struct element_number)-netckt_sum); 
一 for ( i = 0 ； i < netckt_suro ； i++ ){ r . . n 
e l em n u m [ i ] . l = e lem_num[ i ] . c = elem_num [ i ] . s = elem_num U . s o r : 0 ; 
e l e m : n u m [ i ] . v = e l e m _ n u m [ i ] . j = e l e m — n u m t i ] , t = e l e m _ n u m [ i ] . x = 0 ; 
} 
sub_rium = 0 ； ； 
sub:data[sub_num] .e lement—num = mam_e l em_num ； 
strcpy ( sub_data:[sub_mim】 .name , " m a i n " ) ; 
d a t a _ t a b [ s u b _ n u m ] = ( s t r u c t d a t a _ t a b l e * ) m a l l o c ( s i z e o f ( s t r u c t d a t a 一 t a b l e ) * 
main_e1em_num); 
,****************** count the number of elements of each subnet. ******************/ 
for ( i = 0 ； i < line—index ？ i+十）{ . 
if ( «strcmp( string[i][0] , » . subne t " ) ) ( 
sub_num++ ； 
sub一data[sub一num]. name[0] = 'n' ； 
subldata [sub_n\im] .name [1 ] = ' \0 •； 
strncat (sub_data [sub_num] .name, string [i] [1] , Char—Word一Max-2); 
sub_data[sub_num].port_num = data_count[i] - 2 ； 
if(~sub_dataTsub_num].port_num > Port一Max ) err (6, string[i] [1]); 
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i f {sub_data[sub_nuir^] .port_num！ =2 && s u b 一 d a t a [ s u b _ n u m ] .port一num 
,！ = 4) 
err ( 23 、 string[i][1] )t 
for{ j = 2 ； j < data一count[i] ； ^++ ) • • . 
strcpy( sub一data[sub_num]. port[j-2] • string[11 []J )r 
sub_data[sub_num].start一line = ++i.; 
while ( strcmp( string[i] [0] , ".endn" ) ) i + + ; 
sub_data[sub_num].end_line = i ； “ The line of the .endn._ / 
j =  sub_dataTsub_num] . end_Xine - s u b — d a t a [sut(一nura] . start一 l ine ； 
j += ( ( sub_data[suto_numl.port_num 2 ) ? 2 ; 4 )； 
sub一data [sub_num] . element一num = j »* 
if(~j == 0 ) err( 7 , s t r i n g [ i ] [ l ] ) ； 
node一tab[sub一num] = (struct node一table *)malloc(sizeof(struct node—table)^(j+3)); 
data_tab[sub_num]=(struct data一table malloc(sizeof(struct data_table)*j)； 
— } 
} • 
Count the riumber of elements of each subckt and tlmodel and command. **** * ./ 
for ( i = 0 ? i < line_index ； -i++ ){ 
if ( ！ s t r c m p ( string[i] [OJ , «.subckt" ) ) { 
sub_ixum 十 + ； 
sub^data[gub_num] .name[0] 'x'；“ 
sub_dat:ais\ib_num].iiame【l】=^O' j ' 
strncat(sub_data[sub_num].name,string[i] [1] , Char—Word—Max-2); 
sub_data [sub_num] sport^ .ixum = data一count [ij: - 2 ; 
if ( sub_dataTsub_num].port_num > Port_Max ) err (8, string[l] [1]); 
for ( j = 2 ; j < d^ta_count[I] r j + + ) _ . . 
strcpy( sub_data[sub^num].port[j-2] , s t r i ng [ i ] [ 3 ] ) ; 
sub_da t a [ sub_num ] . s tar t_l i ne = ++i .r 
while( strcmp( string[i][0] , ".ends" ) ) 
sub_data[sub_num].end_line - 1 ; /* The line of the .ends.. / 
j - sub—dataTsub—num] .end—line « sub—data [sub 一 n u m ] . start—line ; 
sub_data[sub_num].element_num 笮 j ; . -
if 0 ) err ( 9 , string [i] [ 1 ] ) ; 
node—tab[sub一num] = (struct node一table *)mall?c(sizeof(struct node—table)”j+3)); 
dataltab[sublnum]^(struct data一table *)malloc(sizeof(struct d a t a _ t a b l e ) ) ; 
i l se if ( Jstrcmp( string[i】[0], ".tlmodel" ) ) { 
/* count the transmission line model no.*/ 
sub一num++ ; 
sub_data[sub一num]. name[0] = 4 z' t 
sub_data f sub_nura]. name 11] = ' \0 ' f 。、 
strncat( sub—data[sub—num].name, string[i] [1] , Char_Word_Max-2)； 
.sub—data[sub—iium] .port一rmm = 2 ; 
strcpy ( s-ub_data [sub_num] .port [0 ] , " a " ) ; 
strcpy( sub_data[sub_numJ,port[1] , )； 
sub_data [sub_num] . start_line = sub_data [sub_num] . end—line = 1 ; 
} • 
} 
/************* Construct the subcircuit data table, *************/ 
for (
1
 sub一num = 1 ; sub_num < netckt一sura ； sub_num++ ){ 
element一count = 0 ; 
elementlbottom = sub一data[s.ut>一laum】* element一mim - 1; 
i f ( subldata [ sub—num] . name [0] ！= ) sub 一 data [ sub_numj . node—num = 0 ; 
if ( sub_datatsub_num] .name [0] .== 'n' ) { 
"switch ( sub_datatsub_num].porC_num ){ 
case 4 ; 
strcpy ( data—tab [sub一 rvum] [1]’ element—name ‘ "wb")；. 
data一tab [ sub:num] HI . node JO ] =insert_node_table (sub_num, 
"node_zo_>rb")； 
data—tab [sub_num] [1] . node [ 1 ] =insert_node_table (sub^niim, 
sub_data[sub_num] ：»port [3 ])； 
strcpy (data_tab [sub_num] [element—bottom] . element—name, 
"z»)； 
data一.tab [sub—num】[element—bottom] . node [0,]= 
insert_node_table (sub_num, sub—data [ sub_num] . port [ 2 ]); 
data_tab[sub_num] felement—bottom].node[1]； 
insGrt_node_tablG(sub_num("node_zo_wb"}； 
e1ement_bo11om-- ； e1em_num[sub_num].v++ ； 
elem_num[sub_num] .x++ ； element_count++ ; 
case 2 : 
strcpy( data—tab[sub一num][0],element_name , "wa")； 
“data—tab[sub—num][0].node[0] = insert_node_table( 
sub—num. , "node_zo_wa"); 
da一tab[sub_num][0]. node[1] = insert—node一table ( 
—sub一num , sub_data[sub_num],port[1])； 
strcpy (data_tab [sub_num] [element_bottom] . element_name, 
*z"); 
data_tab f sub_num] [element二bottom].node[0]= 
insert_node_table (sub_num, sub一data [sub_num] .port [0]); 
data_tab[sub_num] [element_bottom] .node[l]= 
insert_node_table( sub—num , "node_zo_wa"); 
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element—bottpm— ； elem_num[sub_num].v++ ； 
elem_num[sublnum].x++ ； e l e m e n t — c o u n t + + ；' 
break ； 
} 
/******************/ /*it**^*************/ /*** data•一tab ***/ /*** data_tab ***/ 
" > 5 z a zb2>*/ ” za2>*/ /* wa */ ” w f */ 
/*.3wa wbO.*/ /* waO.*/ /* “ */ "
 w b
 J 
">4 !>*/ /* 1>*/ “ za */ /* .« J 
^********* *******/ /* za / 
if( sub_data[sub_num] .name[0l ！ = … ） { 丨 ； … j U ” 
for( i = 0 ； i < sub_data[sub_num] .port_num -, i + + ) . 
insert_node_table( sub一num , sub一data[sub_num],portU 】）； 
for ( i = _ sub_data_[sub一num] . s t a r t _ l i n e ; i < 
sub一 data[sub一num].end一line ； i++ ) 
reag一node ( sub_num , i ) ; 
} 
else{ . 
bu£ld_zO( sub一num , sub_data[sub_mam]. start—line ); 
sub—data [sub—num] . order=sub 一 data [sub 一 n u m ] . node一num+el em—num [sub—num] .1 
+ e1em_num[sub_num].v ？ 
} 
…*******……scan the command line. *******************/ 
for ( i is 0 ; i < line一index i i++ ) { 
if ( string[i] [0] [01 == , . , ) if( command(i) ) exit(1)？ 
} 
S c a r L the o l i ne . *******************/ 
element一count = 0 ,« 
fcran_source = (struct tran—line一source *) raalloc( sizeof(. struct 
tran一line一source ) * main_elem_num ) ; 
for ( i = 0 ; i < line_index r i++ ){ 
if ( string[i] [0] [0] 'o' ) if ( scan—o(i) ) exit(1); 
} 
if ( node_recheck() ) exit ( 1 “ 
if ( net一ittake() ) exit ( 1 ); 
} 
int scan_o( int si ) , ^ * / 
/*3: Scan the main c i r c u i t to connect the network and i n s e r t the zo and. w, / 
{ 
i n t j , k , no , bo t 
char temp [3 ] [Char_Worcl_Hax]； 
temp[0][0J = temp[l] [0] = ,n, temp[2] [0] = ' z ' ; 
temp[0] [1] = temptH [U = temp [2] [1] = 'AO' j 
i f ( data—count[si] < 5 ) e r r ( 12 , s t r i n g [ s i ] [ 0 ] ) ; 
for ( j = 0 ; j < 2 ; j++ ) { ^ 、 
strncat( temp[j] t string[si][j+1] , Char一Word一Max - 2 ); 
k = sub一name—check ( t e m p [ j ] ) ； ' 
i f ( k > subnet 一 sum ) e r r ( 13 , s t r i ng [ s i ] [ j + l ] ) ； 
data一tab[0] [element一count3.node[j]=k ； 
— / *node [0 ] =nl一number, node [ 1 ] =n2_number*•/ 
no = ( sub一data[k] .port—ruim == 2 ) ？ 0 i 1 一 j ； 
bo = sub—data[k].element一num - 1 ； 
bo = ( sub data[k].port一num == 2 ) ? bo ： bo - j ; 
- /*[2]===========[5]*/ 
tran—source [element_count] ,no[j*3 + l]= [ 0 ] —>row<—[3 ] 
— d a t a _ t a b [ k ] [noj.node[1]-1 ; [1]=========== [4]*/ 
tran一source[element_coiint] .no[ j*3+2]= 
data_tab[k] [bo]. node[0]-1 ； 
strncat( temp[2] , string[si][3] , Char一 Word—Max - 2 )； 
s t r c P y ( data_tab [,0] [element:一count ] .element_name temp [ 2 ] ) ； 
/• element—name i s the model name */ 
d a t a — t a b [ 0 ] [element_countT»value[0] =dect—value( s t r i n g [ s i ] [ 4 ] ) ; 
厂一 /* transmission l ine length */ 
no = ( int) (tran_time[2] + 0,01 ) i : " . 、 + 、 
tran_source[element_count],ec = (double *) malloc( sizeof ( double ) * no ) ; 
k = sub_name_check( t e m p [ 2 ] ) ; 
model—eO ( element_count ,. k ); 
. element—count++ ; 
return(PASS); 
} 
i n t net—make () ： \ 
" 4 : . , S e t up network data table and matrix. / 
i n t i , j , net_nol , net_no2 , old—no • time_size ； 
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i s s u b _ d a t a [ 0 ] . e l e m e n t _ n u m + : 1 r 
wa .= ( double ** ) malloc ( sizeof ( double * ) * ( i - 1 ) . ) ； 
wb ( double ** ) malloc ( sizeof ( double * ) * ( i - 1 ) ) ; 
secq . . . = ( in t ** ) malloc( s izeof( in t *) * i ) 
seep = ( in t ** ) malloc( s izeof( in t *) * i )； 
serq = ( in t ** ) malloc( s izeof( i n t *) * i ) ； 
s e r p = ( i n t * * ) m a l l o c ( s i z e o f ( i n t * ) * i ) ； 
net_order = ( int *) malloc( s izeof( in t ) * ' i ) ? 
net_source_num = ( in t *) malloc( s izeof( in t ) * i ); 
net_tran一num = ( int *) malloc{ s izeof( i n t ) * i ); 
net—elem 一 n u r a = ( int *) malloc( s izeof( in t ) * i ); . _ ^ 
source = (struct .source_para **)malloc(sizeof(struct source_para*) l ) ; 
lua .= ( s t ruc t spas_matx *) malloc (sizeof ( s t r u c t spas一matx ) * i ) 
ca = ( s t ruc t spas_matx *)malloc(sizeof( s t r u c t spas一 matx ) * i ) ; 
time一size = ( int ) ( tran一time[2] + 0.01 ) I 
for ( i = 0 ; i < sub一data[0] . element—num •； i++ ) { 
wa[i] = ( double * ) malloc( s izeof( double ) * time一size ) ; 
wb[i] = ( double * ) malloc( s izeof( double ) * time一size ) ; 
for ( j = 0 ; j < time—size ； j + + ) wa[i】[j] = wb[ i ] [ j l = 0.0 ; 
net—no1 = data—tab[0]li j . node[0] r 
net—no2 = data_tab [0] [i] ： , n o d e [ 1 ] r 
if(一i == 0 && s«b_data[net_nol].port_num > 2 ) 
e r r ( 10 , sub—data [net—nol] ..name ) ; 
i f ( i ==s (sub_datal0] .element一num-1) && sub_data[net_no2] .port_num> 2) 
e r r ( 10 , sub_data [riet_no21. name ) j ,. 
i f ( i ！ = 0 && ( sub_data[net_jiol].port_num<2 | | old_no !=net_nol ) ) 
e r r ( 11 , " ) ; 
i f ( i :== (sub_data[0].element_num - 1) ) { 
element一count = sub_data[net_no2|.element^num - 1 ； 
s t rcpy (一data一tabtnet-nc^] [element一count] -element一name , 
data一.tab[0] [i] .element一nam© ); 
data_tab[net_no2][element_count].value[0] = 2 . ； 
} 
e l se { 
element一count = sub一data[net—no2].element•一num - 2 ； 
strcpy (~clata_tab [net_no2 ] f element_count] . element一nam© ‘ 
二 data一tab[0] [i],element—name ); 
data_tab[net_no2][element_count].value[0] = 2 . ; 
} , 
element一count = sub—data[net一nol]. element—num 1 ; 
strcpy(
_
data_tab[net_nol]【element—count:】 .element—name ,t 
data_tab[0} [i] .element一name ) 
data 一 t a b [ n e t 一 n o l ] [ e l e m e n t 一 c o u n t 1 . v a l u e [ 0 ] = 2 . ； 
old一no.= net一no2 j . 、 s t ********* / 
/********* Rescan the network nota t ion to avoid i t e r a t i v e subc i r cu i t s . ***** *** / 
sub一sec s ( int *) malloc{ s izeof( i n t ) * netckt_sum )； 
forT j 容 0 ？ j < netckt一sum r j++ ) sub_sec [ j】=-1 ; 
whole一order = who 1 e_source_num ^ whole_tran_nura = whole_elem_num = 0 ； 
rescan_data_tab( net_nol ) ； 
net一order[i】=whole一order ； net_source„num{i] =• who 1 e_source_num ； 
net:tran_num[i] = whole—tran—num ； net_elem_num[i] whole—elem_num ； 
make—matrix ( net_nol , i V : 
free(sub一sec); 
} 
i f ( node一recheck( old—no ) ) return(ERROR)； 
sub_sec = (int *) malloc( s izeof( in t ) * netckt_sum ) ; 
forT j = 0 ； j < netckt_sum ；j++ ) sub_sec[j] = -1 ; 
whole一order = who 1 e_source_num = whole一tran一num = whole_elem_num = 0 ； 
rescan一data—tab ( old—no ) ; 
ne t_order [ i ] = whole—order ； net_„source_num[:U = whole_source_num ; 
net:tran—num[i] = whole_tran_num ； net 一 e l e m — n u m [ i ] « whole—el em—num ; 
make一matrix ( old_no , i ) ; 
f r e e ( s u b _ s e c ) ; 
return(PASS); 
} 
i n t r e a g _ n o d e ( i n t s i , i n t l i n e ) , , _ . wt r • -. * , 
" 5 : R e - a r r a n g e t h e n o d e l i s t i n g a n d c r e a t e t h e s u b — d a t a 一 t a b l e [ s i l ] .“ 
switch( s t r i ng [ l i n e ] [0 ] [0 ] ) { 
C9.S© * 1
 1 I 




c ' s , , 
e l e m _ n u m [ s i ] . C + + ； i f ( e l e m e n t 一 2 ( s i , l i n e ) ) r e t u r n ( E R R O R ) ； 
break ; 
case ' r ' ; 
case ' s ' : , 、 




i f (source一2(si,line) ) return(ERROR); 
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elem_num[si].v++ ； , elem_num[si],sor++ ； break ; 
case ' j ' : 
i f (source—2(si, line) ) return(ERROR)；. 
elem_nura[si].j++ ； elera_num[si].sor++ ； break ; 
case ' s 
i f (control一source(si, l ine) ) return(ERROR); 




if(control一source(si, l ine) ) return(ERROR) f 
elem 一 n u m [ s i ] . v + + ； break ； 
case 'f * ; 
if(control—source(si , l ine)) return(ERROR); 






i f ( con t ro l - source ( s i , l ine ) ) return(ERROR)； 
break } 
case 'z‘ ； break ； 
case ' x ' : 
if(subckt—anot(si,line)) return(ERROR); 
elem一num[si],x++ ； break ; 
default： 
pr in t s ( errmg ) ； p r in t s ( s t r ing [ l ine ] [0] ) ？ 
pr in t s ( " i s an unknown e l e m e n t . \ n " ) ; 
return(ERROR)； 
} 
e 1 emeri t_c oun t++ ； 
return(PASS)； 
} 
in t insert—node一table ( in t s i , char node [Char一Word一Max]) 
/*6： Inse r t the node table in order. 
、sub—data[si].node— num' i s real number of nodes except the ground or 0 node. / 
{ 一 
in t j = 1 ; 
i f ( strcmp ( node • "0" ) && strcmp ( node , "grid" ) ){ 
while ( strcmp( node , node—tab[si] [j-1].orig一name ) && 
j <= sub_clata[si] .node_num ) j++ ; 
if ( j <s sub_data[si].node_num ) node一tab[si][j-1].count++ ; 
e lse { 
strcpy ( node_tab[si][sub_data【si].node_num】.orig_iiame , nocle)； 
node—tab[si]Tsub—data[si].node一num++].count a X ; 
} 
} 
else j = 0 ; 
re turn ( j ) ; . . . * , 
" j i s the node no. in data_table. In matrix and node_table, the node no. i s / 
} 
double dect_value(char value[Char_Word_Max]) 
/*7: Converting a s t r ing to a f loa t point number */ 
{ 
in t i = 0 ； 
double ra te = 1 . ; 
char c ; 
while ( i s d i g i t ( c = value[i] ) | | c == •., | | c == ,_. ) i++ J 
i f ( value[ i ] ！= 1 \ 0 1 ){ 
switch(c){ 
case 'p ' ； r a t e = le-12 ； break ; 
case ,n, : ra te = le-9 ； break ; 




if ( value[i+1] ==,g, ) ra te = le6 ; 
else ra te = le-3 ; 
break ; 
case 'k ' : ra te = Ie3 ； break ； 
case 'g ' ; ra te = le9 ； break ; 
} 
value[i] = ' \ 0 ' ; 
re turn ( a tof( value ) * ra te ); 
} 
in t node一recheck() 
" 8 : Recheck the node if i t i s a open node. 
PASS returns when there i s no open node, 
otherwise ERROR returns .*/ 
{ . . 
in t n = PASS , l , s i ; 
for ( s i = 1 ； s i < netckt_sum ； si++ ){ 
for ( i = 0 ； i < sub_data[si].node_num ； i ++){ 
if ( node_tab[si][i] .count <= 1 ) 
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er r ( 14 , node_tab[si] [i],orig_name ) ; 
} 
} 
r e tu rn (n ) ; 
} 
in t eleraent_2(int s i , int line) 
/*9： Subroutine to f i l l 2一node elements in to the data_table . */ 
{ ' 
i f ( data一count[line] < 4 ) e r r ( 12 , s t r i ng [ l i n e ] [ 0 ] ) ; 
if ( ！strcmp( s tr ing[l ine][1] , string[line]12] ) ) e r r ( 15 , s t r i ng [ l i n e ] [ 0 ] ) ; 
s t rcpy (• data一tab[si][element—count].element_name , s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 0 ] , ) ; 
data一tab[si] [Element一count].node[0] = insert—node一table(si,string[l+ne] [ 1 ] ) ； 
data:tab[si]Ielement—count】.node[1] = insert一node一table(si, s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 2 ] ) ； 
data_tab[si][element_count] .node[2J = 0; 
data一tab[si][element一countj.node[3] = 0; 
data一tab[si][element—count].value[0] = dect_value( s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 3 ] ) ; 
re turn(PASS); 
} 
i n t command(int i) 
/*10: Subroutine for the command l ine . */ 
{ 
i n t m , j , k , net—no ； 
char temp[Char一 Word—Max]; 
i f ( ！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ i ] [ 0 ] , " . s u b c k t " ) }| ！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ i ] [ 0 ] ; » . e n d s " ) ) 
return(PASS)； 
i f ( ！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ i ] [0] ," .subnet") | | ！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ i ] [0】，M,endn")) 
return(PASS)； 
i f ( ！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ i ] [ 0 ] , " . t l m o d e l ” ) return(PASS)； 
i f ( ！ strcmp ( s t r ing [i] [0] ” . tran" ) ) { 
tran一time = (double *) malloc( sizeof(double) * 4 ) ; 
for 7 j = 1 ； j < 4 ; j + + ) tran一time[j1 s dect_value(string[i] [ j ] ) ; 
Wave_Level s ( i n t ) d e c t _ v a l u e ( s t r i n g [ I ] [ 4 ] ) ; 
Factor = dect_value( s t r i n g [ i ] [ 5 ] ) ; 
t r a n _ t i m e [ 0 ] = t r a n 一 t i m e [ 1 ] / t r a n _ t i m e [ 2 ] ; / * [ 0 ] = t i m e - s t e p * / 
re turn (PASS) 
/* Transient analys is command.[l]=end-time [2]容point nujnber [ 3 ] - i t e r a t i on number. */ 
t emp [0 ]=
1
n ' ; 
i f ( ！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ i ] [ 0 ] , « . p r i n t v " ) ) ( 
node_print[0] = ( data_count[i] ™ 1 ) * 2 / 3 ; 
/* data number = 3 * output point + 1. */ 
for ( j = l , m = l ; j < data一count[i] ； j + + ){ 
node_printtm++] = (int) dect_value( s t r i n g [ i ] [ j + + ] ) ; 
i f ( n o d e _ p r i n t [ m ] > sub—data[0]•e lement—num ) e r r ( 25 , “ " ) ； 
t e m p [ l ] = ' \ 0 " ; 
s t rnca t ( temp , s t r i n g [ i ] [ j l , Char_Word_Max - 2 ); 
net一no = sub_name一check ( temp ) ; 
i f (
_
ne t_no == netckt_sum ) e r r ( 24 , s t r i n g [ i ] [ j ] ) ; 
j ++ ； k = 0 ； 
while( strcmp(node_tab[net_no] [k].orig_name, s t r i n g [ i ] [ j ] ) ) { 
k++ ； i f ( k == sub—data[net—no].node_num ) 
e r r ( 17 , s t r i n g [ i ] [ j ] ) ; 
} 
node_print[m++] = k ； 
} 
return(PASS); 
}/* p r in t out node voltage ( network only)- */ 
/ * [o] p o i n t n o . [1] net一no [2] node一no [3] net—no [4] node—no */ 
e r r ( 18 , s t r i n g [ i ] [ 0 ] ) ; 
} 
i n t control一source(int s i , i n t l ine) 
/ * 1 1 : S u b r o u t i n e f i l l 4—node c o n t r o l 一 s o u r c e s i n t o t h e d a t a 一 t a b l e . * / 
{ 
i n t n ; 
double pulse—width ； 
i f ( .[ s t rcmp(s t r ing[ l ine] [1], s t r i ng [ l i ne ] [2]) | | 
！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 3 ] , s t r i ng [ l i ne ] [4]) . ) 
e r r ( 15 , s t r i ng [ l i ne ] [ 0 ] ) ; 
i f ( ( ！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 1 ] , s t r i ng [ l i ne ] [3 ] ) && 
！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 2 ] • s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 4 ] ) ) | | 
(！ s t r cmp(s t r ing [ l ine ] [1 ] , s t r i ng [ l ine ] [4 ] ) && 
！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 2 ] , s t r i ng [ l i ne ] [ 3 ] ) ) ) 
e r r ( 15 , s t r i ng [ l i ne ] [ 0 ] ) ; 
s t rcpy ( data_tab[si】[element—count].element—name , s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 0 ] ) ; 
da ta_ tab[s i ] [element_count].node[0] = insert—node_table( s i , s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [1]); 
data:tab[si][element一counti.node[li = insert一node一table ( s i , s t r ing[ l ine] [2])； 
datal tab[si][element_count] .node[2] = insert一node_table( s i , s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 3 ] ) ; 
dataZtab[siHelement一countj.node[3] = insert一node一table ( s i , s t r ing[ l ine] [4])； 
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data一tab[si][element一count].value[0] = dect_value( s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 5 ] ) ; 
return(PASS)； 
} 
i n t source_2(int s i , in t l ine) 
" 1 2 : Subroutine f i l l 2—node _ sources' into the data—table. */ 
i n t n ; 
double height ； 
i f ( ！ s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 1 ] / s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 2 ] ) ) 
e r r ( 15 , s t r ing^l ine] [0] ) ； '• . 
s t rcpy ( data_tab[si][element_count].element_name , s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 0 ] ) . ; 
data一tab[si][Element一count].node[03 = insert—node一table ( s i , s t r i ng [ l i n e ] [1]); 
data:tab[si] ielement一count】.node[1] s insert一node_table( si, string[lme][2J); 
data_tab[si][element_count].node[2] = 0; 
da ta_ tab[s i ] [element_count].nodG[3] = 0 ； 
switch( s t r i ng [ l i ne ] [3] [0])( 
case 'p'： 
i f ( I s t r c m p ( s t r i n g [ l i n e ] [ 3 1 , " p u l s e " ) ) { 
/* pulse(vO vl td t r t f pw ped) */ 
/* [ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ] */ 
i f ( data—count[line] < 11 ) e r r ( 12 , s t r i ng [ l i n e ] [ 0 ] ) ; 
data_tab[si}[element_count].node[2] = PULSE ; 
/* Source type */ 
for ( n = 4 ; n < 11 ; n++) 
d a t a _ t a b [ s i ] [ e l e m e n t _ c o u n t ] . v a l u e [ n - 4 ] 忽 
dec t_va lue(s t r ing[ l ine ] [n] ) ; 




d a t a 二 t a b [ s i ] [ e l e m e n t 一 c o u n t ] . v a l u e [ 4 ] + 
data_tab[s i ] [element: 一 count】 .value [ 5 ] ; 
data_tab[si][element一count]‘value[8] s 
d a t a — t a b f s i i [ e l e m e n t 一 c o u n t ] . v a l u e [ 3 ] + 
data_tab[s i ] [e lement_count ] .va lue[5] ; 
i f (—data一tab[si] [element—count].value [6] < 
da ta_tab[s i ] [e lement_count ] .va lue[7]) 
er r ( 19 , s t r i ng [ l ine ] [ 0 ] ) ; 
data—tab[si][element一count].value[9] = 
height / data_tab[s i ] [element—count].value[3]; 
data一tab[si] [element—count]. va luef10]= 
一 height / da ta_ tab[s i ] [e lement_count ] .va lue[4] ; 
/* [7] = width = t r + tf + pw . ； [8] = t r + pw ； */ 
/* [9] = ra ise-s lope = height / t r ; 
[10] = fa l l - s lope = height / t f ; */ 
} 
else { 
e r r ( 20 , s t r ing[ l ine ] [0 ] ) p 
} 
break ； 
}/* only pulse sources are available to date. * / 
re turn(PASS); 
} 
i n t subckt_anot(int s i , in t l ine) 
" 1 3 : Subroutine to f i l l subcircui t into the data_table. */ 
{ 
in t i ； . 
data一tab[si][element一bottom].element一name[0] = , x . ； 
strncat( data一tab[si] [element一bottom]. element一name, 
str ing[line][data一count[l ine]-1] , Char一 Word—Max - 2 ) ; 
for ( i = 1 ; i < data一count[line] - 1 ； i + + ) { 
data一tab[si][element一bottom].node[i-1]= 
insert一node一table ( s i • s t r ing [ l ine ] [ i ] ) ; 
iata一tab[si][element一bottom].value[0] = (double) ( data—count[line] - 2 ) ; 
一 /* port numbers. */ 
element一bottom-_ ； element一count--; 
return(PASS)； 
} 
void rescan_data_tab(int num) 
" 1 4 . Rescan the data table and count the whole order of 
. t h e c i r cu i t and check the subcircuit recursive declara t ion .* / 
{ 
i n t i ., sub一num ; 
whole_order += ( sub_data[num].order + (( num > subnet一sum ) ？ 
一 s ub一da t a fnum] .po r t一num ： 0 ) ) ; 
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whole一source—num += elem_num[num].sor ; 
who1e_tran_num += e1em_num[num],t ； 
who 1 e_e 1 em一num + = sub一data[num] .element一num r 
for ( i = 0 ; i < sub 一 data [num] ..element 一 num ； i++ ) { 
i f ( 'data_tab[num][i].element_name[0] == 'x ' | | 
data一tab[num] [ i ] . element一name[0] == ' z ' ){ 
sub一num = sub_name_check( data—tab[num] [i] .element一name ); 
i f ( sub_num > netckt_sum ) 
er r ( 13 • data_tab[num] [i].element_name ) ; 
i f (' (int) ( data 一 tab [num] UI .value [0] + 0 . 0 1 ) ！= 
sub一data[sub一num].port—num ) 
e r r ( 21 , _sub一data[sub一num]. name ) ; 
sub一sec [sub一level++] = sub_num 
if ( sub一sec—check () ) e x i t ( 1 ) ; 





i n t sub一name一check ( char name [Char一Word一Max]) 
" 1 5 : check the subci rcui t name and return the subcircui t number. •/ 
{ 
in t i = 1; , 
while ( strcmp( name , sub_data[i].name ) && i < netckt一sum ) i + + ； 
re turn ( i ) ; 
} 
i n t sub一sec一check() . . . £ , . •^ * / 
" 1 6 : Check the sub一sec to see if there i s r ede f in i t ion of subc i rcu i t . / 
{ 
in t i = 0 , j ; 
while ( sub—sec[i] S= sub—sec[sub_level-l] ) x++ ; 
i f ( i == sub—level - 1 ) return(PASS)； . 
prints(errmg)； p r i n t s ("There are recursive de f in i t i ons of s ubc i r cu i t . \ n ); 
for ( j = i ; j < sub一level ； j++ ) { 
p r i n t s (sub—data[sub_sec[jj].name) ； pr in ts ("_>") ; 
} 
p r i n t s ( " \ n " ) ; 
re turn ( ERROR )； 
} 
void assign_save一vector () . , , . . . * , 
/*17： Malloc the save_vector for the pr in t out value. Size i s for each i t e r a t i o n . / 
(
 i n t i num = (( int) (node_print[0] + 0 . 1 ) ) » 1 , s i z e =(int) (tran_time[2]+0 .1 ); 
save一victor = (double *•*) malloc ( sizeof ( double * ) * num ) ; 
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < n u m ； i + + ) ( , ， • > 、 + • 、 
save vec tor [ i ] = (double *) malloc( s izeof( double ) * s ize ) ； 
nodeIprint[ ( i«l)+2]=secq[node_print[ ( i « l ) + l ] ] [node_prmt [ ( i « D + 2 ] 1 ； 
} 
} , 
void e r r ( in t i • char *s ) 
" 1 8 : Pr int out the error message. */ 
{ 
p r i n t s ( errmg ); 
switch(丄丄 1 : puts ("An incompleted subckt declara t ion e x i s t s . " ) ; 
break ； 
case 2 ： p r in t s ( "Command l ine " ) ； p r i n t s ( s ) ； 
_、''— “ pr in t s (‘： i s prohibi t ive in subcircui t dec la ra t ion . \n")； 
break ; . 
c a s e 3 ； puts ("An incompleted subnet declara t ion e x i s t s . " ) ; 
break ; 
case 4 ： p r in t s ( "Command l ine " ) ； p r i n t s ( s ) ; 
p r in t s (” is prohibi t ive in subcircui t dec l a r a t i on . \ n " ) ; 
break ； 
c a s e 5 . puts ( "No element in main c i r cu i t . * ) ； .break ; 
c a s e 6 : p r in t s ( " Too many external nodes in a subnetwork " ) ; 
“ pr in t s ( s ); p r in t s (
 B
 . \n" ) ; break ; 
case 7 ： p r in t s ( " Subnetwork " ) ； p r i n t s ( s ); 
° * p r in t s ( " has no element .An") ； break . 
c a , , e g . p r in t s ( " Too many external nodes in a subci rcu i t " ) ; 
“ ‘“ pr in t s ( s )； p r in t s ( ".\n")； break ; 
c a s e 9 ： p r in t s ( “ Subcircuit • 丨 ) ； p r i n t s ( s ); 
… pr in t s ( " has no element.\n" ); break ； 
case 10: p r in t s ( "Subnetwork ")； p r i n t s ( s ) ; 
“
3
 p r in t s ( " i s not an end network. \n") ； break ； 
case 11： puts ( "Subnetwork ser ies i s not in order or the port 
number i s not enough.”); 
break ; 
case 12 : p r in t s ( "Element " ) ； p r in t s ( s ) ; 
p r in t s ( " has not enough parameters.\n" )； break ; 
case 13: p r in t s ( "Subcircuit ; ) ； • p r in t s ( s ) ; 
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pr in ts ( « is not defined.\n")； break ; 
case 14： p r in ts ( "Node " ) ； p r in t s ( s ) ; 
pr in ts (" i s an open node.\n" ) ？ break ; 
case 15： p r in ts ( "Element " :) ； p r in t s ( s )； 
pr in t s ( " has a duplicate node n a m e . ) ； break ； 
case 16: pr in ts ( "Element “ ) ； p r in ts ( s ) ； 
pr in ts ( " has duplicate por t . \n" ) ； break ； 
case 17: pr in t s ( "Node " ) ； p r in t s ( s ) ; 
pr in ts (
 m
 i s undefined.\n" )t break ; 
case 18： p r in ts ( "Command “ ) ； p r in t s ( s ) ; 
pr in ts ( " i s unknown.\n" )； break ; 
case 19: pr in ts ( "Pulse source " ) ； p r in t s ( s ) ; 
pr in ts ( ": pulse width > period.\n" )； break ; 
case 20: pr in t s ( "Source “ ) ； p r in t s ( s ) ； 
pr in ts ( " i s with an unknown source t ype . \ n " )； 
break ; 
case 21: pr in ts ( -Subcircuit: __) ; p r in t s ( s ) ; 
p r in t s ( " ' s port number i s not matched.\n")； break ; 
case 22: pr in ts (丨丨 Elements other than transmission l ine (o) are 
not allowed in the main c i r c u i t . \ n " ) ; 
break ; 
case 23: pr in ts ( "Subnetwork ” ) ； p r in t s ( s ) ; 
pr in ts ( * should have 2 or 4 por ts . \n" )； break ; 
case 24： pr in ts ( "Subnetwork w ) ； p r in t s ( s ) ? 
pr in ts ( " i s not defined.\n" ) ； break ; 
case 25: pr ints{ «The number of output matrix i s over the 
maxmium available number." ) ； break ; 
} 





It******** ******* ******* ******* ******* **********j 
/* I t i s a lab f i l e containing the functions */ 
/* for the data output of the lspice program. */ 
/* File name: datout.c */ 
/* Copyright 1995. LEUNG Wai-hung ee.cuhk.hk */ 
void pr in ts ( char *s ) 
/*1 Print out the s t r ing s. */ 
{ 
while ( putchar( *s++ ) ！= ' \ 0 ' ) ； 
} 
void fputf ( FILE. *out ,. char *pelim , int prec , double f , char *delim). 
/*2: Write a f loating number f in prec bytes to the f i l e out, 
separated by pelim and delim */ 
{ 
char c [30]； 
gcvt( f , prec , c )； 
fputs( pelim , out ); 
fputs( c , out )； 
fputs( delim , out )； 
} 
void sputf ( char *pelim , int prec , double f • char *delim) 
/*3: Write a f loating number f in prec bytes to the standard output, 
seperated by pelim and delim */ 
{ 
char c [ 30 ] ; 
gcvt( f , prec , c )； 
puts ( pelim ); 
puts ( c ); . . 
puts{ delim )； 
} 
void save—value ( s truct spas_matx *vi , int count , int index ) 
/*4: Save the resul t value. */ 
{ 
int i , j , k ; 
double prv ; 
for ( i = 1 , k = 0 ; i < node_print [0 ] ； i + + ,. k++ ) { 
if ( index == node_print[i++] ){ 
j = node_print [i] 




void output一value () 
" 5 : Output value to the f i l e . */ 
int i , j , num = ((int) ( node_print[0] + 0.1 )) » 1 , 
size = (int)( tran_time[2] + 0,1 ) j 
double tm , step = tran_time[0] 
for ( i = 0 , tm = 0. ； i < size ； i++ ‘ tm += step ){ 
fputf( outf , "" , 8 ( tm , "
H
 ) ; 
for ( j = 0 ； j < num ； j++ ){ 
一 fputf( outf , " \ t" , 8 , save_vector[j][ i]‘"“)； 
} 




/* This i s a lab f i l e containing the subroutines for */ 
/* the my spice program to construct the matrices. */ 
/* Filename i s : 'mtxinp.c
1
 */ 
/* Copyright 1995 LEUNG Wai-hung ee.cuhk.hk */ 
in t make一matrix ( int net一no , int index ) 
/*1 ： Construct the a single C,G,V,E matrix according to the sub^data_table. */ 
{ 
int i , j , size —, od , od2 ； 
s t ruct spas_matx cc ； 
double ivtime一step ； 
size = net_e1em_num[index] * 5 ； 
od = net_order[index]; 
od2 ； od * od ; 
sp_mx_alloc( &c , od , size )； 
sp_mx_alloc( &g , od , size )； 
sp_mx—alloc ( Sclua[index] , od , od2 )； 
sp_mx—alloc ( &ca[index] , od , size ) ; 
sp—mx—alloc ( &cc ！ od , size )； 
source[index] = (struct source_para*)malloc(sizeof(struct 
sonrce_para)*net_source_num[index]); 
serq[index] = ( int *)( malloc( sizeof( int ) * od ) ) ； 
serp[index] = ( int *)( malloc( sizeof( int ) * od ) ) 
secq[index] = ( int *)( malloc( sizeof( int ) * od ) ) ； 
seep[index] = ( int *)( malloc{ si2eof( int ) • od ) ) ； 
for ( i = 0 ； i < od ； i++ ) • 
serqI index] [i] = Serp|indexJ [i] = secq[index][i] - seep[index] [i] = i； 
who1e_sourc e_num = 0 ； 
bottom—right = net:一order [index]； 
up—left = 0 ; 
mid_sec = 0 r 
sub—level = 0 ； 
sub_make_matrix( net一no , index ) ; 
up the LUA and A matrices*************/ 
ivtime一step = 2 - / tran—time[0] ； /* ivtime_step = 2. / dt */ 
matx_dot( &c , ivtime一step , &cc ); /* [cc] = 2/dt * [c] */ 
matx:add( &cc , , &c ) ； /* [c] = [cc] + [g] = 2/dt * [c]+[g] */ 
lu( &c , &lua[index] , index ) ； /* LU decomposition of matrix [ c ] . */ 
matx_minus( &cc , &g , &c ) ； " [ca] = [cc】《 [g] */ 
reag_spmx( &c , &catindex] , index )； . 
/* Re-order the rows and columns of the [a] matrix */ 
return(PASS)； 
} 
void sub_make_matrix( int num , int index ) 
/*2: Construct the sub-matrix recursively. */ 
int i , j , no[Port_Max] , current—row , sub_num , ogno ； 
double value[Value一 Max]; 
up—left = mid—sec ; 
sub_sec[sub一level] = up一left ; 
mid_sec = up一left + sub—data[num]. order ; 
current_row = up一left + sub—data[numl.node—num ； 
for ( i = 0 ; i < sub_data[num].element_num ； i + +){ 
for ( j = 0 ; j < Port一Max ； j++ ){ 
no [ j ] = data—tab [num] [i] .node [j] - 1 ; 
no[j] = ( noTj] == ) ？ no[j] : no[j] + up—left ； 
for ( j = 0 ； j < Value—Max ； j++ ) 
value[j] = data_tab[num][i].value[j]； 
switch(data—tab[num][i].element_name[0J){ 
case •c.: 
insert_element2( no[0], no{l], value[0], &c) ； break ； 
case
 1
s ' : 
insert一element2( no[0], no[1], value[0], &g) ； break ; 
case
 f
 r ' : 
value[0] = 1 . / va lue[0] ; 
insert一element2( no[0], no[1], value[0], &g) ； break ； 
case '1‘: ‘ 
insert_spmatx( current—row, current—row, value[0] ( .&c)； 
insert_inductor( no[0), no[1], current一row )； 
current_row++ ； break ； 
case ' j ' : 
insert_source2( no[0] , no[1] , num , i , index )； 
/* (nol) -- j--> (no2) */ 
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/* The current flows from nol to no2 through source.*/ 
break; • 
case 'v'： 
insert一source2( current—row , -1 , num , i , index ) ; 
insert_inductor( no[0], no[1], current_row ); 
current_row++ ； 
”(nolY | + [ -，i--> I -1 (no2) */ 
/* The current flows from nol(+) to no2(-) through source.*/ 
break； 
case 'e'： /* VCVS */ 
if (no[2] 3= -1) insert_spraatx(current_row/no[2], value[0],&g)； 
if (no[3] 1= -1》insert—spmatx:(current—row,no[3],-value[0]; 
insert 一 indue tor ( no [0] , no [1:] ,,, current—row ) ； 
current一row++ ！ 
/* (no[0]) j+ --i-_> I -j (no[l]) V s value * Vc */ 
/* (no[2]) j + --Vc-- j-1 (no[3]) */ 




t /* CCCS */ 
if (no[0] ！ - -1) insert一spmatx(no [0] , current—row, value [0] ,&g) 
if (no[l] ！= -1) insert—spmatx(no[1]'current—row,-value[0L&g); 
.insert—inductor ( no[2] , no[3] , current_row ) ; 
current_row++ ； 
/* (no[01) I + I --I--> I - I (no[ l ] )工=value * Ic */ 
“(no[2]) j+| —Ic-> j_i (no[3]) */ 
/* The current flows from no[0] ( + ) to no[1] (-) through source.*/ 
break； 
case 'g
1： /* VCCS */ 
if(no[0]！=-l&&no[2]！=^1) insert_spmatx(no[0], no[2], value[01,&g)； 
if (no [1] ! - - lSc&noi3jx) insert_spmatx (no [ 1 ] ,no[3] , value [0] , &g) r 
if(no[0]！=-l&&no[3]1=-1) insert一spmatx (no[0] ,no[3】,-value[0],&g); 
if(no[1] <=-l&&no[2] ！ = - 1 ) i n s e r t _ s p m a t x ( n o [ 1 ] , n o [ 2 ] , - v a l u e [0] ,&g); 
/* (nol) j +1 ― 工 - - > 卜 I (no2) I ^ value Vc */ 
/* (no3) j + j，-Vc— j - j (no4) */. 
/* The current flows from nol( + ) to no2(-) through source.*/ 
break； 
case 'h'： /* CCVS */ 
insert—inductor( no[0] , no[1] , current—row ) ; 
current—row++ ; 
insert一spmatx( current_row - 1, current_row(- value[0}, &g ); 
insert—inductor( no[2] , no[3] , current—row )； 
current—row++ ； 
“(no[0]) |+| - - i - -> I (no[l]) V = value * Ic */ 
/* (no[2]) l+t --Ic-> j-j (no[3]) */ 
break; 
case 'w': /* Characteristic voltage source. */ 
insert_tran ( current_row ,. i , index )； 
insert_inductor( no[0], no[1], current一row )； 




z ' : /* Transmission Line model */ 
case 'x'： /* Subcircuit block */ 
sub_num = sub_name_check( data_tab[num][i].element_name ) ; 
fori" ]• = 0 j < sub_data[sub_num] .port—num ； j++ ) { 
ogno=(no[j】:==-l)?no[j] :no [ j ] -up_lef t+sub_sec [sub_level]； 
bottom—right--; 
insert—inductor ( ogno • mid—sec + j • bottom_right )； 
} 
sub_level++; 






int insert一inductor ( int nol , int no2 , int current_row ) 
" 3 : Subroutine to put 1 and -1 into the g matrix 
according to the current direction. 
Current '： nol > no2 * / 
{ 
if ( nol ！= -1) { 、 
insert一spmatx( nol, current_row, 1. , ); 
insert一spmatx( current—row, nol, -1. ‘ &g ); 
} 
if ( no2 ！= -1) { 
insert_spmatx( no2, current—row, -1. , &g ); 




int insert_element2( int nol , int no2 , double value , struct spas_matx *m) 
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/*4: Subroutine to put element values into matrix C or G, 
including capacitance, resis tance and conductance.*/ 
{ 
i f ( nol ！= -1 ) insert_spmatx( nol , nol , value • m )； 
i f ( no2 ！= -1 ) insert_spmatx( no2 , no2 , value , m )j 
i f ( nol ！= -1 ScSc no2 ！；= -1 ) { 
insert_spmatx( no2 , nol. , -value , ra );• 




in t insert一source2 ( in t nol , int no2 , int sub一num , int l ine , in t index ) 
/*5： Subroutine to put element values into matrix C or G, 
including capacitance, resis tance and conductance.*/ 
{ 
source[index][whole_source_num].rowl = nol ； 
source[index][whole_source_num].row2 = no2 ； 
source[index][whole—source—num].sub一num = sub一num ； 




i n t insert—tran(int current_row , in t element一count , in t index ) 
/*6: Inser t the transmission l ine data, */ 
{ 
in t no , id ； 
no = ( index sss 0 ) ? 0 ： 1 - element_count ； 
id t index - no ； n o *= 3 ； 
tran_source[id].no[no] = current_row ; 
return(PASS)； 
} 
double source—value ( i n t index , int num ' double t ) 
/*7： Value determined by piecewise l inear in terpola t ion.*/ 
{ 
double time ； , 
in t sub_num , l ine ； 
sub—num - source [index] [num] .sub_num ； 
. l i n e = source[index][num].line ； 
switch(data一tab[sub一num][line].node[2]){ 
case PULSE: 
if ( t <= data一tab[sub—num][line].value[2]) 
return( data_tab[sub_num] [ l i n e ] . v a l u e [ 0 ] ) ; 
time = ( t - data_tab[sub_num][line].value[2] ) / 
data—tab[sub一num][line].value[6]； 
time = ( t ime-(int)time ) * data_tab[sub_num][line].value[6]； 
if ( time >= data_tab[sub_num][line].value[7]) 
return( data_tab[sub_num] [ l i n e ] . v a l u e [ 0 ] ) ; 
if ( time >= data_tab[sub_num]tl ine].value[8]) 
return( (data_tab[sub_num] [ l ine] .value[7] - time) * 
data_tab[sub_num][line].value[10] + 
data一tab[sub_num][line]•value[0]); 
if ( time >= data一tab[sub一num][line].value[3]) 
return ( data一tab[sub_num][line]. va lue[1] )； 
return ( time * data一tab[sub-num] [ l ine] . value[9] + 
da ta_tab[sub_num][ l ine] .va lue[0] ) ; 
break ； 
} " only pulse sources are available to date. */ 
} 
void update一w( in t index , in t length ) 
" 8 : Update the wa and wb according the index number. */ 
i f ( index ！= 0 ) conv_ww( wa[index-11 , index-1 , length ); 
i f ( index != sub一data[0].element_rmm ) conv_ww( wb[index] • index , length ); 
} ' 
void insert—source一vector{ s t ruc t spas一 matx *je , double tm , int count_, int index ) 
" 9 : Insert—the source vector for the trapezodial in tergra t ion computation. */ 
{ 
in t i , j ； 
double value j 
init_matx( je ) ; r . . . . w 
for ( i = 0 ; i < net 一 source 一 num [index.] ； i + + H 
value = source一value ( index , i , tm ); 
if ( ( j = source[index][i].rowl ) ！= -1 ) 
insert一spmatx( serq[index][j] , 0, -value, je ); 
if ( ( j = source[index][i].row2 ) ！= -1 ) 
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insert_spraatx( serq[ index][ j ] , 0, value, je ); 
} 
i = index - 1 ； 
i f ( index ！= 0 ) • . 
insert_spmatx( serqt index][ t ran_source[ i ] .no[3]] ,0 , -wb[i] [ coun t ] ' j e ) ; 
i f ( index ！= sub_data[0].element一num ) 
insert_spmatx(serq[index][tran一source[index].no[0]],0, 
-wa[index][count], je )； 
} 
void save_tran一source ( s t ruc t spas—matx *vi , int count, , in t index ) 
/•10: Save the value for the cha rac te r i s t i c source. */ 
{ 
i n t i , j ; 
double value_l • value_2 ; 
i f ( index 1= 0 ){ 
i = index - 1 ； 
i f ( ( j = tran_source[i] .no[5] ) ！= -1 ){ 
j secq[ index] [j] ； r . n . 
value—1=( vi->p[j] == vi->p[j+l] ) ? 0. : vi->value[vi->p [ ] ] ] ； 
} 
i f ( ( j = t ran_source[ i ] . no[4] ) ！= -1 ){ 
j = secq[index][j] ； r .. 1 
value一2=( vi->p[j] == vi->p[j+1] ) ? 0. : vi->value[vi->p [ ] ] ] ； 
wa[i][count] = 2. * ( value_l - value一2 ) - wb [ i ] [ coun t ] ; 
} 
i f ( index ！= sub—data[0]•element—num ){ 
i f ( ( j = tran一source[index].no[2] ) J= -1 ){ 
j = secq[index![j] ； r n 
value一1=( vi->p[j] == vi->p[j+1] ) ? 0. : vi->value[vx->p [d]J ; 
> 
i f ( ( j = tran—source [index】 ..no [1] ) ！= -1 ){ 
j = secq[index][j] i . 
value_2=( vi->p[j] == vi->p[j+1] ) ? 0. : vi->value[vx->p [ D ] ] ; 




^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ 
/* This i s a lab f i l e containing subroutines */ 
/* for the my spice program to calculate matrix */ 
/* problems with Sparse Matrix technic. */ 
/* The filename is : 'mtxcpu.c' */ 
/* Copyright 1994 Leung Wai-hung ee.cuhk.hk */ 
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
void lu (s t ruc t spas_matx *a , struct spas__matx *lu , int index ) 
/*1: LU decomposition with par t i a l pivoting { Select maximum diagonal element from 
column )• */ 
{ 
int i , j , k , 1 , m ( n , order ,, min一row , min , row一no ； 
double temp ； 
s t ruc t spas_matx b 't 
order = a->order ； 
sp一mx一alloc ( &b , order ., order * order )； 
init一 matx( &b ); 
tran_matx( a , &b )； 
for( j = 0 ； j < order ； j++ ) { 
1 = -1 ; 
min一row = j ； 
min = order ； , 
for ( i =: 0 ； i < order ；' i++ ) { 
for( m = b.pt i ] ； b.idtm] <= 1 && m < b.p[i+l] ； m++ ) { 
temp = - b.value[m]； 
k 4s b. id[nv]; 
for( n = b.p[k];b.id[n] < j && n < b.p[k+l] - 1; n++ ); 
temp = ( b.id[n] ==. j ) % temp * b.value[n] ： 0 . 0 ； 
if ( temp != 0.0 ) insert—spmatx( i , j ' temp , &b ) ; 
} 
i f ( i < j ) 1 = i ; —— 
else { 
for( k = b.p[i]； b.id[k] < j && k < b.p[i+l] - 1; k+ + )； 
temp = ( b.id[k] == j ) ? b.value[k] : 0 . 0 ； 
row—no = ( temp ！= 0.0 ) ？ b.p[i+l] - k : order ; 
if (, row一no < min ){ 
min ss. row—no ; 




swap_row( &b , j , min一row , index ); 
1 = 7 + 1 ; 
for( i = b.p[j] ？ b . id[ i ] < j && i < b.p[j+l] - 1 ； i++ )； 
temp = ( b . id [ i ] j ) ？ b.value[i] : 0,0 ; 
if ( temp == 0.0 ) { . 
pr ints ("Error： Singular matrix and abort simulation.\n")； 
exit(1); 
} 
for ( i = 1 ? i < order ； i++ ){ 
for( k = b.p[i] r b.id[k] < j && k < b.p[i+l] - 1 ； k++ ); 
if ( b.id[k] == j ){ 
insert—spmatx( i , j , b.value[k]/temp - b.value[k], ; 
} • 
} 
/*** Transfer a matrix in to lu, a new matrix structure which is column-wise. ***/ 
init_matx( lu ) ？ . . 
for ( i = 0 ； i < order > i + + ) {、 . 
for ( j = b.p[i] ； b . id[ j ] < i && j < b.p[i+l] - 1 ； j++ ) 
insert一spmatx( b . id[ j ] + 1 ' i ' 0. - b.value[j] , lu ); 
temp = 0 . - b . v a l u e [ j ] ; 
insert一spmatx( 0 , i , 0. « 1. / temp - 1. , lu ); 
for( k = j + 1 ; k < b.p[i+l] ； k++ ) 
insert一spmatx( b.idfk] , i ‘ b.value[k] / temp ‘ lu ); 
} 
} 
void le oper( s truct spas_matx *lu , struct spas_matx *b.) , 
" 2 : Solution of l inear equition system from LU decomposition. LUx=b " 
{ 
int i ( k , order ; 
double tmp ; 
order = lu->order ； • 
for ( i = 0 ; i < order - 1 ； i++ ){ 
if ( b->p[ij ！= b->p[i+l] ){ 
tmp = b->value[b->p[i]]; 
f o r ( k = lu->p[i+2] - 1; k >= lu->p[i+1] && lu->id[k] > i ; k--) 




for ( i = 0 ； i < order ； i++ ) { , 
if ( b->p[i] ！= b->p[ i+l ] ) 
insert一spmatx( i , 0 , b->value[b->p[i]] * lu->value [i] ' b ) ; 
) 
for ( i = order - 1 ； i > 0 ； i - - ){ 
if ( b->p[i] ！= b->p[i+l] ){ 
tmp = b->value[b->p[i]]； 
for( k = lu->p[i] ； k < lu->p[i + l] - 1 && lu->id[k] < i ； k++ ) 
insert一spmatx( lu->id[k], 0, tmp * lu->value[k] , b ); 
} 
} 
/********LUx=b the root is stored in vector b.**********/ 
} 
void swap—col ( s t ruct spas_matx *a , int coll , int col2 , int index ) 
/*3： Exchange column 1 and 2 of matrix A. */ 
{ 
in t i , j , m , flag , itmpl 0 , itmp2 = 0 , order ； 
double tmpl ； tmp2 ； 
order = a—> order 
if ( coll == col2 ) return ； 
if ( coll > col2 ) swap ( &coll , &col2 ) ; 
swap ( &secp [index】 [coll:】,&secp [index] [co l2] )； 
swap ( &secq[index] [seep[index][coll]] , &secq[index][seep[index] [ c o l 2 ] ] ) ; 
swap ( &a->cnum[coll] , &a->cnum[col2])；. 
f o r ( i = 0 ； i < order ； i十•十){ 
flag = 0 ； • 
for( j = a->p[i] ； j < a->p[i+l] ； j++ ) { 
if ( a->id[j] == coll ) { 
tmpl = a->value [j ] ； flag +•= 1 ； itmpl = j ; 
} 
if ( a->id[j] col2 ){ 





for ( m=itmpl+l;a->id[m]<col2&&m<a->p[i+1]；m++ ){ 
a->value[m-1] = a->value[m]; 
a->id[m-l] = a->id[m]; 
} 
a->value [m-1] i= tmpl ； a->id[m-l] = col2 ； 
a->cn\im[coll]-- ； a->cnum[col2] ++ ; 
break； 
, case 2 : . . 4 
for ( m=itmp2-l; a->id[m] >coll&&:m>=a->p [i] ； m — ) ( 
a->value [m+1] = a->value [m]-; 
a->id[m+l] = a->id[m]；; 
} 
a->value [m+1] =• tmp2 ； a->id[m+l] = coll ; 
a->cnum[col2j-- ； a->cnum[coll]++ ; 
break； 
case 3: 




> - • 
void swap—row( struct spas_matx *a , int rowl • int row2 , int index ) 
" 4 : Exchange the rowl and row2 of the matrix A. (rowl < row2) */ 
int i , j , dis , *idl , *id2 , order ; 
int prowl , prow2 • prowl1 , prow22 , norowl , • norow2 ; 
double *vl , *v2 ? 
order = a->order ？ 
if ( rowl == row2 ) return ; 
if ( rowl > row2 ) swap ( &rowl , &row2 )； 
swap( &serp[index][rowl] , &serp[index][row2]); 
swap( &serq[index][serp[index】[rowl]] • &serq[index][serp[index][row2]]); 
prowl = a->p[rowl] ； prowl 1 = a->p[rowl + 1 ] ; 
prow2 = a->p[row2] ; prow22 = a->p[row2 + 1 ] ; 
norowl = prowl1 - prowl ; 
norow2 = prow22 - prow2 ; 
idl = (int *) malloc( sizeof(int) * norowl ) ; 
id2 = (int *) malloc( sizeof(int) * norow2 ) ; 
vl = (double *) malloc( sizeof(double) * norowl ) ; 
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v2 = (double *) malloc( sizeof(double) * norow2 )；— 
for ( i = 0 , j = prowl ； i < norowl ； i++ « j++ ) { 
idl Ei] = a->id[ j ] ；： vl [i] = a->value f j ]； 
} 
for ( i. = 0 , j = prow2 ； i < norow2 . ；: i'++ , j ++ ) { 
id2[i] = a->id[j] ； v2[i] = a->value[j] ？ 
} 
i f ( norowl > norow2 ){ 
dis = prowl1 - norowl + norow2 ； 
for ( i = prowll , j = dis ； i < prow2 ； i++ , j++ ){ 
a->id[j] = a->id[i] ； a->value[j] = a ->va lue [ i ] ; 
} 
dis = norowl - norow2 ; 
for ( i = rowl + 1 * i <= row2 ; i++ ) a->p[i] -= dis ; 
} 
else if ( norowl < norow2 ){ 
dis = prow2 - 1 + norow2 - norowl ； 
for ( i = prow2 - 1 , j = dis ； i >= prowll ； i - - , j - - ) ( 
a->id[j] = a->id[i] ；a->value[j] = a ->va lue [ i ] ; 
} 
dis = norow2 - norowl ； 
for ( i = rowl + 1 ； i <= row2 ； i++) a->p[i] += dis ; 
} 
prowll = a->p[rowl+1] ； /* A new position of prowll. */ 
for ( i = prowl , j = 0 ； • i, < prowll ； i++ , j++ ) { 
a->id[i] = id2[j] ； a->value[i] = v 2 [ j ] ; 
} 
prow2 = a->p[row2] ； /* A new position of prow2. */ 
for ( i = prow2 , j = 0 ； i < prow22 -, i++ , j++ )( 
a->id[i] = id l [ j ] ； a->value[i] = vl[j】i 
} 
free( idl) ； free( id2)； 
free ( vl ) ； free ( v2 ) ; 
} . 
void reag_spmx( s t ruct spas—matx *a » struct spas_matx *b , int index ) . 
/*5： Rearrange the matrix A according the pivot-selecting and f i l l - i n detection. / 
{ 
int i , j , new—row ., order ； 
order = a->order ; 
init一 matx( b )； 
for ( i = 0 ; i < order ； i++ ){ 
new一row := serq[index] [ i ]； 
/* the i n i t i a l row i should be swapped to new_row serq[ i ] . */ 
for ( j = a->p[i] ； j < a->p[i+l] ; 3++ ) 
insert—spmatx( new—row , a->id[j] , a->value[j] , b ) ; 
} 
init_matx( a )； 
for ( i = 0 ； i < order ； i++ ){ 
for ( j = b->p[i] ； j < b->p[i+l] ； j++ ) 
insert一spmatx( i. , secq[index] [b->id[j]] , b->value[j] , a ) ; 
} 
} 
, void matx_add( s t ruct spas_matx *a , struct spas_matx *b , s t ruct spas.matx *c ) 
" 6 : Addition of matrix A and B. A(mxn)+B(mxn) = C(mxn) */ 
{ 
int i , j > order ; 
order = a->order ； 
init_matx( c )； “ 
for ( i = 0 ? i < order ； i++ ) 
for ( j = a->p[i] ； j < a->p[i+l] ； j++ ) 
insert一spmatx( i , a->id[j] • a->value[j] , c ) ; 
for ( i = 0 ; i < order ； i++ ) . - , 
for ( j = b->p[i] ； ] < b->p[i+l] ； 〕++ ) 
insert一spmatx( i , b->id[j] , b->value[jl , c ) ; 
} 
void matx_minus( s truct spas.matx *a , struct spas_matx -b , s t ruct spas_matx *c ) 
" 7 : Abstraction of matrix A and B. A (mxn)-B (mxn) = C(mxn) * / 
int i , j , order ; 
order = a->order ； 
init_matx( c ) ; 
for ( i = 0 ; i < order ； i++ ) 
for ( j = a->p[i] ； j < a->p[i+l] ； ]• + + ) 
insert_spmatx( i , a->id[j] , a->value[j] ' c ) ; 
for ( i = 0 ; i < order ； i++ ) 
for ( j = b->pti】；j < b->p[i+l] ； j++ ) 
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insert_spmatx( i b->id[j] , 0. - b->value [ j ] , c ) ; 
) 
void matx_mulp( s t ruc t spas一 matx *a , s t ruc t spas—matx *b , s t r uc t spas一 matx *c ) 
/*8 ： Product of matrix A and B. A(mxn)xB (nxk) = C (mxk) */ 
{ 
in t i , j , k , m , orders-
double atmp ； 
order = a->order ； 
init_matx( c ) ； 
for ( i = 0 ； i < order ； i++ ){ 
for( j s a->p[i] ； j < a->p[i+1] ； j++ ){ 
atmp = a->value[ j ]； 
m = a -> i d [ j ]； 
for ( k = b->p[m] ； k < b->p[m+1] ； k + + ) 




void matx—dot ( s t r uc t spas一matx *a , double c , s t ruc t spas—matx *s ) 
/•9: Dot product of constant c and matrix A. s = c, a */ 
{ 
i n t i , order ; 
order = a->order ； 
for ( i = 0 ； x < order ； i++ ){ 
s->p [i] = a->p [i] ； s->cnum[i] =： a~>cnvim[i3 ； 
} 
s->p[order] = a->p[order] r 
for ( i = 0 ; i < a->p[order] ；i++ ){ 
s->value [i] = c * a->value[i] s -> id[ i ] =• a - > i d [ i ] ; 
} 
} 
i n t insert_spmatx ( in t row , in t col , double value , s t ruc t spas一matx *m) 
/*10 ： Subroutine to put elements into the sparce' matrix,*/ 
/* Return 1 when create a new element, otherwise return 0. */ 
i n t i , j ； / * p - -^0- -1- -2- -3- -4- -5 . . */ . 
i n t order ； /* i row0--l--2""-3--4 — 5. . */ 
order = m->order ; 
i = m->p[row] ； j = m->p[row+l]； 
while ( col > m->id[i] && i < j ) i++ ： 
i f ( col == m->id[i] && i != j ) { 
m->value[i] += value ; 
r e t u r n ( 0 ) ; 
for ( j = m->p[order] ; j > i ； j - - ) ( 
m->value[j] = m->value[ j -1] ; 
m->id[j] = m - > i d [ j - l ] ; 
for ( j = row + 1 ； j <= order ； j++) m->p[j]++ ; 
m->value[i] = value ; 
m->id[i] = col ; 
m->cnum[col]++ ； 
r e t u rn (1 )； 
} 
void init一matx( s t ruc t spas_matx *a ) 
" 1 1 : I n i t i a l i z e the matrix a. */ 
{ 
in t i , order ; 
order = a->order ; 
for ( i = 0 ; i < order ； i++ ) { 
a->cnum[i] = 0 ； a->p[i】=0 ; 
}a->p[order] = 0 ; 
} 
void tran_matx( s t ruc t spas_matx *s , s t ruc t spas—matx ) 
" 1 2 : Tansfer matrix (s)ource to matrix ( t )a rge t . */ 
{ 
in t i , order ; 
order = s->order ； t->order = order ； 
for ( i = 0 ; i < order ； i++ ){ 
t->cniun[i] = s_>cnum[i] ； t ->p[i] = s - > p [ i ] ; 
t->p[order] = s ->p [o rde r ] ; 
for ( i = 0 ； i < t->p[order] ； i++ H 
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I必.， 
t ->value[ i ] = s->value[i] ； t -> id [ i ] 二 s -> id[ i ] t 
>
 } 
void swap ( i n t *a • in t *b ) 
/*13： Interchange integer *a and *b, */ 
{ 
i n t tmp ； 
tmp = *a ; *a = *b ； *b ^ tmp ； 
} 
void sp一mx一alloc(struct spas一matx *a, in t order, in t size) 
/*14: Memory a l loca t ion and i n i t i a l i z a t i o n of sparse matrix. */ 
{ 
i n t i ； • 
a->p ss (int *) (malloc ( sizeof (int) * (order + 1 ) ) ) ; 
a->value = (double *) (malloc( sizeof(double)* size ) ) ； 
a->id = ( int *)(malloc( s izeof( in t ) * size ) ) ; 
a->cnum = (int *)(malloc( s izeof( in t ) * order ) ) ; 
for ( i = 0 ； i < order t i++ ) { a->p[i] = 0 ； a - > c n u m [ i ] = 0 ； } 
for ( i = 0 ; i < s ize ； i++ ) { a->value[i] - 0. ； a ->id[ i ] « 0 ； } 
a->p[order] = 0 ； 







/* Master Thesis project ( CAD for Circuit Analysis ) */ 
/* Lossy Transmission Line model of R G L C and the waveform */ 
/* relaxation and Fast Wavelet-based Convolution. */ 
/* File name i s : losstraw.c */. • 
/* Copyright 1995 LEUNG Wai-hung ee.cuhk.hk */ 
•去 
int model一zO ( double *rs, double *gp, double *lcp( char *lc ) 
/*1： ZO modelling for RGLC line. When i t is lossless or dis tor t ionless , zero returns, 
otherwise, one. */ 
{ 
double p , a , b ; , ' . 
i f ( zO.r < 0. Ij zO.g < 0. | | zO.1 <= 0. J | zO.c <= 0. ) re turn( -1 )； 
i f ( Z 0 . r == 0. && zO.g != 0. ) return( -1 ) ？ ” Error */ 
i f ( zO.r == 0. &&.z0.g == 0. ){ /* Lossless */ 
*rs = sqrt{ zO.1 / zO.c )； 
return ( 0 ); 
if ( z o.g == 0. ){ “ Capacitive / / / / / / r == 0. is inhabited.*/ 
*rs = sqrt( zO.l / zO.c )； 
*gp = 0•; 
*lcp = 2. * zO.c * (*rs) / zO.r ； 
*lc ; 'c‘； 
return ( 1 )； 
} 
p = zO.r * zO.c / ( zO.l * zO.g ) f 
i f ( p > 1 . . ) ( /* Capacitive */ 
*rs = sqrt( zO.l / zO.c )； 
a = 2. / ( ( P - 1. ) • (*rs) * zO.g ) ; 
*gp = a * zO.g ； 
*lcp = a * zO. c ,* 
*lc = ' c ' ； ‘ 
return ( 1 )； 
if ( p < 1. ){ " Inductive */ 
*rs = sqrt( zO.r / zO.g )； 
a = 2. * p / ( ( 1. - P ) * ( * r s ) ) ； 
b = ( 1. - P ) / ( 2. * ( * r s ) ) ; 
*gp = a ； 
*lcp = b * zO.l / 20,g ； 
*lc = ' 1 ‘ ； . 
return ( 1 )； 
l r s = sqrt( zO.l / zO.c ) ？ /* p 二 1. dis tort ionless */ 
return ( 0 ); 
} 
int build一zO( int si • int i ) 
" 2 : Build up the zO table. */ 
double rs , gp , lcp ; 
int j ; 
char nm[3] , lc ; 
zO.r = dect_value( s t r ing[i] [2] )? 
zO.l = dect_value( s t r i n g [ i ] [ 3 ] ) ; 
zO.g = dect一 value( s t r i n g [ i ] [ 4 ] ) ; 
zO.c = dect_value( s t r ing [ i ] [5 ] )； 
if ( ( i = model zO( , &gp , , &lc ) } ” \
{
 , , „ , 
prints ("errmg ) ； pr ints ( "Transmission Une model ' ) ； 
prints ! sub_data[si]'.name ) ； prints (" i s unpractical. \n ); 
exit ( 1 ); 
} 
… _ _ 0 、 t /* lossless or distort ionless. . */ ^ ^ , n 、*。、 
"node tab[si]=(struct node—table ^malloc(sizeof(struct node_table ; 
SataItSb[si]=(struct data.table Mmalloc(sizeof(struct da ta . tab le) ) ; 
s t r C p Y ( node_tab[si][0].orig—name , " a " ) ; 
strcpv( node_tab[si][1].orig_name , "b» ); 
node tab[si]T0].count = node_tab[si][1] count = 2 ; 
s t rcpy( data_tab[si][0].element_name ,."rs» ); 
data一tab[si]To].node[0] = 1 ； • 
data_tab[si][0].node[l] = 2 ; 
data_tab[si][0].value[0] = rs ; 
sub_data[si].port_num = 2 ; 
sub一data[si].node一num = 2 ; 
sub_data[si].element_num = 1 ； 
sub_data[si]. order = 2 ; 




/* Full ladder network of order >4 */ ^ 
node一tab[si]=(struct node_table *)malloc.(sizeof(struct node_table) 6); 
data_tab[si] = {struct data一table. *)malloc(sizeof(struct 
data_table)*13); 
for ( j = 0 ； j < 6 ； j++ )( /* order = 4 •/ 





node_tab[si][j] . count = 2 ; 
} 
nm[0] = ' r
1 ； nm[l] = '0• ； nm[3] = ' \ 0 , ； 
strcpy( data_tab[si][0].element_name , nm ); 
data一tab [si] [0]. . node [0] = 1 ； 
data_tab[si][0].node[l] = 3 ； 
data_tab[si][0].value[0] = rs ； 
rs *= 2. r /* 2rs */ 
for ( j = 1 ; j <= 4 ； j++ ){ 
nm[0] = 'r‘ ； n m [ l ] ++ ; 
strcpy( data_tab[sij[j]•element—name , nm ); 
data_tab[si]Tj1•node[0] = data_tab[si][j+4].node[0] 二 
data一tab [si] [j+8] .node [0] ss j + 2 ; 
data_tab[si] [j].node[l] = ( j == 4 ) ? 2 : j +. 3 ; 
data_tab[si][j] .value[0] = rs ； 
nm[0] = ' s ' ; 
strcpy( data_tab[si][j+4].element_name , nm ); 
data_tab[si]Ij+4].node[l] = data_tab[si][j+8].node[l] = 2 ； 
data_tab[si][j+4].value[0] = gp ; 
nm[0] = lc ； 
strcpy( data_tab[si][j+8].element—name , nm ); 
data_tab[si]Tj+8].value[0] = lcp ; 
} 
sub_data[si].port_num « 2 ； 
sub_data[si].node_num = 6 ; 
sub_data[si j.element^num = 13 j . 
sub一data[si].order = ( lc ^= '1' ) ? 10 : 6 ; 
elem_num[si].s - 9 ； 
elem_num[si].1 竽(lc == ) ? 4 | 0 ; 
elem_num[si].c = ( lc == .c. ) ? 4 : 0 ; 
} 
data_tab[si][01.value[1] = zO.r ; 
data_tab[si][0].value[2] = zO.l ; 
data_tab[si][0].value[3] = z0,g ; 
data—tab[si][0].value[4] = zO.c ; 
return(PASS); 
} 
int model—eO( int count , int si ) 
" 3 : Construct the propagation function in wavelet domain, / 
{ . 
int i , size , size2； 
double dw , w , r , 1 , g , c , length , *e; 
complex *e0 , *fe ; 
r = data_tab[si][0].value[l]； 
1 = data_tab[si][0].value[2]； 
g = data—tab[si][0].value[3]; 
c = data_tab[s i ] [0] .value[4] ; 
length = data—tab[0][count].value[0】； 
dw = 2. * M一PI / tran—time[1]; 
size = (int)( tran—time[2] + 0.01 ); 
size2 = size » 1 ； , , . . . 
e 0 : (complex *) malloc( sizeof( complex ) * size ) ; 
fe = (complex *) malloc( sizeof( complex } * size ) ; 
e = (double *) malloc(- sizeof( double ) * size ) ; 
f , j _ o w - o • i <= size2 ； i++ , w += dw ){ 
eOU]=CEXP(CMREAL(CSQRT(CMULT(CMPLX(r,l*w) ,.CMPLX (g, C*w) ) ) , (0.-length)))； 
f o r ( 土 = s i z e 2 + 1 ; i < size ； i++ ) e0[i] = CONJG( eO[ size - i ] ) ; 
i f f t ( g0 , fe , size ) ； ’ c r . . . 
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < size ； i + + ) e[i】二 CREAL( f e [ i ] ) ; 
dd4( e • count , size ) ; 
free ( eO )；' 
free ( fe ) ; 
free ( e )； 
return(PASS); 
} 
int d4( double *data , int length , high_feq *w_high ) 
/M: Daub's 4th order wavelet decomposition for the wa and wb vectors. */ 
{
 double hO[OD] , hl[OD] , *temp , *high ‘ max ; 
i n t i , p , n , m , k , count , hf_lg , size ; 
h0[0] = .48296291314453410 ; 
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hO[1] = .83651630373780772 ； 
h0[2】=.22414386804201339 ； 
hO[3] = -.12940952255126034 ； 
hl[0] = -.12940952255126034 ； 
hi[1] = -.22414386804201339 ； 
hi[2] = .83651630373780772 ； . 
hi[3] = -.48296291314453410 ； 
t〒！np = (double *) malloc( sizeof{ double ) * length ) ; 
high = (double *) malloc ( sizeof ( double ) * length ) :• 
for ( i = 0 ； i < Wave—Level ； i + + ){ ‘ 
for( n = 0 ； n < length ； n++ ) tempfn] = data[n]； 
hf_lg = length >> 1 ； max = 0.0 
for ( n = 0 ; n < hf_lg ； n++ ){ 
data[n] = high[n] = 0 . 0 ； 
for( k = 0 , p = ( n « 1 ) * k < 4 && p < length ；k++, p++ ) { 
data[n] += temptp] * hO[k] ？ 
) high[n] += temp[p】* hi[k] r 
) i f ( fabs (data[n]) > max ) max = fabs(data[n])； 
max *=: Factor ； size = 0 ； 
for ( n = 0 ； n < hf_lg ； n++ ){ 
if ( fabs { high[n] ) >=? max ) { 
w_high[i] .vujsize] =: high[n]； 
w一high[i],id[size++] = n ； 
i f ( size >= High—Max ) return ( -1 )； 
} 
} 
w_high[i].size = size ； 
length 岧 length » 1 ； 
} 
free ( temp ) ； 
free ( high ) ； 
return ( 0 )； 
} 
in t dd4 ( double *data , int tran一count 7 int length ) 
/*5: Daub's 4th order wavelet decomposition for the eO vectors. */ 
{ 
double gO[OD], gl[OD] , max , *temp , *high ； 
in t i , j , p / n , k , count , size t 
g0[0] = -.12940952255126034 ； 
g0[1] ^ 0.22414386804201339 ； 
gO [2] = .83651630373780772 i 
g0 [3] = 0.48296291314453410 ; 
gl[0] = -.48296291314453410 t 
gl [1] = .83651630373780772 t 
gl [2] = -.2241438680420139 ; 
gl [3] = -.12940952255126034 ; 
temp = ( double * ) malloc( sizeof( double ) * length ) ； 
high = ( double * ) malloc( sizeof( double ) * length )； 
tran_source[tran一count].ed = 
(high_feq * ) malloc( sizeof( high_feq ) * Wave—Level ) ； 
for ( i = 0 ； i < Wave—Level ； i + + ) { 
for ( j=0 ； j<length ； j ++ ) temp[j] = da t a [ j ]； 
j = 1 << i ; 
max = 0.0 ； 
for ( n = 0 ； n < length ； n++ ){ 
data[n] = high[n] = 0 , 0 ； 
for ( k = 3 , p = n ; k >= 0 && p >= 0 ； k-- , p-=j ) { 
data[n] += temp[p] * gO[k]； 
high[n] += temp[p] * gl[kj ； 
} 
i f ( fabs(data[n]) > max ) max = fabs(data[n])； 
} 
size =s 0 ； max *= Factor ； k = 0 ; 
for ( n = 0 ； n < length && k ；== 0 ； n++ ) { 
if ( fabs{ highfn] ) >= max ){ 
tran_source [ tran_count] .ed[i] .vu[size] high[n]； 
tran_source [ tran_cfount] . ed[i] . id[size+ + ] = n ； 
if ( size >= High—Max ) k = 1 ； 
} 
} 
if ( k == 1 ) return ( -1 ) ; 
tran一source[tran—count]•ed[i]. size = size ； 
} 
for ( n = 0 ； n < length ； n++ ) tran_source[tran_count].ec[n] = data[n]； 
free ( temp ) ； 
free ( high ) ; 
return ( 0 )； 
} 
void conv_ww( double *a , int tran—count , int length ) 
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/*6: Convolution of (w)a and eO(tran_count) vectors ,*/ 
{ 
i n t i , j , k , m.., wave_no , • new—length , step , end ； 
double *temp , t t ; 
high_feq *w_high ； 
w_high = ( high_feq * ) malloc( sizeof( high—feq ) * Wave—Level ); 
temp = ( double * ) malloc( sizeof( double ) * length ) ; 
wave—no = d4 ( a .,； length , w—high ) ； 
i f ( wave一no == -1 ) { puts ( "Error: High—Max i s not enough. ") ； ex i t (1) 't} 
for ( i = 0 ； i < length t i + + ) { temp[i] = a[i> ； a [ i ] = 0 . 0 ； } 
new一length = length >>,Wave_Level ； 
step = 1 << Wave一Level ； 
for ( i = 0 , end = length ； i < new_length ； i++ , end -= step ) { 
t t = temp[i]； 
for ( j = 0 , k = length - end ； j < end ； j + + , k++ ) 
a[k] += tran_source[tran—count].ec[j] * t t ； 
} 
for ( i = Wave一Level - 1 ；: i >= wave一no ； i - - ) ( 
for ( m = 0 ； m < w_high ti]•size ； m++ ){ 
t t = w_hight i].vu[m] j 
k = w_high[i]. id[m] * step ； 
for( j 0 ; j < tran—source[tran_countI:ed[i] .size. ; j++ ) { 
end = k + tran一source [tran—count] • ed[i] . id [:j ] ; 
i f ( end < length ) 
a[end] += t t * t ran_source[tran^count] .ed[i] . vu [ j ] ; 
} 
} 
new 一 l e n g t h = new 一 l e n g t h « 1 ？ 
step = step >> 1 
) 
f ree ( temp ); 
f ree ( w一high )； 
} 
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* f f t . c f i l e use for Fast Fourier Transforms in C language * 
* applying the J.W. Cooley and J.W. Tukey algorithm(DIT-FFT) * 
* writ ten by LEUNG Wai-hung * ee.cuhk.hk * Copyright * 
* Usage: include f i l e name
 x
 f f t . c ' and cal l
 x
 f f t ' or t ' . * 
* ( i ) f f t ( input—array , output_array , array_size ) * 
* arrays are one dimension complex arrays, size i s in t no. * 
+ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
void f f t ( complex input[] , complex output[]本 int n ) 
/* 1: Forward FFT subroutine.：*/ 
{ 
/* InI is the number of the points. */ 
/ * j n j must be power of two. */ 
int i , k , m , 1 , j , i j , nv = 2 , nvl ； 
complex *omega , temp ; 
m = abs( n ) ; 
k = log2 ( m )；. 
for ( i = 0 ； i < m ； i++ j 
output [i] = input [bitr (i, k) ] 
for ( i = 0 ； i < m ； i++ , i++ ) { 
temp = output[i+ij ; 
output[i+1] = CSUB( output[i] , temp ) i 
output[i] = CADD( output[i] , temp ) ; 
} 
m = m >> 1 ； 
omega = (complex *) malloc( sizeof( complex ) * m ) ; 
f f t i n i t ( omega , n / 2 ) ； 
for ( 1 = k - 2 ； 1 >= 0 ； 1-- ){ 
m = m >> 1 ； 
nvl nv ; 
nv = nv << 1 ; 
for ( i = 0 ； i <= ( m ^  1 ) * nv ； i nv ){ 
for ( j = 0 ； j < nvl ： j + + ){ 
i j - i + j ; 
temp = CMULT ( omega [ m*j •] , output [ i j + nvl ] ) ； 
output[ i j + nvl 】；CSUB( output[ i j ] , temp ) ; 






void i f f t ( complex input[] , complex output[] , int n ) 
/* 2: Inverse FFT subroutine. */ 
{ 
int i ； 
f loat niv = 1. / ( f loat ) n ； 
f f t ( input , output , -n )'* 
for( i = 0 ； i < n ; i++ ) output[i] = CMREAL( output[i] , niv ) ; 
} 
void f f t i n i t ( complex omega[] , int n ) 
/ * 3： * / 
/* omega[0] to omega[n-1] , n < 0 for i f f t */ 
int i ; 
double agl_step = - M_PI / n ,、angle ; 
n = abs ( n ) ; • ， 、 
for ( i = 0 , angle = 0. ； i < n ; i++ , angle += agl_step ) 
omega[i] = CMPLX( cos ( angle ) ‘ sin( angle ) ) ; 
} 
int log2( int n ) 
" 4 : * / . 
/* return -1 if n<=0 */ 
int i ； 
for ( i = -1 ; n > 0 ; i++ ) n = n » l ; 
return ( i ); 
} 
int b i t r ( int j , int logn ) 
/ * 5 : * / 
{ . 
int ans = 0 , i ; 
for ( i = 0 ; i < logn ； i + + , j = j » l ) 
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ans = ( ans « 1 ) + ( ji & 1 ) ； 
re turn ( ans ) ； 
} 
/* * * * End of f f t . c program. * * * */ 
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* complex.c support f i l e use for complex arithmetic in C. * 
* r e fe r to"C Tools for Scientists and Engineers"by L.Baker * 
* File name : complex.c * 
* Modified by LEUNG Wai-hung * EE CUHK * Copyright * 
• • 食 
typedef s t ruet{ 
double x, y； 
} complex ； 
/* * * x and y are real and imaginary part respectively* * */ 
#define CREAL(X) ( (X).x ) /* real part of ( a ) */ 
#define CIMAG(X) ( (X) .y ) /* imaginary part of ( a ) " 
complex CMPLX( double x , double y ) ； "ass ign a complex no*/ 
complex CASSN ( complex *pa ) ； " r e t u r n pointer of a " 
complex CONJG ( complex a ) ； /* a.x - i * a.y (conjugate) */ 
complex CNEG ( complex a ) ; /* -a .x - i * a.y * / 
complex CMRY( complex a ) ； /* -a .x + i * a.y */ 
complex CINV( complex a ) ； /* a.y + i * a.x */ 
complex CDVI ( complex a ) ； /* a.y - i * a.x */ 
complex CNINV( complex a ) ； /* -a.y - i * a.x */ 
complex CMTI( complex a )； /* -a.y + i * a.x */ 
complex CADD( complex a , complex b ) ； " a + b */ 
complex CSUB ( complex a , complex b ) ； a - b */ 
complex CMREAL( complex a , double re ) ； /* a * real_no. */ 
complex CMULT( complex a , complex b )； /* a * b */ 
double CNORM( complex a )； /* |a |A2 */ 
complex CDIV( complex a , complex b )； /* jaj */ 
complex CRECP ( complex a } ； " 1 / a */ 
/•kie************ ** ***** *********/ 
double CABS ( complex a ) ； /* absolute value of a */ 
double CANGL ( complex a ) ； /* from 0 to 2pi */ 
complex C2P( complex a )； /* ( x, y ) -> ( r, theta ) */ 
complex P2C( complex a )？ /* (r,theta)-> ( x, y ) */ 
complex CEXP( complex a )； /* exp ( a ) */ 
complex CLOG ( complex a ); /* ln( a ) */ 
complex CSQRT( complex a )； /* square root( a ) */ 
complex CSQR( complex a )； /* square ( a ) */ 
complex CSIN( complex a ) ？ / * sin( a ) */ 
complex CCOS( complex a )； /* cos{ a ) » * / 
complex CTAN( complex a. ) ; /* tan( a ) 
complex CSINH ( complex a ) ； /* sinh(. a ) 
complex CCOSH( complex a )； /* cosh( a ) *J 
complex CTANH( complex a ) ？ / * tanh( a ) */ 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
complex CMPLX( double x , double y ) 
{ complex temp ； temp.x = x ； temp.y = Y ； return ( temp ) ； } 
complex CASSN( complex *pa ) 
{ return ( CMPLX( pa->x , pa->y ) ) ； ) 
complex CONJG( complex a ) 
{ return( CMPLX( a.x , -a.y ) ) ； ) 
complex CNEG( complex a ) 、 
{ return ( CMPLX ( -a.x , -a.y ) . ) ； ) 
complex CMRY( complex a ) 
{ return ( CMPLX( -a.x , a.y ) ) ； ) 
complex CINV( complex a ) 
{ return( CMPLX( a.y , a.x ) ) ； ) 
complex CDVI( complex a ) 
{ return ( CMPLX( a.y , -a.x ) ) ； ) 
complex CNINV( complex a ) 
{ return( CMPLX( -a .y ‘ -a.x ) ) ; } 
complex CMTI( complex a ) 
{ return( CMPLX( -a.y , a.x ) ) ： } 
complex CADD( complex a , complex b ) 
{ return( CMPLX( a.x + b.x , a.y + b . y ) ) ; ) 
complex CSUB( complex a , complex b ) 
( return( CMPLX( a.x - b.x , a.y - b.y ) ) ； ) 
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complex CMREAL( complex a , double re ) 
{ return( CMPLX( a.x * re , a.y * re ) ) ； } 
complex CMULT( complex a , complex b ) 
{ return( CMPLX( a.x * b.x - a.y * b.y , a.y * b.x + a.x * b.y ) ) ; } 
double CNORM( complex a ) 
{ return( a.x * a.jf + a.y * a.y ) ； } 
complex CDIV( complex a , complex b ) 
{ double r r ？ r r = CNORM ( b > i . „ . 
return( CMPLX( ( a.x * b.x + a.y * b.y ) / r r , ( a.y * b.x - a.x * b.y ) / r r ))；) 
complex CRECP( complex a ) 
{ return ( CDIV( CMPLX( 1 t 0 ) , a ) I ； } 
double CABS ( complex a ) 
{ return ( sqrt( CNORM( a ) ) ) ; } 
double CANGL( complex a ) /* from 0 to 2pi */ 
( if ( a.x == 0.0 && a.y 0.0 ) return ( 0.0 ) 
if ( a.y >= 0.0 ) return( atan2( a.y , a.x ) ) ； 
return( M一PI 2. + atan2 ( a.y , a.x ) ) ? } 
complex C2P( complex a ) /* returns the r and theta instead of x and y */ 
{ return ( CMPLX( CABS ( a ) , CANGL{ a ) ) ) ? ) 
complex P2C( complex a ) ” a.x and a.y are r and theta respectively */ 
{ return ( CMPLX ( a.x * cos ( a.y } , a.x * sin( a.y ) ) ) , • } 
complex CEXP( complex a ) 
{ return( P2C( CMPLX( exp( a.x ) , a.y ) ) ) ; ) 
complex CLOG ( complex a ) 
{ complex temp ,* temp = C2P ( a ) i 
return ( CMPLX( log( temp.x ) , temp.y ) ) ；; } 
complex CSQRT( complex a ) 
{ double r ; r = CABS( a ) ; 、 " 、 、 、 . 、 
return ( CMPLX( sqrt( ( r + a.x ) / 2. ) , sqrt( ( r - a.x ) / 2 . ) ) ) , ) 
complex CSQR( complex a ) • * * 、 、 、 
{ return ( CMPLX( a.x * a.x - a.y * a.y , 2. * a.x a.y ) ) ; ) 
complex CeSIN co^ lex a ^ ^ ⑵ 则 ^ ( 隱工（ a ) ) , C E X p ( C D V I { a ) ) ) ,0.5 ) ) ); } 
complex CCOS^ complex a ( 隱 ( • ( & ) ) , _ ( ， 工 （ " ） ） ， Q < 5 ) ) ; ) 
complex CTAN( complex a ) 、、、”《 
{ return ( CDIV( CSIN( a ) ‘ CCOS( a ) ) ) ? J 
complex CSINH( complex a ) … … ， 、、、 n c、、 . i 
( return( CMREAL( CSUB( CEXP( a ) , CEXP( CNEG( a ) ) ) , 0.5 ) ) ; } 
comulex CCOSH( complex a ) , > 、、 八 c 、、 、 
^ _ r e t u r n ( CMMIAL ( CADD ( CEXP ( a ) , CEXP ( CNEG ( a ) ) ) , 0.5 ) ) ; } 
complex CTANH( complex a ) . . . , 
( return ( CDIV( CSINH( a ) ‘ CCOS( a ) ) ) ; } 
End of complex.c 
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Input data f i l e for example circui t of Remarks： 
Section 6： 
c i r l <= Circuit t i t l e 
.subnet nl x 0 <=[1] Definition of the f i r s t subcircuit 
vl 1 0 pulse (0 1 1.2 0.2 0.0 50 100) <- [2] Voltage source with pulse input 
r l 1 x 5 <- Resistor with 5 ohms 
.endn <= End of the f i r s t subcircuit def ini t ion 
01 nl n2 lossy1 0.5 « [ 3 ] Fi rs t lossy transmission l ine 
.subnet n2 t 0 s 0 <=[4] Definition of the second subcircuit 
v2 t s pulse(0 0 0,1 0.2 0.0 50 100) <- Voltage source with zero input 
.endn <= End of the second subcircuit def ini t ion 
02 n2 n3 lossy2 0.5 « Second lossy transmission l ine 
.subnet n3 w 0 <= Definition of the thi rd subcircuit 
r3 w 0 500 <- Load res i s to r with 500 ohms 
.endn <= End of the third subcircuit def in i t ion 
.tlmodel lossyl 25.0 100 0.005 0.04 <++[5] Model def ini t ion of f i r s t lossy l ine 
.tlmodel lossy2 3.125 100 0.005 0.04 <++ Model defini t ion of second lossy l ine 
4 tran 10.24 1024 4 3 0.01 <++[6] Transient analysis parameters 
.printv 0 nl x 2 n3 w <++[7] Print output values 
Notes： 
[ 1 ] 




[2] pulse( vO vl td t r tf pw per) 
t z ^ / \
 v2




ol <subnet 1> <subnet 2> <tlmodel> <length> 
subnet 1 〕 •。subnet 2 
D = Z C 
tlmodel 
[4] 
•subnet <name> <nol> <no2> <no3> <no4> 
> nol > no3 
. subnet 
> no2 > no4 
[5] 
•tlmodel <model name> <R > <L > <G > <C > 
R, L, G, C i s the resistance, inductance, 
conductance and capacitance per unit length 
[ 6 ] 
• tran <time interval〉ctime point no.> 
〈 i teration no.> <wavelet decomposition 
level> <error tolerance factor> 
[7] 
.printv <no. of subcircuit> <subcircuit 
name> <node name> [ . . ] 
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